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ABSTRACT
The thesis is a description of some of the basic
elements in the syntax of meso-lectal Malaysian English (M.E.),
that are different from that of Standard British English
(S.B.E. or B.E.). What used to be considered as errors or
learner 's strategies are not necessarily so and a detailed
examination of such elements shows that there is a systematic
and rigid patterning in the syntax as such. After a
description of the general sociolinguistic setting and the
emergence of the concept of institutionalized varieties of
English, vis-a-vis the non-native varieties, the first chapter
briefly sumarises sane phonological as well as lexical
features of M.E. The second chapter then discusses sane of the
Noun Phrase elements such as the pluralisation cC mass nouns
(Individuation), article ellipsis and pronaninal concord. The
third chapter goes into the Verb Phrase features such as
terr,oral distance (Renoteness Distinctions in Tense), the
sirrlified nodal system and the use of stative verbs in the
progressive (Stativity and Progressivity). Clause structure
elements are discussed in Chapter four, where it will be seen
that the interrogative clauses (the wh-interrogative, yes-no
interrogative and the alternative interrogative) have their
differences in terms of 	 rd-order (no subject-operator
inversion)	 and	 different	 tag elements.	 Similar to
interrogative clausal features is one type of declarative
clausal element where for the initially negated and the
adverbially fronted declaratives, there is no subject-operator
inversion in ME. The last element described in this chapter
is ccç*ila ellipsis, follcMed by a surrinary of sane of the other
syntactic features in M.E. that need to be further researched
on (such as adverbial positioning, ellipsis of the expletives
ft/there, substitution of such expletives with	 , and
grairinatical particles such as jrr, what and Q). The
concluding fifth chapter sumarises the main points of the core
chapters (2, 3, 4) and also addresses sane of the relevant
applied linguistic and socio-linguistic concerns.
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a. Geographical Parameters.
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(1) GEJGRAPHIX-HIS'1JRICL SETIG
a. Geoaraphical Parameters
The nation Malaysia ccaprises two entities - West
Malaysia (Peninsular Malaysia) and East Malaysia, separated
from each other by the vast expanse of the South China
Sea. West Malaysia is what was originally known as Malaya
(the Federation of Malaya) contained in the eleven states
situated in the Peninsula.' of Malaya. This peninsula is the
land mass which continues south of Thailand, with Singapore
at its southern-nost tip (separated by the Straits of
Johore) and Sumatra towards its western coast (separated by
the Straits of Malacca). The eastern coast of West
Malaysia is exposed to the South China Sea.
East Malaysia carprises two states - Sabah and
Sarawak which are states on the land mass of the large
island formerly known as Borneo - to the east of West
Malaysia. This island of Borneo is now known by its four
separate independent entities, with. Brunei Darussalain and
Kaliinantan totally independent of each other, whilst Sabah
and Sarawak are the constituent states of East Malaysia.
West Malaysia is further subdivided into eleven
states namely Penis, Kedah, Penang, Perak, Pahang,
Kelantan, Trengganu, Selangor, Negri Serbilan, Malacca and
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Johore. The capital city of Malaysia is Kuala Lurrçur which
is situated in West Malaysia (in the state of Selangor).
The area surrounding this city (within a 5 mile radius) is
termed Federal Territory u
. The total population of
Malaysia is about 14 million with about 11 million people
in West Malaysia and 3 million people in East Malaysia.
b. Political and Constitutional Status
There are altogether 13 states in Malaysia (11 in
West Malaysia and 2 in East Malaysia). Each of these 13
states has its cn capital city and state government. As
an entity, the nation is a parlianentary deflocracy with a
constitutional nonarch. This ncnarch is elected on a
rotation basis by the heads of the 13 cc*ronent states from
anongst them (the Council of Rulers).
The government is a Federal government with a
Cabinet of Ministers chosen by the Constitutional Monarch -
after these Ministers have been elected by the people to
the Houses of Parliament. The Federal Goverrinent's powers
are to an extent decentralised to the State Covernments,by
way of the division of specified departments. There are
therefore certain spheres of administration vested in the
Central Government, with the rest allocated to State
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Governments, whilst there is also a concurrent list of
powers shared between the Federal and State governments.
The present entity of Malaysia came into existence
in 1963 when the original Federation of Malaya (with the 11
states) was joined by the two other states of Sabah and
Sarawak as well as by Singapore (making the total nuither of
states in Malaysia at that time to be 14). However,
Singapore withdrew from this alliance in 1965 and has
rnained independent since, therthy leaving the total
nurrber of states in Malaysia at 13.
West Malaysia (originally the Federation of
Malaya) obtained its independence fran the British
acininistration in 1957. Prior to 1957, it had undergone
several phases of colonisation. But before going into
details of this feature in the history of the country, it
is iirerative that the early history of early Malaya is
considered.
c. Early History of Malaya
The earliest known records of settlenent in the
peninsula of Malaysia date back to the ninth century of the
Christian Era when there were Malay settlers who came from
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the nearby Sumatran, Javanese and Malayo-Polynesian
islands. lbst of these settlers were riverine and coastal
traders, fishermen and farmers who gradually grouped
themselves into kingdoms.
Gradually there were many atteitpts at
establishing eirç)ires not only in the Malay peninsula but
also on the nearby Indonesian islands - sane of these
kingdoms being Acheh and the Majapahit eirçires. Mong the
most noteworthy of these kingdoms was the Srivijaya eirpire
which had its focal points in Kedah (to the north of the
peninsula) and Palerrbang (in Sumatra i.e. an Indonesian
peninsula close to the Western coast of the Malay
peninsula).
Along with these riverine settlers, there were
the aboriginal tribes of Malays who populated the interiors
of the peninsula - in hill-tribes as well as land-tribes.
Besides these Malay peoples, other ethnic groups
gradually settled in the country as a result of the
favourable position the Malay peninsula enjoyed by way of
its geograpuical location. The Western coast of the
peninsula particularly was in an advantageous situation as
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it faced a channel that had to be passed by trading vessels
traversing from India and Europe to China (aided by the
South-West Jw)nsoons) and from China sailing to India and
Europe (with the aid of the North-East nonsoons).
This Western coast of the peninsula was sheltered from
these nonsoons since it faced the Eastern Swrtran coast.
As such, ships traversing the seas found it convenient and
safe to stop at the various points of the Western coast of
peninsular Malaysia. In the process, there grew a
fast-flourishing maritime trade between vessels that
stowed at these riverine settlements. This gradually led
to trade not only anongst these vessels but also between
these vessels and the local Malay people from the
peninsula itself. Products like spices, rattan, gold,
cam*ior and tin were sold by the local traders to these
foreign vessels. In time to cane sane of these foreign
merchants, most of whom were Chinese, Indians or Arabic,
settled alongside their Malay counterparts. Soon there
grew colonies of different ethnic groups by way of
traders. These ethnically diverse merchant groups were
relatively small and continued living as such in a somewhat
transitory manner for sane centuries.
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This being the case, trade flourished and soon the
Malay peninsula became an attraction for European traders
as well. These groups eventually attepted colonising the
Malay peninsula - the first atteTrpt being the Portuguese
hold on Malacca in 1511, after which the Dutch took over in
1641.
4. Colonial History
British intervention in the Malay peninsula first
took place in 1786 when the island of Penang in the
north-western coast of Malaya was taken over by Francis
Light of the English East India Ccipany. The other states
of Singapore and Malacca were taken over in 1819 and 1824
respectively.
With the establishnent of British settlements in the
Malay peninsula came an additional factor of large-scale
imnigration and transportation of labour from China and
India respectively. The East India Carpany brought in and
accepted meny Indians and Chinese for indentured labour
particularly in the rul:ter estates and tin-mines, the
prodects of which were and are till to-day the largest
export goods of the country.
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The British colonisation of the peninsula was
vested in various stages. The first group of states to be
colonised were the Straits Settletnts (Penang, Singapore
and Malacca), followed by the Malay States (Perak, Pahang,
Selangor and Negri Srbilan) - later known as the Federated
Malay States and finally the Unfederated Malay States
(Kedah, Kelantan, Trengganu and Johore). This last group
never really caine under direct or corrlete British rule but
had British influence of an advisory nature only.
Throughout the period of British intervention in
the Malay peninsula, there was the existence and further
influx of the various ethnic groups into the country.
These were nostly
1. traders, merchants - fran China, India
Arabia and Europe.
ii. labourers - fran China and India, especially
to work in the railways, tin-mines and
rubber-estates respectively.
iii.clerks, government officials - fran India,
Ceylon and England.
iv. teachers, professionals - fran India, Ceylon
and England.
v. missionaries - f ran India, Ceylon and England.
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Alongside these various ethnic groups, the local
Malay people also had their influence in the socio-cultural
and linguistic diversity of the day - via the local
aristocracy, merchants, religious philosophers as well as
farmers and fishermen.
In time to cane, the various states of the Malay
peninsula, under their local Sultans or respective
Residents and Advisers, caine to form a Union called the
Malayan Union (in 1946) which was still very jiuch under the
tutelage of the British colonial office. This eventually
led to the various attenpts by the local rulers to rule
their own states. After a series of talks and comissions,
the various states of Malaya finally achieved a unified
Federation of Malaya in 1948.
The final step however was the achievement of
Independence when the British Colonial Administration
eventually handed over the Federation of Malaya to its
local rulers in 1957. Thus fran 1957 onwards Malaya -
consisting of these constituent states was governed under a
derocratic system with the constitutional head elected from
anongst the Council of Rulers whilst each of the states
thenselves was headed by the respective rulers (called
Sultans).
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In 1963, this Federation of Malaya formed an
alliance with Sabah and Sarawak as well as Singapore.
Singapore, however, opted out of this alliance in 1965.
This new nation Malaysia now remains intact with its 13
constituent states.
e. Educational Developnent
i. Before 1957
D.iring the entire period of British colonisation,
an educational system catering to the needs of the major
ethnic groups was established. Initially there were
i. Malay medium schools for the Malay population
ii.Chinese medium schools for the Chinese
population
and iii. Taxnil medium schools for the Indian population.
These were originally only primery level schools. Slowly,
however, the Chinese schools, aided by funds by rich
tin-mine owners and businesnen extended their levels of
education to the secondary level as well. Malay and Tamil
education were only avMlable up to primary level. The
colonial adninistration soon realised that this situation
was not going to prove progressive as the local aristocracy
and sons of this aristocracy were not fluent enough in
English nor were they conversant in basic Aritlinetic or
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History and Geography. The Malay schools were mostly
secular whilst the Arabic schools to which the Malays were
sent, were of a religious nature, teaching the Koranic
values and tenets of life. In dealings with the local
aristocracy and in matters of the state, law and cnerce,
the colonial acininistration found that having translators
and interpreters was not very useful, - in fact this proved
to be more of an iirediinent than anything else. Thus soon
(by 1872) the Straits Settlements had an Education
Department to see to the establishnent of Eng1ih schools
at the elementary and later the secondary levels.
Alongside the colonial government's atteript at
providing English education, there was another avenue of
education in English via the missionary irovement.
Methodist, Anglican and Catholic missionaries were allowed
into the country and this made education in English
accessible especially to the Chinese and Indians. Although
these missionary schools exercised a great amount of
discretion and religious tolerance towards all the other
religions practised at that time, initially there was a
certain degree of reluctance and apprehension towards such
schools by the Malay popilation (which was mainly Islamic
in religion). This inhibiting factor coupled with the
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British policy of preserving and protecting the Islamic
religion resulted in the confining of such English schools
predcxninantly to the Chinese and Indian population. Coupled
with this was the fact that most of such English schools
were in towns-thereby being out of reach of most Malays.
This cleavage in the education system, however, did
not persist for long. After a subsequent period, by the
early 1900's, the Malays themselves began to demand English
education. A knowledge of English, coupled with an adequate
basic knowledge of the mother-tongue was an advantage to
all, regardless of race. Furthermore, this would mean
social prestige and mobility as well as greater viability in
the ernployTrent and cctirercial sectors. This zeal for
English education by the Malays thus saw the founding of
such schools and colleges as the Malay College of Kuala
Kangsar (1905) and the Sultan Idris Training College
(1922). Besides these atterrpts at producing the bilingual
Malay elite, the Education Department established more
schools both for non-Malays and Malays alike.
Among the earliest schools were the Penang Free
School (1823), Malacca Free School (1826), St. Xaviers'
Institution (Penang) (1852), the King Edward VII School
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(Taiping) (1883), the Victoria Institution (Selangor)
(1893), Anglo-chinese School (Kiang) (1893), the Methodist
Boy's School (Kuala Lunpir) (1897) and the St. John's
Institution (Kuala Lunpur) (1904). Most of these schools
were funded either by the Government, the Christian
missionary organizations (like the Methodist mission and the
de La Salle Brothers) and in some cases, by local private
individuals such as rich businesnen and philanthropists
like Loke Yew, Thairboosamy Pillai and Yap Kwan Seng.
Thus alongside the vernacular schools that were
already established, English-medium schools up to the
secondary level were developed. Later, tertiary education
in the English-medium was advanced by way of The Raffles
Institution and the University of Singapore and Malaya. The
introduction of the external examination system (the Junior
Cairbridge and Senior Cairbridge Examinations) in liaison with
the Caithridge Local Examinations Syndicate based in London
soon put the 1ietus on the English language even further.
This there were many aspirants who were eventually at least
bilinguals - proficient in their vernacular tongue and
English.
Meanwhile secondary education in the Chinese
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vernacular schools progressed, these schools mainly funded
by private individuals (like tin-magnates and
businessmen). The Malay and Tainil medium schools hc*zever
did not proceed past the primary level so that those Malays
and Indians who wanted to be educated further, had to go to
the English schools. The concept of trilingualism
therefore was not unusual. Many of the educated people had
dealings with others fran the other ethnic groups as well
as with the not so well educated man n the street. Thus
it was not unusual to see that among the 3 basic ethnic
groups there was a fair amount of verbal caririinication in
more than just one language. For exarrle, there could be
an educated Chinese who could speak Chinese (specifically
one of the main dialects of the Chinese language group eg.
Cantonese, Hokkien, Hakka etc.) to his wife and family at
bane; Mandarin to a fe11 Chinese businessman at work
(this Chinese being one who speaks a different dialect);
English to an Adninistrative officer in the colonial office
and either English or Malay (Bahasa Malaysia) to his Tainil
colleague, as well as Malay (the upatoisI Malay - knin as
'bazaar' Malay or 'bahasa pasar') to a Malay or Indian
vendor on the street. Likewise an Indian who had managed
to secure education in the English medium would also be
linguistically well-eguied, speaking any one of the major
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Indian languages of the day (Tamil, Telugu, etc.) at bane,
whilst speaking in English and Malay to his equally
eclicated friends and workmates, and Malay (again the
'petois' Malay) to the man on the street. The Malays would
inevitably be seen as basically bilingual having Malay and
English as their main languages - except in the case of the
occasional Malay pipil who had the rare desire to be
enrolled in a Chinese-medium or Tainil-mediuin school.
Thus during the entire colonial period, education
in the peninsula took on an iirbalanced picture - with the
English medium schools as the main source of ccmplete
education - colete in the sense that it went up to
tertiary level. The schools in the Malay and Tamil mediun
of instruction stoed at primary education, whilst the
Chinese vernacular schools (using Mandarin or Kuo-Yu as
medium) went up to secondary and later even tertiary
education at the Nanyang University at Singapore (funded by
private enterprise).
As mentioned earlier, the establishment and
advancnent of the English medium schools brought along an
additional factor of influence through language - the
irrort of teachers, missionaries, professionals, adminis-
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trative and education officers fran Britain. There was the
need to equip the departments and schools with the trained
personnel to give further training and advice to the local
people. Thereby the seeds of the English language were sown
to the local populace who were equally enthusiastic and
turned out to be corçetent in this new language as well.
After the Malayan Union of 1946 and the Federation
of Malaya in 1948, there grew a gradual consciousness within
the aãninistering government that it was irçerative to unify
the three ethnic groups as a conrrcn Malayan nation. Thus
the separate vernacular schools were studied closely and
recarrendations Trade for the abolition of vernacular
schools. These recoirmendations were in the form of such
Corrrnittees and Reports as the Barnes Report (1950) and the
Fen-Wu Report (1951) advocating a national or at least a
national 'type' system of education. The Education
Ordinance of 1952 finally encoded the concept of 'national'
schools with English and Malay as the media of instruction
where Chinese or Tamil were available as a third language.
The actual iirlementation of these recauiriendations took a
bit of time however. In the meanwhile, the Razak Report of
1956 (prior to Independence in 1957) was adopted by the
legislative council. It recontriended that Malay and English
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were to be carp.ilsory subjects in all schools and Tamil and
Chinese be offered as "pupil's own languages".
This was the setting of educational develoriDent up
to the end of the colonial era in the Malay peninsula. The
four languages in circulation were English, Malay, Chinese
and Tamil.
ii. After 1957
With the achievement of Independence in 1957, a
unified national system of education was initiated. The
Razak Coirunittee, headed by the then Education Minister
Datuk Abdul Razak bin Hussein, aimed at establishing a
'national' system of education unifying in the process, the
caposite ethnic groups of the country - with Malay
eventually emerging as the national language. The language
was made conçulsory alongside English. Thus a pass in the
government exam in both English and Malay was a pre-
requisite in all school examinations. Soon, therefore,
although there were no Malay secondary schools, Malay was
included in the secondary school curriculum of the
English-medium schools so that the pupil who went into any
of these schools came out of it either as a bilingual or a
trilingual.	 The Taniil-iuedium, Chinese-medium and
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English-medium primary schools were termed 'national-type'
schools whilst the Malay-medium primary school was termed
'naial school.
The next attpt at educational reform took place
in the form of the Ralinan Talib Report (recarinended by the
Ccrrnittee headed by the then Education Minister). The
Report (in 1960) reiterated the need for further phasis
on Malay as the medium of instruction so that in 1962, the
Federation of Malaya Certificate Examination was set in
Malay, for the first time. In the meantime, the English
language was still being used as a medium of instruction in
the 'national-type' schools. By 1965, ixre and nore
schools in the English-medium adopted Malay as cc*içulsory
second language. With the diverse racial conposition of
the country and with the increased fervour of nationalism,
such a system was soon seen to be not conducive enough
towards fostering a 'national' frame of mind. In an effort
to foster a nationalistic ideology and in attenpting to
forge a irre unified rather than a diverse popilation, the
goveriinent made concerted efforts in approaching this goal
via the education system viz the National Education Policy.
This Policy was practically iirplemented by the
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gradual phasing out of the 'national type' schools making
them into 'national' schools. Thus the schools that were
originally in the English, Chinese and Tarnil media of
instruction, were now to use the Malay medium of
instruction.
iii. After 1967
In the meantime, in 1969, the local nomenclature
for the Malay language was appropriately changed from that
of 'Bahasa Melayu' (Malay), to 'Bahasa Malaysia' -
mirroring a irore nationalistic image (with the formation of
Malaysia in 1963). The term 'Bahasa Melayu' meaning 'the
Malay language' would have irr1ied that the language was
meant only for the Malays whereas 'Bahasa Malaysia' meaning
the 'Malaysian language' had a wider appeal, reaching out
to the non-Malay citizens as well.
By 1970, the primary schools were converted to the
Malay medium of instruction with English as a conulsory
second language. By 1982, the secondary schools were
ccmipletely in the Malay medium, whilst at tertiary level,
in 1983, the first batch of students having undergone their
entire schooling system in Malay, entered the local
universities where most subjects are now taught in Bahasa
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Malaysia - except for 'designated' (Ungku Aziz, 1970)
courses such as those in the Islamic Studies Department,
Indian and Chinese language courses and the English
Literature course.
(ii) sOCRLI+rIC PJ'ILE
a. A Plural Society
b. Languages in Currency
c. Official Status and Role of Languages
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(ii) $OCIIJISTIC PEILE
a. A Plural Society
In considering the sociolthguistic profile of
Malaysia it is imperative that one studies the ethnic
diversity so characteristic of this nation. The historical
background of this nation results in the plural society
that is typically found in any country which has passed
through several *iases and aspects of conquest or
colonisation and settlement. Thus we have the indigenous
Malay speakers (Austronesian speakers) with their
Austroasiatic counterparts (the aboriginal tribes) and the
settler populace - by way of the Chinese, Indians, Arabs
and Eurasians.
The Austronesian speakers are the Malays in West
Malaysia (with Bahasa Malaysia as their language) whilst
the Kadazans of Sabah and the Dayaks of Sarawak are the
major Malay groups in East Malaysia (with Kadazan and Than
as their languages respectively). The Austroasiatic
speakers are the orgnes in West Malaysia (the majority of
whan are the Negritos). There are many smaller groups of
speakers speaking anng themeelves a host of languages of
the Austroasiatic group. The language mst cczmonly spoken
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anong these groups is Teniar. However, all the languages
spoken amongst these people have now been categorically
classified as 'aslian' - frctn the term 'ash' (aborigine)
originally assigned to then. For purposes of conciseness,
the urrbrefla term 'Malays' 	 uld be used to include both
the Austronesian and Austroasiatic speakers who form
altogether about 50% of the total population of Malaysia.
The settler population of Malaysia is mainly found
in the Chinese, Indians, Arabs and Eurasians, with a
sprinkling of Thais and Europeans. Of these, the Chinese
and the Indians are the majority groups who are represented
constitutionally on a pro-rata basis.
The Chinese form the second biggest portion of the
population. They constitute about 35% of the total
population of Malaysia. Just as the Malays have a
kaleidoscope of minority racial groups with their equally
diverse language groups, the Chinese also have a variety of
dialectal groups. The main dialectal groups are the
Hokkien, Cantonese, Hakka, Teochew and Hainanese peoples.
The official Chinese language is Mandarin (also known as
Kuo-Yu), which is used for all official purposes and in the
media.
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The third largest group in the carposite
population of Malaysia Is the Indian ccrrrunity. The
Indians form about 10% of the Malaysian population and are
just as heterogenous as their Malay and Chinese counter-
parts. The majority of the Indians are Taznil-speaking
followed by the Malayalis, Telugus, Punjabis, Bengalis,
Gujeratis and Singhalese.
The minority groups like the Thais, Eurasians (a
blend of Europeans and Asians) and Arabs are so
insignificant in nuirber that they are all designated under
the term "others" in the Constitution, this proportion
being about 5% only. Each of these groups speaks its own
language except in the case of the Eurasians and those who
inter- married - the language among these people being
mainly either English or Malay.
b. Languages in Cur rencv
It is evident therefore, that the most significant
languages in circulation in Malaysia are Malay (Bahasa
Malaysia), Chinese (Mandarin) and Tamil in West Malaysia.
In East Malaysia, Kadazan and Than are the predominant
languages. The various pernutations and carbinations in
which these languages operate are unpredictable depending
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on such iirortant criteria as degree of officialdcin,
register and style. In addition to this variegation of
languages, English is also used in its various forms -
official, unofficial and sanetimes 'patois' form (what is
coninly termed as 'broken English' among Malaysians).
Among the Malays, there is iruch variation
especially with the Austronesian Malay coimlinity in West
Malaysia. It can be correctly termed a diglossic speech
ccxnrrunity, where there is a marked range of varieties from
i. royal to non-royal (mrbers of the royal
family - paramount and of each state as
conared to ordinary people)
ii. standard to non-standard
Thus a cross-coirbination of both these factors would
produce four main sociolinguistic variables like
i. standard royal variety
ii. non-standard royal variety
iii.standard non-royal variety
iv. non-standard non-royal 	 variety (Psmah,
1982)
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From anong these four varieties, the third variety - the
standard non-royal variety - is the variety used in
officialdom and the mass-media throughout the nation.
Malay is now known as Bahasa Malaysia (the national
language). The Malays normally use Bahasa Malaysia in
intragroup cc*iiiunication although there are the educated
elite Malays who sometimes tend to use a substantial arrount
of English in daily discourse. In intergroup
cc*iriijnication, if officialdom warrants the use of Bahasa
Malaysia, this is the language used, although English is
used quite freely as well.
The majority of the Chinese are Hokkien speaking,
such a factor being determined by geographical location,
socio-economic status, occupational placement and
education. In certain parts of West Malaysia for instance,
in Penang, there is a majority of Hokkien speakers, whereas
in Kuala Lunpur the majority are Cantonese-speaking. This
is really determined by the trades conducted by these
people viz, the tin-mining tycoons and landed proprietors
sean to be largely Hokkiens and Hakkas whilst the
restaurant-owners and shop-keepers are predominantly
Hainanese or Cantonese. The picture varies quite notably
and is not really predictable. Mandarin is the official
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language used in the mass-media and education viz, the
Chinese Studies Department, in the University of Malaya and
for the 'Pupils (n Language' classes in schools all of
which are n 'national' schools. For intragroup
cczmunication (with Chinese of another dialect) either
Mandarin or English is used. The Chinese, hever, use
Bahasa Malaysia or English for intergroup cc*munication.
The educated Chinese normally prefer to use English with
their non-Chinese friends unless it is expressly required
that they use Bahasa Malaysia. There are sane Chinese who
also tend to use a considerable aircunt of English at hoirie
with their families. The less educated or uneducated
Chinese, hiever, use Bahasa Malaysia in intergroup
canirunication - this version of Bahasa Malaysia very often
dwindling to a kind of 'patois' or 'bazaar' Malay.
The majority of the Indians, as mentioned earlier,
are a Tamil-speaking canirunity. The other Indians speak
Telegu, Malayalam, Punjabi, Bengali, Gujerati, Urdu and
Singahalese. Intragroup cczrnuiication (subgroup) anag the
Indians thnselves can be either in the form of Bahasa
Malaysia or English. An educated Punjabi-speaking Indian
may choose to speak either English or Bahasa Malaysia to
his Tarnil or Telegu-speaking friend, although it is not
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rare to find a Punjabi-speaking Indian who is also able to
speak in Tamil to his Tainil-speaking friend. Having been
long established groups in the country, (sanetiiiies for over
three to four generations) the minority groups tend to
acquire proficiency in the language of the majority group
(viz, the Tainil-speaking group). As for intergroup
cc*iminication with their non-Indian counterparts, the
Indians can be said to use both Bahasa Malaysia and English
with considerable ease and preference - whether in official
or unofficial circuntances. The less educated or
uneducated Indian would normally prefer to use Bahasa
Malaysia when talking with his non-Indian friend, although
as in the case of the Chinese, the Bahasa Malaysia used on
the street is 'bazaar' Malay.
In East Malaysia, (Sabah and Sarawak) the normal
lingua franca anong the Austronesian speakers is Bahasa
Malaysia, although within each of the groups (constituent
group ccminication) - ccminication is in their n
language. There is a vast range of languages spoken by the
Malays of East Malaysia, the nost noteworthy ones being
Kadazan, Bajau, and Illanun in Sabah with Than and Bidayuh
in Sarawak.
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Verbal cc*mnication anong Malaysians as a whole
therefore, can be seen in three levels:
i. constituent group carirunication (e.g. Iban
among the Ibans, Tainil among the Tarnils, etc)
ii. intra ethnic ccm.inication (e.g. Malay between
a Dayak and a Malay; Mandarin between a
Hokkien and a Cantonese)
iii. inter ethnic carirunication (e.g. English/Malay
between a Chinese and a Malay)
Constituent group ccxTmtmicat ion describes the speech
patterns within a specific subgroup among meirbers of their
own speech camunity. Intraethnic cariainication refers to
the speech patterns of a specific subgroup with another
subgroup within the major group category, whilst
interethnic corrirunication describes the verbal patterns of
a major group with another major group. This • levelling can
be diagraumatically represented thus:
Austroasiatic.......I
Malays
etc.
T
tc.
CH
etc.
etc.
Austronesian
Malays
etc.
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LEVElS CF VEIL lrJJNICATIaq /ML MMJtYSIAS
KEY
I	 Constituent group crrunication (1)
Intraethnic carnunication (ii)
4 .....) Temiar
4------) Bahasa Malaysia (or English)
(uuiiiuiis4	 Mandarin (or English)
xcXco* Tamil (or English or Bahasa Malaysia)
Interethnic Cairunication (iii)
4------) English or Bahasa Malaysia
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c. Official Status and Role of Languages
As has been described earlier, the role of
education has been significant in determining the
izportance of the various languages of the nation. With
the National Education Policy as well as the New Econcinic
Policy (of equal rights and oortunities for all the
constituent ethnic groups) there has nerged an attrpt to
unify the various races of the nation by an official and
national language. The official national language - that
used as the medium of instruction in education at all
levels and that used in oral and written carronication in
the various channels of off icialdcgn - is Bahasa Malaysia.
Previous to 1967, both English and Bahasa Malaysia were
official languages. But since 1967, English has been
accorded the status of a 'strong second language,' (Cabinet
Ccirinittee Report, 1979) whilst Bahasa Malaysia rnains the
official national language.
The languages accorded 'vernacular' status are the
Chinese language (Mandarin) and Tainil, with Than in Sarawak
and Kadazan in Sabah. These languages represent the
majority languages of the major ethnic groups (Chinese,
Indians, Dayaks and Kadazans). Thus Mandarin is used as an
overall representative language of the Chinese via the
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media, for religion and for purposes of vernacular
education in national schools where provision is made for
pupils to have instruction in their 'own languages" - if
there is a substantial enough nurrber of pupils requesting
such instruction (these are termed 'pupils' own languages"
- P.O.L.).
The situation is similar where the Indians are
concerned. The official representative language of this
subgroup is Tarnil. Thus the media irstly caters for
Indians in this language - via films, radio broadcasts via
a special network, certain alloted television progranines
and the dailies. In matters of religion too, Tamil is the
predominant and official language used - both in the
teiples of the Hindus (where sane of the verses are,
however, in Sanskrit) and the churches of the Indian
Christians. There are, however, small rather insignificant
deviations f ran this norm in the other Hindu terles
(Punjabi or Bengali HindU teirles) using Punjabi/rJrdu and
Bengali/Gujerati respectively, and Malayali Christian
churches (termed 'Syrian Christian' or "Orthodox
Christian') using Malayalain as their language of worship.
There are sane Indians who are Muslim by religion and these
are alirost entirely Malay in their way of life. Thus Malay
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is their language both in the official and unofficial
dcinains of life.
The status of English as a "strong second language"
means that such instances of meetings, conferences and any
such liaison with an international audience uld warrant
the use of English as the official language. Furtherriore, a
developing nation or any nation for that matter, needs to
have constant contact and caruunication with the
international scene, whilst having transactions in all
related fields viz. carinerce, science, technology, education
and such avenues of progress. It is imperative therefore,
that a good corimand of English is maintained throughout the
nation. The Government, therefore, deeme it important to
use English as a language of international ccminication
whilst maintaining Bahasa Malaysia as the official language
within the country. This tolerant and rational policy is
further extended to the other major languages as well, in
that there are provisions in the media for both Bahasa
Malaysia and English as well as Chinese and Taxnil - on a
prorata basis.
In the field of education, as outlined earlier, the
off icial medium of instruction is n Bahasa Malaysia at all
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levels - primary, secondary and tertiary, whilst English is
used as second language in all schools. In the
universities, same courses are given in English, whilst the
other "designated" (Ungku Aziz, 1970) courses are given in
their respective languages.
With the various official statuses accorded to the
four basic languages in the country (Bahasa Malaysia,
English, Chinese-Mandarin and Tainil) along with the diverse
range of languages in actual currency air*ngst the people of
Malaysia, it is no small wonder then that the average
Malaysian is at least a bilingual - regardless of
educational or socio-econcinic background. On the other
hand, it is not unusual to find the trilingual or
nultilingual Malaysian either.
(iii) THE W ELISHES
a. The International Currency of English
b. Institutionalization of English
c. Indigenization of English
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(iii) THE 'NEW E!ILISHES'
a. The International Currency of English
There have been many attezpts, in the past, to
categorically establish a universal language - one that has
no particular affinities to or roots in any one particular
nation or ethnic group - so that it is neutral and of
universal acceptability. Such are languages like Esperanto
and Novial. Such deliberate attipts, however, have not
sent these languages to all quarters of the globe and there
is no doubt that where these artificial languages have
fallen short of expectations, English has nerged with such
effusiveness.
The factors nost catalytic to the inter-
nationalization of English are varied. But before
considering the various factors, it would be useful to
realize the various statuses that English has, in the many
countries that use it. It is of "first language" status in
countries like Great Britain, America, Australia and New
Zealand, where it is used in its native-speaker context.
It is used in its non-native linguistic ecology (very often
a nultilingual one at that) in countries that were either 	 -
(a) former colonies of Britain and America and are now
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mrbers of the New Conronwealth of Nations or are
independent nations - viz, countries like India, Africa,
Malaysia, Singapore and Hong Kong. (English is a second
language here). (b) countries that were not under former
colonial rule but which have adopted English as a foreign
language in restricted domains for reasons which will be
discussed in due course. Such are countries like Germany,
Belgium, Poland, Russia, China, Japan and Egypt.
The original areas of English usage are the
"native" grounds where English is the hearth language.
Within each of these contexts, there are the many dialectal
varieties like Yorkshire, Cairbridgeshire, Cockney,
Midlands, Detroit, Virginia and Black English - although an
overall norm exists. Cie can, therefore, speak of an
official "standard" dialect in each of these countries viz.
Standard British English (S.B.E.) and General American
English. (In the core chapters of the thesis, Standard
British English (S.B.E.) - is used as a cocparison with
Malaysian English - M.E.).
The nore relevant contexts of internationalization
are the areas where English has gained acceptability in
non-native environments. In nost of these countries the
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factors contributing to the use of English as a second
language of cczrcunication can be traced to historical and
sociological reasons as well as to more recent functional
reasons. Historical and sociological reasons are those
reasons contributing particularly to English in second
language contexts - in countries like India, Africa and
Malaysia. English was the language of the colonial rulers
of each of these countries. It, therefore, left an
indelible impression on the linguistic forehead of the
local populace, which was, more often than not,
linguistically heterogenous. Thus although there was a
local lingua franca (for example Malay i.e. Bahasa Malaysia
in Malaysia, Swahili in East Africa, Hindi in India), the
need arose for the use of English initially for intergroup
car,iunication (first between the administration and the
local aristocracy and later within various local subgroups
theelves) and subsequently for international canuni-
cation. The degree and extent to which English was adopted
as an official language among these ittiltilingual countries
varied. But in most of these situations, the channels of
dissejnination were mainly education and the administration
(trade too was another subsequent avenue). Thus the level
of caritunication was of a very high standard. Gradually,
however, with the fervour of nationalism in each of these
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countries, and with the consequent attainment of
Independence, the status of English became somewhat
secondary - although English was not dispensed with
altogether. Thus we have various 'status' terms associated
with English in each of these countries - terms such as
"link", "associate official", "strong second",
"additional", "bridge" and "co-ordinate" language. The use
of such terms in contexts where otherwise only the national
language would have held sway shcs hc massive an impact
and hc, significant a role English has in the lives of each
of these countries. It is in these contexts that one can
speak of the "institutionalization" of English. 	 (This
phencinenon will be discussed in detail later).
The other non-native context into which English
has permeated is in countries where it foreign language
- where it is a functional variety. The aims of learning
and maintaining contact with the English language in such
countries are predominantly instrumental.	 Kachru
(1983) uses the term "performance" variety for such English
use. Sane such countries are Japan, Thailand, China,
Russia, Egypt and Germany. With the establishnent of their
cn governments and aspirations, these countries'
international links are forged further. Thus trade and
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corrrnercial transactions with foreign or rrultinational
corporations in the form of ircnetary and coirnodity markets,
the export-import trade and the various facets of a world
economy are conducted via the international link language -
English.
International travel and transportation therefore,
need to have a universal caraiunicating language as weU.
Thus in the various avenues of air, sea and land traffic,
English emerges as the predominant language. Stretching
this a little further, there are the various international
and supranational agencies like the United Nations
Organization (and all its affiliated bodies), the
International Monetary Fund, The World Bank, the Asian
Develonent Bank, SEAI'IEX) (South East Asian Ministers of
Education Organization), ASEPJN (Association of South-East
Asian Nations) to name a few, - that need to recruit staff
for service within an international framework - be it for
politico-social reasons or otherwise. It is imperative
therefore, that English is the main language used in such
circumstances so that it is recognised across the globe.
Another factor contributing to the spread of
English in universal terms is progress in science and
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technology. Inprovements in such fields like health and
medicine, engineering, agriculture, and similar aireas are
transported across the globe via the con!on language -
English. Various meetings, international seminars and
conferences are very often held with the view of an
exchange and the dissemination of knowledge. English is of
invaluable status in such contexts.
It is no nal1 wonder then that with the exttent of
English over all the continents, its demographic
distribution anngst the non-native speakers outtnuirbers
that anongst its native speakers - it is estimated that
there are sane four hundred million non-native speakers of
English conpared to the three hundred million native
speakers, (Kachru, 1981). Whether English is spoken in its
pidginized or standardized varieties, it has still acquired
an i.nportant role as native, second and foreign language
across the globe. As Fishean so aptly says "Regardless of
what may've happened to the British flupire, the sun never
sets on the English Language" and its difficult to envisage
the "&ZTaInS into which English has little or no entree".
(Fishman, 1983: 18)
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b. The Institutionalization of Encilish
With its role as an invaluable international
language, English becanes almost part and parcel of the
non-English mother tongue world as well, and particularly
so in countries where it is a second language. It is in
these countries (like India, Africa, Phili.çines and
Malaysia) where English is used and spread within the
framework of language and corpus planning that it is said
to be "institutionalized", (Kachru, 1977) • In the context
of each individual linguistic ecology, English is given
governmental recognition, planning and sponsorship in a
balanced and decided manner. This is, hever, not at the
expense of the local national or subnational languages.
In Malaysia, such institutionalization is vested
in the place given to English in the Governments' Policy
Reports and National Language Policy. English is ascribed
the status of "second" language - it is a "coirçulsory
subject in schools and is offered in all piblic exans -
although it is not coiiçulsory for a student to pass in this
subject", (Cabinet Carinittee Report, 1979). Aamah (1982)
caiinents that "the choice of English as second language is
a continuation of Malaysia's acceptance of a former
colonial language. Malaysia's been very pragmatic where
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her treatment of the language of the colonial master is
concerned. The English Language is an asset to keep, slice
it can provide the country with an avenue to international
relations as well as a means to advancnent in science and
technology. Thus as the language noves through tine,
one sees the many concerted efforts by the various
government agencies in maintaining the language. The
University of Malaya, for instance, has had several large-
scale English language projects aimed at guarding the
various skills of English (at tertiary level) - the first
two are nc capleted. These are the tJMESP and UMSEP
projects (i.e. for Reading and Speaking respectively -
University of Malaya English for Special Purposes and
University of Malaya Spoken English Projects). Another
avenue of guardianship where the status of the English
Language is concerned is the Cur riculum-Develorinent Centre
of the Ministry of Education - which strives to maintain
the "secondlanguage" role of English, without letting it
becc*ne one of a Foreign language. It is not surprising
therefore, when the Director-General of Education (Tan Sri
Murad Mohamed Nor (1981) - just retired, at the time of
writing) often reiterates that it is "the responsibility of
the teachers to ensure that English does not beccze a
foreign language altogether. English nust be maintained as
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a second language because if our students continue to be
poor in it, they could stand to lose out on a nurrber of
iirportant things."
c. The Indiqenization of English
In the wake of such institutionalization an
inevitable continuum has emerged amongst the various
non-native Englishes. Most of those ESL countries have had
English at their disposal for at least two centuries. It
is inevitable, therefore, that the English adopted by the
local milieu has many filterings of local features in it.
Such features have precipitated what is knn as
non-native/newtmird World Englishes - the result of
language acquisition and acculturation. The teni
"hybridization", •indigenization" and "nativization" by
Whinnan (1971), Moag (1977) and Kachru (1981) are sane of
the ae11ations ascribed to this process which is gaining
significant sociolinguistic praninence in the last two
decades particularly.
Thus the English which was initially the code of
the colonial aäninistration was absorbed in its native
form, reaching, for a start, the more educated levels of
the local speech carminity. But in the decades that
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followed, sane of the linguistic features of English had
been influenced by the local languages so that the
phonology, syntax, lexis and semantics have acquired a
mixed surface - giving rise to the unon_nativew varieties.
In Malaysia, for instance, the variety now known nore
ccxriionly as Malaysian English has, axrong various factors,
the local languages as one of the ingredients that colour
this variety (these local languages being basically Malay,
Chinese and Tainil as explained above). Such indigenized
varieties are uost often the informal catirtinicative
(speech) variety (as ccinpared to a nore codified and
standardized 'nodel' variety.). In sane aspects, however,
(on the lexical level particularly) this tendency is slowly
being changed - sate of the informal features also appear
in rhetorical official form. Some exairles are such
"Indianisms" in Indian English which Kachru (1981 (b))
quotes - "Marathwada band over pandal fire and •jj
workers Gherao staff." Similarly it is not uncciiuon to
find such lexicalization in the Malaysian media-both over
the air and in print - and not in mere headlinese style but
in full reporting style. Sane headline exairVles are
"Anti-dadah (drug) operations in kairn gig (village), "Gania
(marijuana) victim gets six years and rotan (caning),
"Sawi (spinach) glut hits farmers", "Eight get Datukship
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(lordship) for Ruler's Birthday", Iddy (fermented coconut
water) to be bottled and canned for export", and "Penghulus
(village-chiefs) get ultimatum".
Apart fran such influxes of lexis into the
Malaysian English speaker's repertoire, the phonological
and syntactic features too have elements of nativization.
The extent or degree to which each of these levels have
been indigenized varies, however, fran one non-native
variety to the other. Furthermore, within each of these
"new Englishes", as mentioned above, there is also
differentiation between the standardized norm (the model
acceptable for official rurposes viz, teaching in schools,
official functions etc.) and the more carrrunicative style
used in the speech of most users. The terns used to
distinguish these two levels are the acrolect and the
mesolect respectively. In Malaysia, the acrolect tends to
be still more of the Standard British English although sane
local influence (especially at the lexical and phonological
levels) is tolerated. The mesolect is very nuch the
Malaysian variety - that informal style used among
Malaysians. It is this inesolect into and out of which the
very same speakers weave - using an almost International
English at one instance (perhaps when speaking to a
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superior or with a non-Malaysian) and then switching
(alnst iirrnediately) into the mesolectal Malaysian English
when speaking to his friend. The admirable ease with which
an average educated Malaysian does this is proof enough
that there is a variety called "Malaysian English" with its
systematic phonological, syntactic and lexical features.
It is this informal spoken variety that will be the focus
of the second part of ny thesis - on aspects of Malaysian
English syntax.
There is a third 'lect' so to speak - the basilect
- which Ircst often signifies the uneducated style of speech
connunication which can be considered the "patois" form of
the new Englishes - be they Malaysian, Indian or African
English. In Malaysia, this is often termed "broken
English" or "half-past six English", ("half-past six" being
a local idianatic adjective referring to scxnething below
expectation or standard).
(iv) 1LAYsmN ENGLISH
a. Developnent of English in Malaysia.
b. Official Status and Use of English.
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(iv) ?1&JYSIPiN E1ISH
a. L)eveloment of Malaysian Encilish
With alnost two centuries of nurturing and two
decades of nursing, the English Language in Malaysia, has
developed to becane a typical progeny of the "New
Englishes" (the purist may use the term 'prodigal'
instead). Two centuries indicate the period of English
language currency in Malaysia and two decades represent a)
the time span during which English in Malaysia was
officially ascribed secondary status (1965 to 1985) -
during which time its official role has changed and b) the
approximate period of time during which nost recent issues
in the identification and recognition of the "New
Englishes" have been vehemently debated - one obvious and
often-quoted case in the literature being Kachru' s
manifesto (1976) on Prator's 'attitudinal sins'.
Malaysian English is here to stay and it is this
English that has developed through the centuries in a
nultilingual tapestry that is Malaysia. It was brought
into the country by the English but has filtered through to
the heterogenous local populace. The filtrate is nc what
we can term Malaysian English. The basic features of
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phonology, syntax and lexis are not totally different from
the original British English but each of those linguistic
levels has had influences from the local languages as well
as ircdifications (by way of various cornunicative
strategies like over-generalization, sinlification,
omission etc.) that have r been fossilized deep enough to
be recognisably Malaysian - so Malaysian as to instil
captions like these açearing frequently in articles and
editorials in the local English dailies - viz. "Our
special way of talking", "The Malaysian 'lah' is here to
stay", "We all talk like machine-gun aa?" "Our n
lingo-lahi" and "Malaysian English dictionary on the way".
b. Official Status and Use of Malaysian Enqlish
As mentioned earlier on, such filterings of
indigenized features have resulted in what is actually the
informal, spoken style - the mesolect. The nore formal
acrolect (both spoken and written) also has etchings of a
Malaysian nature but only in the phonology and lexis (these
are tolerated only to a degree). Thus it is not unusual to
get instances of the following in, say,
a. a televisio4/radio news bulletin on the
National Netsork, with sentences like:
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"Four men were arrested in a dusun [orchard]
off Kuala Ketil for allegedly having irtirdered
the kadi [judge] who rebuked them for previous
instances of khalwat [close proximity with
mrbers of the oosite sex].
b. a university dean's opening address at an
international seminar:
"It is with great pleasure that I extend a
very warm welcome to all of you to this
seminar..."
phonologically represented as 1/it is wie greit pleJ aet
a.i eksten	 yen wm welkAm tu :l
	 f ju tu	 bis
seinina://. Thus in (a) we have indigenised lexicalizations
with Standard English syntax viz. indefinite article and
definite article - 'a dusun' and 'the kadi' respectively.
In (b) we have phonological features like ItS! instead of
in /wie/ and /1/ instead of /3/ in /plef/, besides the
others indicated in the transcription - which although
variant frcxn Standard British English, do not iqede
intelligibility.	 In such official use, such dialectal
features are not frowned ur although syntactical
deviations will not be accepted at all. Thus in both
speech and writing, Malaysian English is standard enough to
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be near-native, at the acrolectal level, tolerating the
occasional phonological (itore specifically the segmental
features) and lexical divergencies to a certain degree.
This acrolectal form of Malaysian English is the
level aimed at in the pedagogical domain as a prescriptive
norm in language instruction. It is not 'native' in that
it allows for sane indigenized phonological and lexical
features but it is 'near-native' in so far as the syntactic
features still hold. Perhaps the Primary School Syllabus
for Malaysian Schools (1971) is best quoted here - "CXir aim
of international intelligibility does not ixrly that our
ppils should speak exactly like Englishmen. There would
not be sufficient time to achieve this nor is it
necessary. What is aimed at is that they should be able to
speak with acceptable rhythm and stress, and to produce the
sounds of English sufficiently well for a listener to be
able to distinguish between similar words."
It is in the mesolectal level - what Richards
(1979) in line with Haugen (1971) terma the 'cc*iiiunicative
style' (as opposed to the Itore formal rhetorical style of
the acrolect) - that Malaysian English is nost
predominantly featured. This is the 'lect' that truly
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represents Malaysian English as a fully-fledged variety of
English - as a New English. Malaysians fcel free to use
this thdigenized variety not because they do not know any
other but because they prefer to use their own. There is a
general reluctance to use Received Pronunciation in their
speech on the grounds that it snacks of affectation.
RMalaysian English is here to stay, to grow, to cater for
Malaysians, writes an enthusiastic Malaysian to the editor
of the Straits Times (a local English daily) (S.T. 1980).
Although this lect is not the formal standard aimed at in
prograiruned instruction, it is there - in informal use
especially, by way of its phonology, syntax, ].exis and
style.
The mesolect however, should not be confused with
the next lectal level - the basilect. This is the 'patois'
or bazaar Malaysian English - a stigmatized form which is
however, not as reduced as to be termed a pidginised
English. It is the carriunicative tool of the man-on-the-
street; - the average pedlar, taxi-driver or noodles-seller
whose system of English is acquired on an ad lib basis,
with a oattering of picked-up words and phrases, not
forgetting the phonological fissures that could send
anyone, particularly the foreign traveller, reeling with
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laughter.
Before describing the actual linguistic features
of the mesolect in Malaysian English it would be useful to
place my definition and scope of ME in cciparison with
previous atteripts at describing ME. There have been a
considerable nuirber of atterpts at describing ME previous
to this. In nost cases, however, ME was subsumed under
Singapore English. It is about time that ME and SE are
divorced fran each other at least on two non-linguistic
criteria:
(a) Since 1965 Singapore is no nore in any way
politically connected to Malaya or Malaysia (when it was so
previous to that) - it is twenty years now and the recog-
nition of a separate variety is long overdue. (b) The
language policies in both the nations have been different
for the past twenty years. This will have varied
iiplications on the role and long-term effects of English
on the local po*ilaoe of each nation. ngue (1974) who
describes the English of Singapore and Malaysia (FSI) in
his book, predicted (in 1974) that in a hundred years time
'E4' indicating the existing of a single dialect of
English used in the two countries, will no longer be
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ap1icab1eM. In terme of structural indigenization
features alone, one may be able to say that a difference
can be traced when considering the substrate languages -
Bahasa Malaysia playing a irore dominant role in Malaysia
whilst dialects from the Chinese group are dominant in
Singapore. No in-depth study has been done to prove this
to date. This is another area of study which would be of
iirortance and relevance in the future, in envisaging the
emergence of two varieties between Malaysian and Singapore
English.
In any case, I ackncs4edge the nost noteworthy
attenpts at describing ME and/or SE by Tongue (1974), Crewe
(1974), Richards (1979), Platt and Weber (1980), Mary Tay
(1981) and Irene Wong (1981). A look at the terminology
and approach taken in describing ?VSE by the above writers
would be useful in placing the second part of iry thesis in
perspective.
Tonque	 Crewe
Standard E1	 Formal written
(formal, educated) Forma1spoken
Substaiard E4	 Colloial SE
(informal,
uneducated)
Richards PlattMeber Irene
& Man Tav Wong
High Form AcroAect Fo
(Rheorical)	 i
Mesol?ct Info
L 'form Basil'kt
(cctiirunica-
tive)
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It will be realised, therefore, that where the first three
writers along with Irene Wong, talk in terms of a Standard
and a colloquial form with varic*is terminologies such as
standard, formal, educated, high, rhetorical (coirpared to
substandard, informal, uneducated, low, ccxriamicative) forgE,
Platt and Weber, along with Mary Tay, see a three-tiered
lectal continuum. I, too, prefer to take a three-tiered
approach to describing ME although I prefer to use the terms
"official ME" (Standard ME), "Unofficial ME" (dialectal ME)
and "Broken ME" (patois ME). Thus the basic subdivision in
n description of ME would be as tabulated below:
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________ )FFICIIL ME	 i'FICI!J ME	 T3I(EN ME
'.	
,	 (STANERD ME)	 (DIALECTAL ME)	 (PAIOIS ME)
(Spoken & Written) (Spoken & Written) (Spoken only)
Sk.% (Formal use)	 (Informal use)	 (Colloquial use)
(International	 (National intelli- (Patois intelli-
.ntelligibility) 	 gibility)	 gibility &
_________ __________________ __________________ cur rencv')
Phonology Slight variation !bre variation is Severe varia-
:olerated so long tolerated - inclu- tion - both
s it is inter-	 ding prosodic	 segmental and
iationally intel- features esp. 	 prosodic, with
ligible.	 stress and	 intonation so
intonation,	 stigmatized -
alnost unintel-
ligible inter-
_________ _________________ _________________ 
nationally.
Syntax	 10 deviation	 Sane deviation is Substantial
:olerated at all, acceptable 	 variation/
although it is	 deviation
not as stigma-	 (National
matized, as brokei intelligi-)
English, (intelli bility).
gibility is still
_________ ________________ 
there.)	 ______________
Lexis	 Tariation accepta- Lexicalizations	 Major lexicali-
)le esp. for words quite prevalent	 zation - heavil
ot substitutable even for words	 infused with
in an interna-	 having interna- local language
tional context.	 tional English	 items.
(or to give a nore substitutes.
_________ localised context) __________________ _______________
(v) PRIXICPL FEAIURES
a. Segmental Features.
b. Suprasegnental Features.
c. Phoriotactic Features.
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(v) PD1LICT%L FEA!IVRES
a. Seqinental
Contoids
1. Contoid cluster reduction
There is a general tendency to reduce contoidal
clusters to one or two elements less than is necessary, in
M.E. (eg. fran 3 to 2, or 2 to 1), especially in clusters
involving stops and fricatives as well as the lateral
element. Such reduction is quite carion in medial poition
clusters but ircst caiinon in final position clusters.
E.g. Reduction from three to two phonemes:
medial position	 final position
R.P.	 M.E.	 R.P.	 M.E.
hundred/hrd /-'hAgd/
syrrrtarVsiiptnV-.'siinv'
gli1rçse/glijp,/-$'gl14,I
mdst/mit/—ilmi/
length/lo/-VleiJ
exipt/igzt,4-p'igsqjit/
pronpt/prIp,4—*fprcflt/
patient/pefnt/—)'peifn/
thousand,au4Ldeau/
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Reduction Iran two to one phoneme:
R.P.	 M.E.	 R.P.	 M.E.
result/rizAij,L_*'riz// or /riz,Uj
elbw/elb/-p'eu/ self/se/ ) /setj or /seJJ
involve/invo4/invf or /inv.,l/
also/:1s/—/ :u/ told/t.0 —/tu/ or /t/
except/iksep__/iksepJ
inject/in e/_-/in/
digest/daid3e/—/daidje
don'	 un/—__9/dun'/
stancstaej]L—/stae
fifth/f ifW 	ilfiV
2. Voicing in Fricatives
1. Devoicing of Voiced Fricatives
In M.E. there is a cctriion tendency to devoice
fricatives so that voiced fricatives /v, ,z,3 / occur as
voiceless fricatives. This feature is iiost caivon in final
position although the /z/ fricatives are also devoiced in
madial position.
In R.P. such voiced fricatives do tend to be
devoiced (only partially) but the contoid still remains
lenis.	 The lenis plosives, in initial and final positions,
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may be only partially voiced or ccrplete1y voiceless.., in
'leave, breathe, peas, rouge' (in final position), the
friction is typically voiceless though the consonant
remains lenis [v, ,z, ,]") (GJ.mson, 1970). However, in
medial position they are fully voiced.
In M.E. such devoicing results in the medial and
final position fricatives becoming the voiceless and hence
fortis corresponding fricative (except for /v/ and fri in
medial position).
e.g.	 medial position	 final position
R.P.	 N.E.
/v/—'f/ Not corrncnly devoiced give/gi .y/ 	 > 1W
ircve/rru :y/ 3/mu :V
have/haeL/hae/
wave/weiy/—/wei
solve/sD1/-_)/s7L/
/T/.._f e/ (See 3)	 witWwi/—/wiW
xcotiVsrru :/—/snu:W
bathe/beiJ—WbeipJ
/z/Vs/thousand/oau4/-/oauW
 
is/il
easy/i :zi,L- -)'i :si/	 was/w/- -/w/
husband vzbndJ-'/hban / does/d,zJ -'d/
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jazz/e__./c aJ
/3/—p'f/ usual/iuul/—/iuJu]J rouge/ru :,L-.3/ru J/
p1easure/pl /-s'ple$./ beige/be/—Vbey7
measure/me3/ )/mep/
revisiorVriv-,,'rivLiV
ii. Voicing of Voiceless Fricatives
The alveolar and palato-alveolar voiceless
fricatives Is! and If! are quite often voiced. This is a
tendency in both medial and final positions although the
alveolar fricative /s/ has voicing nostly in final position.
medial position	 final position
R.P.
z/	 nice/nai/ jnaIz/
fierce/f
increase/ikri :.W-*'ikri :./
pass/pa :./ -'pa:/
course/k:,L—kcL
medial position	 final position
/J/-i3/ special/sp%tW9/spej l/ p.isWpaJJ-s/puj/
pressure/preJ/-9/Pre/ 	 wasMcjl-*'w.y'
natioVne,CrV-*'nei)rV 	 fisWfW-ilf.W
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Ioustache/msta9-*'msta/
permissiorVpm1V—pIni1V
3. Dental Fricative Substitution
The dental fricatives /e/ and
	 are often
substituted by the corresponding alveolar stops /t/ and /d/
respectively. This is a cczriron feature in all three
positions (initial, medial and final) although in final
position the fricative // is not really substituted by /d/
but by /e/ instead (see 2(i)
e.g. initial position
R.P.	 M.E.
/e/—ft/thick/eik/----*/tik/
three/fri :/-'tri :1
thought/v :t/-,:t/
this,tis/-is/
th1rV—/nV
medial position
R.P.	 M.E.
antherq/aene'-'aentn/
metho4'me.4/-Vmet.4/
father/fa :il—Vfa
 :/
either/i/-p.i/
rather/ra :9-'ra :dV
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final position
R.P.	 M.E.
/&'—Vt/breatWbre.W--*'brt/
rtWw./—*'wetJ
fourtWf:/-3y'f J
4/ Vd/ /substituted by
/0/ (See 2(i)
4. Stop Substitution
The stops, especially in final position, are
quite often replaced by the glottal stop /2/. This
feature can be said to be similarly recurrent in Cockney
English at least for the voiceless stops. In M.E. it is a
feature nost recurrent in the 'patois' or 'broken' English
level.
e.g. /p/.r/b/—iy'2/
/k/.,'gL-.,/2/
R.P. M.E.
hope/hau/—'huu/
rub! ri/-1/rj/
cukJ-4/k/
rrL1d/m?4/—)/mt?J
shock(.. k/-4/J72J
frog/frog/—Wfr,
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5. Secondari Phoneme Substitution
Sane English contoids are corraratively new to the
M.E. speaker - especially to the speaker from the lowest
educational and socio-econanic levels. Very often such
contoids are not in the original phonological framework
of the ethnic language of the ME speaker - whether it is
Malay, Chinese or Tamil. If such contoids are in the
phonology, they have been borrowed into the L, [due to
cognates from English (loan-words)] and as such are
secondary phonemes in the L1 itself. The frequency of such
secondary phonemes in each of the languages concerned viz.
Malay, Chinese and Tainil, is low. Thus the ME speaker
finds such sounds relatively new in his L itself - so that
in his attipts to speak ME, he aroxizrates the sound
nearest to his own (original) system. Thus we have:
e.g. The Malay ME speaker's avroximants
R.P.	 M.E.
/p/ for /f! in far fter-3/2aen/
fi]iVi]ir^—i]ir/
to! for /v/ in very/eri/—*'eriJ
vitarniri/yitminL—VitrnirV
for /z/in zebra/)bro/ -ibr,k)
zero/&i : rw'—)/i :
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The Chinese ME speaker 's atxroximants
R.P.	 M.E.
/ for /r/	 fried rice/id ais/-*'fjaid/.1ais/
ran/aen/	 'aen/
/dz/ for /z/in zero/drW
	
ir,/or/ijp/
zebra/ibra/	 JibrWor/ib.a :/
The Taint]. ME speaker's aroximants
R.P.	 N.E.
1w! for /v/ in varVM&er,'- yaer/
never/neM4'—ilne/
love! lAy/__-*'1/y?/
/h/ deletion for /h/ in house/ijaus/ )r/US/
hungry,9gri!—)/Agri/
Vocoids
6. Unstressed Schwa Substitution
A recurrent feature anKng ME speakers is the full
phonetic realization of the orthographic representation of
the vowels normally realized in R.P. by the unstressed
schwa. For eg. in R.P. "advantage" /d'va:nti/ ()
and 'advantageous"! aedvan' tei.es/ (adj.), the 'a" ortho-
graphic representation is phonetically realized as / / in
the unstressed syllable of the noun and as /ae/ in the
stressed syllable of the adjective.
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In ME the tendency is to pronounce the stressed
version of the vowel even in unstressed position. Thus we
have:
R.P.	 M.E.
e.g. around/jraund/ >/raun(d)/
assess4ses/ 	 /.?eses/
upor&rDrV
conceal/kjnsi : l/—/kansi :1/
7. Vocoid Ouality
Vocoids in M.E., particularly of the back vowels,
like /.) 1,1 :/ and Ia:! tend to be of a Itore close quality.
For e.g. ,5/ (an alnost open, back vowel in R.P.) is often
realized as a half-open and a more central vowel in M.E.
(as in "what' /wt/ and 'because",/bik/./a:/(a fully
open, almost back vowel in R.P.) is realized as a half-open
and more central vowel in M.E. (as in 'hard'/ha:d/ and
can't/ka:nt/).
Li
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R.P. and M.E.Jb/
	
R.P. and M.E. /:/ 	 R.P. and M.E./a:/
8. Vocoid Length
i. Shortening of Long Vowels
There is a general tendency to shorten long vowels
in M.E. This feature can be attributed to the absence of
long vowels in Bahasa Malahysia. It recurs nostly in long
vowels in medial position.
e.g. /i:1-ViJ field/fj.ld/-)/Qjld/
peel! pjj]I-ilpi]J
/a :/-*"V' half/bf/-'hf/or/f/
park/pk-,'p1c/or/k/
/ :/-// water/w2tI/-+/w2tW
borrVb2:rV-*'b2rV
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/u :/-*/u/ fooWfL_WfjLcV
nove/n&jv/—'nuv/
/:/. A/ girl/g:1/—'giJ
word/wd.L-/ w.ad/
ii. Lengthening of Short Vowels
Conversely, short vowels in medial position, tend
to be lengthened in M.E. This feature however is ixst
corrion anong the patois speakers.
R.P.	 M.E.
e.g. /V- 1i:/ fisWff/—/fj[,
piVp.in/—'p.irV
/Pt/-3r'a :1 rurVr/—/rn/
dust/ds (t)/ 'ds (t)/
/a/— (3:/ sorry/sriJ .'sriJ
gone/gn/_-fg/
/uJ—p/u :1 would/wi4/—.)/wd/
fuil/fjl/-u/fl/
//- :1 salad/sa1d/—,/saeld/
breakfazt/brekst/—/brekfs (t) /
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Diphthongs
9. Reduced DiTthongs
M.E. does not have the full range of dihongs.
The R.P. diphthongs /ei/,4.V(u/) ,/u/ and ,/ do not have
the full quality of a two-vowel entity in M.E. - thus they
are reduced to rronophthongs (The first vocoid is stronger
but the second vocoid is alist absent). Thus we have
the following instances of ironophthongization in M.E.
R.P.	 M.E.
e • g. /ei/-j'&/ mail-trai/ml-trjri/---j/irl-trr
slow coacIVslia k.uy/'slikiy/
don't know/d.unt n/-'cn(t) n.gJ
photo/ft/-Vf2tW
/u.&/---'/	 pur/pjj/-.'pj
cure/kj/-9/kjg/
/EAIVJ	 there/l-3//
hair care/hj k.'—/IcE/
10. Identical Diphthong Sequence
The diphthong/ia / when occu4ng recurrently in a
single word is reduced to the long vowel /1:1 in the first
occufence, in M.E.
I'
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R.P.	 N.E.
e.g. /i, i./-*'i:,i./ serious/sJris/—v's.jjrLs/
experience/iksrns/(ekspjrins/
b. Supraseqrnental
11. Stress
Generally speaking, the stress-patterns 	 in
official. (standard) M.E. are similar to those in R.P. but
there is still a certain degree of variation in both word
and sentence-stress patterns especially in unofficial
(dialectal) and broken (patois) N.E.
i. Stress-position
Where R.P. has ascribed stress-position in
disyllabic and polysyllabic words that have only single
stress, M.E. differs where such stress-position is
concerned. Thus if a certain word has only primary stress
on one syllable (say the first), it is not unusual to hear
the M.E. speaker having the stress on sane other syllable
instead.
R.P.	 N.E.
e.g. exercise/ ' ekssaiz/— /eks' saiz/
lieutenant/lef' ten.nt/—/' leftenn (t) /
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Likewise, in irultistressed (polysyllabic) words,
the M.E. speaker's positions of these stresses do not always
tally exactly with that of the R.P. speaker.
R.P.	 M.E.
e.g. intellectualj 1
 int' icky ul/—/' intlek u.]J
personality I,
misunderstand!1 miArx3taend/_*/mi.d,sin(d)/
In the same vein, the M.E. speaker often tends to
confuse the stress-positions that differentiate honophonous
words - that have varying i'rrphemic functions (ortho-
graphically identical but representing different parts of
speech). Thus stress shs the phonemic difference here.
Sane such exaxples in R.P. are the norphemes that can be
either nouns, verbs or adjectives.
e.g.	 R.P.	 JN
digest,/'dai	 est/
ixçort/' inp:t/
pen it/'p:mit/
insult!' ins&lt/
VERB
/,d &i'cest/
/im'p:t/
/pthnit/
/idsAlt/
torment!' t:ment/	 /t: 'rrent!
Thus in a sentence like this, for example,
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"Malaysia produces a lot of rubber which is the jrrport of
many industrialising countries", the morphnes "produces"
and "iirport" would be typically stressed like this:
R.P.	 M.E.
produces/pr .' djusiz,L-/ 'prdjusiz/
iiiort / inp: t/—)'im' p: t/
Mother exaiple would be a sentence like this: "She was
absent from school so often that she was given a
transfer." Here again the norphnes "absent" and
wtransfer n
 would be typically stressed like this:
R.P.	 M.E.
absent! 'aebsnt/-3/ae b'sn(t)/
transfer/ 'tr ensf—'tr n 'sf.
(a:)	 (a:)
ii. Stress-Ouantity
Where R.P. may have more than one stress in a
polysyllabic word, M.E. does not necessarily have the same
nuther of stresses in that word. Thus the M.E. speaker
feels free to both reduce as well as increase the nunber of
stresses in the word (as well as change the position, as
mentioned previously).
e.g. manufacture/1 maenju' faeks/-'inaenju '-reekf /
generalizatiorV1 enralai' zej'rV-*' 'd3enri ']a.i 1zezV
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iii. Stress-ialitv
As far as stress-quality is concerned, (viz.
primary and secondary stress), the M.E. speaker's
placements of such stress-quality varies, though rather
unpredictably, from that of his R.P. counterpart. Thus
where R.P. may have primary stress N.E. may have secondary
stress and vice-versa.
R.P.	 N.E.
e.g. interrupt/a inta'rAptL-ihint.rAp(t)/
farewell!, fcJ wel/ .' 'f weV
misunderstand!, mind.' staend,4( 'mis'ndi staen (d) I
questionnaire!1 kwesy.! nsJ—/' kwes.' n ( : ) /
In some cases (as in Rmnisunderstand, guestion
naire" above) secondary stress is given equal prominence so
that the M.E. version has two equal stresses (like the
double-stressed disyllabic words in R.P. - e.g.
prewar/'pri:'wz3 :1, nineteeW'nain'ti:n/. Thus in the above
exanples of 'interrupt' and 'farewell' the M.E. speaker's
stresses may also be /'int4'rpt/ and /'fsiwel/ with equal
stresses on both syllables.
An extension of this feature of stress-quality
would be word and sentence-stress for eiriasis or contrast.
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When the M.E. speaker wants to ephasise or contrast a
point in the discourse, he lengthens and stresses that
particular syllable or syllables in the word. For exanle,
in conversations like these below, the N.E. speaker effects
the contrast and eirphases by stress-quality change (along
with vowel quality change as well).
Speaker 1: "How many years are you going away for?"
Speaker 2: "Three years!" / 'ri:'ji:z/
Speaker 1: "Are you leaving to-day?"
Speaker 2: "No, to-norrow." / 'na u 'tu 'mi: 'raw'
12. Rhythm
Rhythm in M.E. is Irore often one of a syllable-
timed nature - where all syllables (stressed as well as
unstressed) recur at equal intervals of time. R.P. has a
stress-timed rhythm instead which M.E. speakers do use -
only in formal declamatory style or reading style. In
casual speech (unofficial/informal N.E.) even anng
educated N.E. speakers, a syllable-timed rhythm is the
order of the day.
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13. Intonation and Pitch
In R.P. connected speech (as well as within the
word), intonation has a range of functions, the main ones
being to cue in the primary accented words and to
differentiate the various sentence-types along with
indicating the various speaker attitudes (and exrotions)
involved within the context of discourse. The various
types of nucleus (falling \, rising / ,fall-rise \J, and
rise-fall A) that are operant in R.P. are used to signify
the differences in a speech situation, depending on the
position and type of nucleus involved. In M.E. hever,
there are not so many patterns of intonation and they do
not perform so many functions. Thus if any syllable is to
be stressed within the word or any word is to be stressed
within the sentence, loudness is the differentiating
factor. (i.e. greater breath effort and uuscular energy is
effected by the M.E. speaker). Change in pitch direction
both within the word as well as within the sentence is not
comion in M.E. speech as it is considered affected and
undesirable. Thus in a sentence like this: 'I have four
sisters (and not five), the difference between the R.P.
and M.E. speaker's intonation would be:
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R.P.
/a!	 haev	 f	 sis baz/
M.E.
/ai	 haev	 f	 sis tz/
In other words, pitch direction does not change within the
accented (stressed) word (say as a fall \ or a rise / etc.).
Intonation within the word is irost often level intonation,
except in few particles that are used in informal speech as
indicators of intimacy, enotion, acceptance, excitement and
the like.
For signifying various sentence-types or for
showing the speaker's attitude or enction, M.E. does not
have as wide a range of intonation as R.P. In M.E., there
are such markers of questions and attitudes or emotions as
particles - examples of which are the lah", manw, and
"ah(uh) particles. These are substitutes for intonation
especially in indicating enx*ions and attitudes.
As for range of pitch in the M.E. speaker, it
certainly is rxt as wide as that in the R.P. speaker
(except in, maybe, extremely excitable situations). For
example in declamatory style, in R.P. a man's pitch range
is said to be about two octaves (sixteen notes on the
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nusical stave) with the highest note at F (above middle C),
whilst in normal speech, it is as high as D (above middle
C). For wanen, it is a little less wide with a range
between D (one octave above middle C) and G (below middle
C) in declamatory style and between B (six notes above
middle C) and G (below middle C) for normal speech.
(Daniel Jones, 1970).
R.P.	 M.E.
MEN'S PITCH	 NJMEN'S PITCH MEN'S PITCH WJMEN'S PITCH
RNE	 RNE	 RE	 RGE
Declama- Normal Declama- Normal
tory	 Speech tory
	 Speech
Style	 Style
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In N.E., the range of pitch does not extend over
this wide a scale. Perhaps at the host fran middle C to an
octave below for the men and uer C (one octave above
middle C) to middle C for wc*nen depending on whether it is
declamatory or discourse style. It is not usual to find
that the M.E. speaker's intonation is not as excitable and
varied as his R.P. counterpart's, although, at times in the
discourse he gets the focal points in his conversation
stressed by sonority and loudness. Pitch range for the
M.E. speaker widens only in extrnely excitable instances
in the discourse.
c. Phonotactic eatures
14. Gradation
In R.P. unaccented words show reductions of length
of sounds and obscurations of vowels.
e.g.	 strong form	 weak form
do/du:/	 /d9'
for/b:/
but/t/
at/aet/
of/,v/	 ________ lay!
anc3/aend/	 >
be/bi:/ ________
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In M.E. such gradation is not at all caon except
maybe in very official and declamatory style. The definite
and indefinite articles "the" and "a" as well as the
preposition "of" and the conjunction "and" are sanetimes
reduced in connected informal speech although the frequency
of such gradation is considerably low.
15. Liaison
While liaison is a prominent feature of R.P.
connected speech, it is seldom observed in M.E. - except in
the very official speech of the educated M.E. speaker
(standard/official M.E.). Linking 'r' is irore frequently
used by the M.E. speaker than intrusive 'r'. This may be
because there is an 'r' in the orthography - the M.E.
speaker finds it acceptable to vocalise it in connected
speech as in:
here and there /hi a-r(d) c(
far and near /fa:L n(d) ni/
rare epportunity/r€, p.tju:n.ti/
But the I1.E. speaker finds it really odd to use intrusive
in his speech, this resulting in. the very staccato,
jerky effect in his speech. Sane exairles of intrusive 'r'
are in the phrases:
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law and order /L,:L aen(d):d.W
Malaysia and India /MLeyi 	 aen(d) indii1
16. Svllabicity
A notable feature in R.P. is the syllabic function
fulfilled by contoids like the lateral /1/ and the nasal
Ix'V - where they behave as consonants in being marginal in
the syllable yet taking on the function of a syllable
without the vowel. They are said to be "syllabic in tern
of the prczninence and pilse theories". Giirison (1970). Such
exairples of syllabic contoids are: button/b A tV,
little/litl/ and bottle /b3tl/.
In M.E. this feature is alnost absent (except in
off icial/standard speech of educated speakers). Thus we
have buttorVb,.trV, little /lit1/ and bottle/bt.1/
instead - with the CVC pattern (the schwa taking prcininence
for syllabicity). This tendency to insert the vowel to
perform the syllabic function can be attributed to a
consistent C' systn within the syllable in Bahasa
Malaysia.
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17. Elision
This is another frequent feature in R.P. (within
the word and in connected speech). Within the word,
elision occurs by the loss or obscuration of phonenes in
weakly accented or totally unaccented syllables. In
connected speech, an instance of elision is when the
initial schwa is lost, and /1/ and // take on a syllabic
role. The M.E. variants of such instances of elision are
shown below:
R.P.	 M.E.
e.g factory! faektriJ —/faektri/
buffalo/b,f1u/_
nationa]Jn ajnV ?/naejn V
nurderer/rn..: dr/ Jin a
run along /rAnl /- /r,n 1/
it's about time/its baut tainV—i'its.baut tainv'
Generally speaking, therefore, it will be realised
that the degree of phonological variation - be it
segmental, suprasegmental or phonotactic - depends on
variables like the education and socio-econanic background
of the M.E. speaker - along with register and the style of
discourse. Certain of the features are definite enough to
be considered diagnostic of M.E. as such - yet it is
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difficult to decide to which level of M.E. they belong.
But as mentioned earlier on, the M.E. speaker, on the
whole, can have a coietence that is near-native, if not,
even native, whilst at the same time having the ability to
'switch levels' so to speak and perform in a lect well
below his highest level. For exan!ple: the same speaker may
enunciate all three consonants of a consonant cluster in
speaking to a forum of delegates but will reduce the same
cluster to just one consonant when speaking to say his
colleague in the office or the 'jaga-kereta' boy (parking
attendant) at the car-park in his office grounds. There
are however, the patois M.E. speakers who can be placed
rigidly on one level (and who can't switch lects as
mentioned above), but the actual phonological variations
between the educated speaker' s official and official
speech are hard to determine. Patois N.E. features are
predictable and identifiable however.
(vi ) LEXICAL FEAIURS
a. Local Language Referents.
b. Standard English Lexicalisation.
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(vi) LEXICIiL FEAIUR
The indigenization features that are salient in
M.E. can be considered via different approaches. A
morphemic approach can be taken where a description of the
lexicon via the various parts of speech (nouns, adjectives,
verbs, etc.) can be attempted. Then again general
descriptions of individual lexeines can be given, showing
their deviation frcxn standard English usage. This would
entail an exhaustive glossary of such "Malaysianisins"
(similar to Sey's "Ghanaianisms"), (1973) which is not
necessary for the present purpose. Yet another approach
would be to attempt a categorisation of the indigenisation
features in terms of the form or meaning of the lexemes,
thus via describing than in the light of cognates,
word-formation processes,
	 idioms	 or	 as	 features
showing semantic-relationships like collocation, synorrymy,
antonyrrj, hyponymy, polysei and haronyny. When
considering English in the Malaysian context and the
consequent surfacing of the M.E. lexicon, the semantic
relationships of the following kinds would be considered.
A. Local language referents (use of local lexicon in M.E.
speech) and B. Standard English Lexicalisation (English
Lexemes with M.E. usage).
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Within each of these categories there are sub-
categories which I feel are representative enough although
they are not exhaustive. There are still other aspects
like idianaticity, acronyms/abbreviations and slang which
could be included but are not, purely due to constraints of
purpose in this thesis, which seeks to describe
indigenization features only in the syntax of M.E.
A. Local Lanquace Referents
With a].nost two decades of ESL status in the
country, the lexicon of Malaysian English has a profusion
of local terms with characteristics that warrant their
presence in the system. One wonders why their English
translational equivalents could not have sufficed.
Although, on the whole, there is sameness of reference, the
degree and nature of the sameness of meaning (between the
local lexeme and its English equivalent) is variable - thus
the need to maintain the local term. As mentioned earlier
on, the major local ethnic languages are Malay, Chinese
(dialects of this language family) and Tamil. Thus
filterings fran each of these languages sanetimes
representative of the respective group (ethnic-specific and
culture-bound) but nost times generally characteristic of
Malaysian society (with Bahasa Malaysia terms - i.e. the
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national language) - have been entrenched as part and
parcel of M.E.
The various characteristics that warrant the use
of local terms can be considered from the following points:
a. Institutionalised concepts
b. Enitional and cultural loading
C.	 Semantic restriction
d.	 Cultura]Jculinary terms
e. Hyponynous collocation
f. Caxrp.is/Student Coinages
a. Institutionalised Concepts
Sane of the local words that have been borrowed
into M.E. really have no equivalent in standard English.
The non-native concept is somewhat an institutionalised one
(in the local context) so that the English equivalent,
even in pararase does not express the meaning as
effectively or exhaustively. Sane exanpies are terms like
bumipitera,	 gotong-rovong, khalwat and rukun-tetancqa.
Bumiputera literally means "son of the soil (bumi = earth,
pitera = son). In Malaysia, this is an apelation
referring specifically to any citizen who professes the
Muslim religion and is a practising Muslim. Thus the
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paraphrase "son of the soil" does not fully explain this
term. Likewise, the term khalwat, literally meaning
"illicit proximity with the ojposite sex". (proximity here
in!plies a wider meaning than just promiscuity - even
sitting close together in public places connotes khalwat).
In Malaysia one often reads in the dailies of people fined
with a khalwat sentence/offence or of khalwat fines iuposed
on them - the notion of fraternising too intimately with a
irrber of the oosite sex out of wedlock being a socially
stigmatized one. Thus if we use the direct English
translational equivalent, the meaning transferred see
comic and somewhat cynical in terms of a nore permissive
native English context (where such a notion is not,
socially, so frowned upon). The terms gotonq-rosrong
("co-operativeness") and rukun-tetan gqa ("neighbourliness")
are another two exalr!ples. Gotong-rovong refers to the
spirit of co-operation anongst people of various ethnic
groups (this being a feature characteristic of Malaysian
society) - when they pit in sane joint effort towards a
good cause e.g. when they get together to clean the
entire vicinity of all the rubbish etc around or in
fund-raising efforts towards a local charity hc*ne or for
the needy. Rukun-tetanciqa refers to this iiovement prioted
by the government via the local town councils - where
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people within a small neighbourhood form little grou and
help one another via, for exaIrple, regular patrolling of
the residential area to prevent petty-thieving. Thus a
roster of service is worked out for all eligible people
(males) of each area. It is not surprising therefore to
hear that one has to have a good nap when he returns hane
fran his heavy day at the office because he has an
all-night vigil to keep - i.e. his rukun-tetangqa duty:
whilst we also have rukun-tetanqqa officers who are in
charge of allocation of such duties.
b. Emotional and Cultural Loading
Sane of the borrowings are culturally and
errotionally loaded. Thus although translatable into
English, such words would lose their culture-bound
association. Such referents with identical meanings are
not usually present in native English contexts. Further,
the indigenous (local) setting and specific socio-
linguistic nuances might be dispersed if the English
equivalent is used. Thus the local word gives the language
the local character - lending nore than ever to the
Malaysianized nature of the English produced thereby. Sane
exaiples of such words are kaiTning (village), dusun
(orchard), bonh (medicine-man), penqhulu (viflage-chief)
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and pantang (taboo). Earning refers to a village - which
in Malaysian contexts would mean a nurrber of wooden houses
with thatched or attap roofs and usually on stilts (raised
above the ground). Such a kanong is not just limited to
land dwelling but to water-villages as well - especially
fishing villages (coastal or riverine). Thus the English
notion of village - connoting a little hamlet with
country-style cottages and the flora and fauna that go with
it is altogether out of context here. Likewise the word
dusun which means orchard" - place where fruit trees
grow. When used in the Malaysian context, it would mean a
heavily forested tropical fruit grove, with thick
undergrowth dotted here and there by little pondoks
(shelter-stands) (for the fruit-gatherers to rest or to
gather their fruits). The words bonob and penghulu also
belong to this category. The bonoh (native medicine-man) -
equivalent to the African witch-doctor is the local native
healer who purportedly has supernatural powers to deal with
a nuirber of circumstances - fran curing one of illnesses
(by purging him of evil spirits therein - also by
professing clairvoyance) to causing some one else to become
ill! (if his malevolent clients warrant him to do so, maybe
in revenge for some misdeed done previously to then). The
penghulu, very sirrly translated as "village chief" or
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"heaànan", represents one who, unlike the horse-riding
sheriff or mayor of English contexts, is alnost a father of
the villagers - who revere hint. Thus besides just holding
the title and office of one in charge of a village of
people, the penghulu has a role that is far different frcn
that of the mayor or sheriff of any native English context.
C. Senantic Restriction
These are local words with possible English
translation but used in a semantically restricted field.
For exanpie: dadab (drugs) does not mean drugs in general
but is confined to drugs used illicitly - like cocaine,
LSD, marijuana - which are often used for illicit
drug-taking anng youths and which are often snuggled frcxn
one country to arther within a strong underground
network. Thus if we literally translate dadah to mean
drugs - then we'd have drug-store (the ariracy) as
dadali-store in Malaysian English (this place would be the
first to be seized and closed down by the Malaysian
authorities!) In Malaysia, -trafficking (i.e.
drug-trafficking) carries a death penalty (this being
prczninently reminded on all visas given to foreign passport
holders). Other lexemes with such semantic restriction are
those like	 (pilgrimage, specifically of Muslima, to
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Mecca), toddy (fermented coconut-water - different fran
f rest coconut-water sold as an iced refreshment), and silat
(the Malay art of self-defence) - coirpared to the other
equally prevalent martial arts like Taichi, Taekwondo,
Jujitsu and Karate • Thus we read of silat-groups and
silat-bodies performing at various cultural shows. The
C
word i (now aearing as 'paddy' in Hornby's O1L1E) also
has such semantic restriction - meaning "rice grown in the
fields" (unhusked rice). This originally Malay word has
now gained enough international currency to become part of
the English lexicon. In Malay (Bahasa Malaysia) the notion
of rice (which forme the staple diet in the country) takes
three lexical referents - padi (urihusked rice), beras
(uncooked-husked rice) and nasi (cooked rice). Thus where
in normal (native) English usage, the superordinate term
'rice' is used, in the non-native context, rice is
represented by the Malaysian equivalents of
padi/beras/nasi, depending which stage one refers to. In
M.E. therefore, pad! is used only to mean unhusked rice
(thus pad i-f ield, padi-harvest, padi-cultivation) whereas
rice is used to mean both cooked and uncooked rice. (but
husked) (as in rice-bowl, rice-meal, rice-sack, rice-grain,
riCe-TniU,).
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ci.	 Cultural and Culinary Terms
These are native (local) culinary and domestic
referents specifically akin to a characteristic of local
origin and ecology. Some such lexemes are durian (from
Malay dun = thorns, an = nominalising suffix: (a thorny
fruit with a curd-like fleshy pulp inside), satav (pieces
of specially seasoned barbecued meat - barbecued over a
charcoal fire and pierced through a coconut-frond skewer)
(something akin to kebabs), anc pow (red packet of ironey -
as gift during Chinese New Year) extended also to mean any
cash donation, kuali (the wok - a special type of deep
frying pan), sarrbal (hot chilli paste), kachang (nuts),
(noodles) or meehoon (rice vermicilli) and rantutan (a
hairy fruit, with fleshy and sweet internal pulp) (from the
Malay word "rairbut" - hair and "an" naninalising suffix).
Such words, similar to the Indian sari and Japanese kinono
are now slowly being transported out of the country to at
least the South Asian region - viz, the word durian and
airbal in Sri Lanka. It is not difficult, therefore, to
envisage the international currency of such words which
typify the Malaysian culture and cuisine or flora and fauna
- especially with the vast nuither of Malaysians overseas -
specially students and professionals doing graduate and
post-graduate work in countries where English is native
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viz. UK, USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Coupled
with this, the nuirber of Malaysian restaurants opened in
such countries may well be another dissninating factor.
Such a phencnenon of lexical entry - East to West - is not
altogether renote if one considers hc words like tortilla
(Mexican) and croissant (French) and saron g (Malay) have
all come to aear in the current English dictionaries.
e. Uvponvirous Collocations
Yet another type of lexical indigenization in
Malaysian English is the presence of local words collocated
with the English superordinate term - hyponyitous terms
where the English equivalent is the superordinate and the
local word is the subordinate referent. Sane examples are
such words as "meranti wood" (meranti - a species of hard
wood used for furniture), "orang ash people (orang ash , -
aboriginal people), "batik cloth (batik - waxed printing
designed cloth) "svariah court" (syariah - court for
Muslims), "nobat drums" (nobat - royal drums), "bersanding
cerenony" (bersanding - wedding/nuptial cereiiony) and "path
da bhog cereiiony" (path da bhog - mencrial service).
f. Canpis/Student Coinages
These are a few words that have recently cane into
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M.E. currency - being transported fran Bahasa
Malaysia due to the change in medium of instruction
in education and the subsequent strong influence of
this language. Thus students in schools and at
cairvuses use these local referents. Sane exairples
are:
lecheh - meaning "troublesome, inconvenient",
"lazy or reluctant" - because the task
involved is inconvenient. Thus a
sentence like, "Lecheh-lah! I am not
coming back all the way just one hour for
this seminar." The word "lecheh" could
also be considered a haronym of "leteh"
(meaning 'tired').
teruk - meaning "serious" - "in bad shape".
Refers to an extreme situation - for
exarrle one who's obtained 1CM grades for
his papers - would say that his
predicament is "Teruk!".
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doongu - meaning "silly, duirb, stupid, foolish".
Used in a satimes pejorative yet
friendly menner atrong friends. "You
doongu you! Why didn't you tell me
about it earlier!"
Having sunirarised the basic characteristics that
are inherent in the local borriings of M.E., it would be
interesting to note the extent to which such iteme can take
the norphological processes of English lexemes. But before
going futher, it should be realised that the above-mentioned
characteristics of non-native borrings are not always in
coirç)lementary distribution with one another within a
lexeme. Thus a specific lexeme could well have
characteristic (a) and (b) or another lexeme could have
features (a) and (c). It is not predictable which category
each of these lexics dtfinitely falls under. The exaxrples
given are representative enough however.
Caning back to the question of the nrphological
processes operant within such local borrowings into M.E.,
the three notable processes are caounding, affixation and
conversion. Ccxipounding is a very productive process.
Thus we have such coinages as 'police-do" (police
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shelter i.e. beat-base), "dadah-ring" (drug ring - i.e.
vice-ring), "to&3y-can" (similar to beer-can), "satav-
house" (similar to pizza-house), and "kwalj-cookjng"
(similar to microwave-cooking). Affixation is also another
productive process, although it is not as productive as
corounding. The presence of words like "datukship"
(datuk-lord - thus similar to lordship), "anti-dadah:
(anti-drug i.e. anti-vice), and "ulufied" (ulu - originally
meaning source of a river - thus being at the inner reaches
of a jungle - hence the associated meaning of
"primitiveness/rusticness". Thus "uluf led" - similar to
"countrified" - connotes lack of social decorum and
civility. Conversion se to be another possible
mrphological process as well. Thus we have 'makan" as a
verb (meaning "eat") as in "Let's makan now" as well as a
noun (meaning "meal" or "food") as in "Let's have our
makan now" • Another exazrple is the lex "ulu" as a noun
(meaning "the wilds") as in "I don't want a transfer to the
ulus" and as an adjective (meaning wild, primitive, rustic)
as in "She is an girl". The word "kachang" (nuts)
normally referring to peanuts is often dencininalised. Thus
we can have "I don't eat kachang as it makes me pot on
weight" (as a noun) as well as "The examination was
kachang" (as an adjective) (scinewhat idianatic, meaning
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"easy").
A few of these local tern also take on some
inflectional processes that are operant in Standard British
English viz, pluralization - bcinohs, penqhulus, dhobis;
tense inflections - 1 "iagaed" his books while he went to
the office" (looked after - kept an eye on) and
gerundialising - "Jagaing this place is no joke." another
few examples are "angkating" (rry favour) and "kavpoing"
(being nosey).
Thus in M.E., there are signs of gradual
assimilation of local lexemes into standard English not
merely due to non-linguistic criteria but even on the basis
of linguistic criteria. It may well be that in the decades
to come, such lexemes will gain more currency not only in
local contexts but internationally as well, so that
dialectal as well as international features can be said to
be recognisably Malaysian or of Malaysian origin. The use
of local lexemes is to maintain the localised character of
the context. There are, however, sane Malaysian lexemes
which have already gained world-wide currenc words like
"sarong" "batik" and "sampan". It is not far-fetched to
envisage further such assimilation into Standard English -
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if one realises hc kavak", "kebab, "karate TM , "itonsoon"
"catamaran" and "harmattan" - all of which are fran
definitely un-English contexts have nc been absorbed and
are n	 included in nost of the Standard English
dictionaries.
B. Standard English Lexicalization (- En glish ].exemes with
Local Usaae)
The M.E. speaker also has a tendency to use sane
of the standard English lexemes in a manner particularly
characteristic of not only Malaysian English, but also of
Ghanaian English (Sey 1973), Nigerian English (Bamgbose,
1971) and Indian English (Kachru, 1965). The lexemes may
not be identical across all three varieties but sane of the
general characteristics still hold. The basic characteris-
tics of lexical variation (of standard English) in N.E. are:
a. Polysemic variation.
b. Semantic restriction.
c. Informalisation.
d. Formalisation.
e. Directional Reversal.
f. College colloqualisrn.
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a.	 PQlyseinic Variation
These are standard English lexenes that have the
original English meaning as well as an extended senantic
range of meanings not originally in standard English. One
such exanpie is the verb '', which, besides carrying the
original meaning of 'slicing', carries the following
meanings:- overtake (of vehicles as well as in running) -
as in "I tried to cut him but he was driving too fast" or
in "The anchor-man (last runner in a relay) managed to cut
Singapore's anchor just twent4netres before breasting the
tape.
- beat (to beat an oonent by points, marks) as
in"Rahman cut me by only two marks to beccme the
first boy in class."
- reduce (an anount of Ixiney) as in "The shopkeeper
cut twenty-cents for that breakage when he gave me
back the change."
Other exanples of lexemes with such semantic
extension are:
open - as for blinds, curtains (draw)
- as for light (swi1	 on)	 (and all
electrical aliances, e.g. radio, fan,
television)
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- as for shoes/socks (rnove)
- as for tap (turn on)
- as for clothes (take off) (undress)
- as for zip/buttons/hooks (unfasten).
The similar extension holds for the antonym of this lexeme -
i.e. 'close' - as applied to the same referents. Yet
another few examples are listed below:
call - invite (I'll call him for tonight's dinner).
- ask ("Can you please call her to axiie here?")
- order (The teacher called the boy out).
- re-enploy (If they call me back, I'd rather
not go as I might be getting
another job soon).
aunty/uncle - refers to any elderly or older person of
long-standing acquaintance (used by young
Malaysians as term of respect). Such
honorific terms are a frequent phencnenon in
M.E. - a "cousin", for exanle, need not
necessarily be a cousin by birth -
but any closely known friend or relative.
Likewise a brother or a sister-in-law is not
merely in fact a relative through marriage
only, but refers to the extension of such
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occupy	 -
bungalow	 -
shillings	 -
chase	 -
students	 -
outstation -
relationships to more than just the
iirrnediate circle of relatives.
live (e.g. in a house). (They occupy that
big house at the corner).
use (e.g. a roan) (e.g. She is occupying
the last roan in that house).
take up (e.g. of time/space) (These
experiments occupy a lot of my time).
single or a double storey detached
house.
coins/change (of money).
to court/to woo (usually a boy is said to
chase" a girl).
pipils (primary), students	 (sec)	 &
undergraduates (tertiary).
out of town (but within the country still).
These are only a few of the many instances of
semantic extension that is carnon in N.E. These could be
considered as attetpts at lowering the learning load of
the N.E. speaker as well as achieving the catirunicative
effect faster - by siiplifying and using one lexeire to mean
and refer to many things.
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b. Semantic Restriction
Sane of the lexeines in M.E. are used in a narrower
sense, confined to specific referents only. Sane
noteworthy exanples are the lexernes wifldyu, "heaty" and
"cooling" as alied to foods and drinks. The Asians (in
the Malaysian context, Malays, Chinese and Indians)
generally have the notion of certain foods being too
'windy' for the body. Excess of such foods, therefore, is
considered to cause flatulence, discomfort and gastric
problems. Pulses (lentils) are one variety of foods which
cause such 'windy' effects. Likewise, 'heaty' foods like
spicy, oily curries, coffee, certain fruits and vegetables
are also avoided in excess. The same goes for 'cooling'
foods - which are taken to counteract the after-effects of
excess of 'heaty' foods. Such 'cooling' foods are fruits
and vegetables like cucurrber, brinjals and salads; herbal
teas and juices. Znother exarrle of restricted reference
is the lexene 'tuck-shop' - referring specifically to the
canteen or refectory of schools (primary and secondary).
This may well be a word of little general frequency in B.E.
these days but is still very caiiion in the Malaysian
context. Likewise, is the word 'coffee-shop' specifically
referring to the shop that sells refreshnents, light snacks
and sweets but which has small tables and chairs (for light
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meals) with a front opening out on to the 'five-foot way'
(pavnent) - yet another word confined to mean the sidewalk
in front of shops. An often-used term especially anong
younger Malaysians is 'one kind' - meaning 'wierd or
peculiar' (odd) or 'way out' - as in "She is one kind,
really, - won't even anile at you although she knows you"
or as in "She's a one-kind girl - drives a Triuirph TR 7 to
school itself!u
c. Informalisation
Many of the lexemes used by the M.E. speaker tend
to be informal (colloquial) substitutions of standard
English words. As has been stated earlier, M.E. in its
nost representative state is of widest currency anong the
mesolectal speakers (the lexicon particularly generated on
the nore informal speech level). Thus it is not surprising
to find a profusion of lexemes indicating a nore informal
style and register - words like 'kids' (for children) or
"huIby" (for husband) appearing in headlinese style in the
standard English local dailies - as in "Eight kids burnt to
death as fire guts Kanping Jawa," and "Anok wctnan stabs
hutby". Other such exairles are:
partner - spouse (You and your partner are
cordially invited for cocktails on
Thursday).
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flick	 - steal
line	 - profession
fellow	 - person (both male and fnale)
sleep	 -gotobed
link house	 - terrace house
carrpis/varsity - college/lectures
spoilt	 - out of order
hold on	 - hold the line, wait a minute (hang on)
follow	 - accompany
see (of film, t.v. pictures) - watch
stay/pit up	 - live
spend	 - give a treat (I spend
you today - since it
is your birthday).
d. Formalisation
On the other hand, there are occasions as well,
when the M.E. speaker has a tendency to use nore formal
words in an informal context. What Sey (1973) tents
"Preciosity" (of Ghanaian English) and Coffin (1934) tents
"Latinity" (of Indian English). It is not rare, therefore,
to read letters of a personal nature asking a friend to
"furnish me (him) with the details regarding the Coaos
tours" (instead of "provide me" or "send me"). Likewise a
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friend may ask me, 'Did you witness the accident last night
along Jalan Bangsar?' (instead of 'see') or saneone may be
busy this weekend as he is "shifting house" (instead of
"iioving house"). Other 1exnes cczrtronly used in this way
are:
scrutinise - for examine, study (as in "He scrutinised
the college prospectus
before filling in the
form.")
residence	 - for house (as in 'My residence is in Lorong
Travers.")
It would not be wrong perhaps to postulate that such use of
lexnes may not always be a mixture of levels as maich as a
natter of collocational confusion. Thus instead of
"exercising one's right or power' we may cane across
someone exercising one's duties (instead of performing or
carrying out one's duties). Likewise one often hears that
"The wound is not cured yet.' (when it is not 'healed' yet
actually!) or • that 'Cancer is not a disease that can be
healed.' (cured). Other such exarrles are:
rob - for steal (as in 'She was noted for robbing people's
sliers outside the taile.")
box - for hit (as in "Bahman boxed Nazir on his back.")
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e. Directional Reversal
There are certain lexeines, verbs nstly, that M.E.
speakers tend to use in reverse direction. This is a
frequent phenomenon with converse pairs like go/cane,
bring/send, fetclVtake and borrow/lend. Pure converse
pairs, like borrow/lend, tend to be confused one for the
other. This could be attributed to the absence of two
separate lexemes in the local language for such a meaning.
In Bahasa Malaysia, the concepts of borrow and lend are
subsumed under one lexeme "pinjam"/pind*uv'. Thus we can
have sentences like, "Saya meminjam buku itu"/sAja
m a ininc 'm buku i f- meaning "I lent or borrowed that
book", (to and f ran someone) as well as "Saya meminjamkan
buku itu"/s,ja me mindmkan buku ieu/- meaning "I lent
that book (to someone). Thus the difference between the
meanings of "borrow" and "lend" is shown by the suffix
'kan'/k,rV, performing a benefactive function here. Thus
the borrow/lend dichotomy is very often confused so that we
have sentences like "She borrowed me her camera" or "He
always likes to lend nrj books." Further sentences would
also show collocational confusion between objects to these
verbs as in:
"She wanted to borrow some cheese fran me."
"He came to borrow my one as his was out-of-order."
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"They lent her sane bread," where cheese, phone and bread
are items that cannot be returned after use or consuirption.
(They can be replaced - at least - bread and cheese, but not
returned).
The bidirectional verbs "go", "come", "bring",
"take", "fetch" and "send" are very often used in the
oosite manner in M.E. Thus we often hear sentences like:
"We'll go over to your house to-night." (cane)
"Can you send me bane first?" (take)
"She brings her son to school every morning." (takes)
"Maznah has to fetch her mother to her aunt's place." (take)
"I take my daughter here everyday." (bring)
Thus where standard English lexicon would have the verbs
, send and take, meaning action away fran the place,
whilst cane and bring would indicate action towards the
place, and etcb shows action away fran them towards the
place, M.E. usage seis to indicate the reverse in
directional terms.
f. College Colloquialism
The student popilation being a major area of M.E.
usage, it is inevitable that certain standard English
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lexemes have been localised for informal use especially
arrong students in school (secondary), at colleges
(tertiary) and universities. Such words related to
studies, examinations and youth are earlier abbreviated or
idianatised and used in context - specific situations.
Thus we often hear of the iugger or book-worm - one who is
very hard-working or studious (also known as a
nake-tenp1e specialist - snake—tenpie referring to the
library, a snake being one who studies hard but appears
deceptively careless or apathetic about his studies).
Other exanpies of such college colloquialism are clippings
like frus (frustrated) -
fantas (fantastic)
fantab (fantabulous) (a blend of	 fantasticu plus
mfabulous) and (sabotage) - meaning to teasingly
deride someone. Cheap-skate is yet another lexenie
referring to a person who is willing to do anything to
achieve his aims (will demean himself to get his goals).
Other exairples -
lost case - one who is beyond redenption or incorrigibly
below standard - in terms of social as well as educational
norms; worst tve - a somewhat friendly, intimete term for
criticising a close colleague;
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ca.' sense - ap1ied to one who is gullible and not
critically aware of the goings-on in canpls;
tripod-stand - one who tries to ctrry favour (be in the
good books of) with persons in position, to get things done;
lamp-post - a third party in a threesome, in a preferably
two-some situation - viz, a "gooseberry" (in Standard
English idiom) - accompanying a courting 	 couple.
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(vii) 'ThE PRESENT S'IUDY
a. PREVICJS )RKS CE ML1tYSIAN E1ISH
Mong the recent atterrpts at describing
MalaysiarVSingaporean English, only a sprinkling have any
substantial study of the syntactic elements vf variation.
The works of a general nature come for a large part from
non-Malaysians such as Crewe (1977), Tongue (1974) and
Richards (1977) whilst Platt et al (1980, 1984) have a nore
detailed description of this variety, with only a slightly
irore in-depth study of the structural aspect as well.
Inother interesting study, although not of syntax but of
phonology of the English of Singapore, is Lucille Ramish's
"Investigation" (1969) where she relates the phonological
features of Singapore English to the linguistic substrata
of Bahasa Malaysia, Tamil and Chinese, on similar lines (if
different only from phonology to syntax) with the present
study.
irong the studies done by Malaysian c Singaporean
linguists thenselves, Irene Wong's (1981) seems to be the
nost thorough where the structural elements of variation
are concerned. Mary Thy's atteipt (1981) at describing
Standard Singapore English is representative enough
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although where syntax is concerned, there is still roan for
a nore detailed linguistic study. Augustin's (1980) and
Ting's (1980) reports are somewhat cursory and lack
linguistic detail, although for a general sociolinguistic
inpression, these are sufficient. do Silva's paper (1981)
on the nodals is very thorough and gives a truly
representative picture of the amplification process, even
if confined only to the nodals.
Other attpts that could be considered related
are Elaine Wijesuria's thesis (1972) on "the grarrmatical
structures of English and Malay - a contrastive analysis of
phrase structure," Slew Yue Killingley's thesis (1965) on
Malaysian English (on phonological, granntical and lexical
lines), Senthelakshmi' s acadnic exercise (1969) on
problens of chinese speakers in learning the English tense
and Augustin's thesis (1976) on 'teaching Reading
carprehenslon to Malay undergraduates through syntactic
analysis". st of these are thorough in their approach to
the topic, but still do not deal with Malaysian English
syntax in entire±y. They are, hever, atte!rpts at
describing sane aspect of syntax in relation to English in
the Malaysian context.
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Generally speaking, therefore, in consideration of
the fact that irist of these works are papers or reports of
very little length-other than Platt 'S cc*aratively nre
thorough atteript (and the related theses quoted above), it
is understandable that the area of structural features has
not been given full inpetus - although it is in this very
sphere that the nest significant differences make Malaysian
English what it actually is.
b. AIMS AND S(DPE OF P!ESENT SIUDY:
It is with this in mind that this study of sane of
the aspects of Malaysian English syntax was undertaken.
The thesis makes no claim at exhaustiveness or authority
but is a conservative though deliberated description of the
state of the language. It is not a prescriptive or
normative study either. The main aim of the study is to
slirply describe each of the non-British aspects of the
syntax of English used by the average Malaysian in informal
(and sometimes semi-formal) contexts, that is, at the
mesolectal level.
It irust be pointed out, however, that the very
same speaker who uses the acrolectal variety at one
instance may el1 switch onto the mesolectal level at the
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very next instance so that some features can permeate both
levels. It would be pertinent, at this juncture, to have
sane background knowledge of the writer who is a typical
exan1e of a Malaysian who switches from one lect to the
other with such ease and frequency that it would sometimes
be difficult to imagine how the very same person who speaks
typically 'Malaysian' English is also capable of producing
Standard British English in her speech and writing.
The writer is of Taimil irother-tongue origin, born
and bred in Malaysia, into the third generation in the
country. Hearth languages are Tamil and English, which are
of equal significance. Schooling was done in an English-
medium school throughout, with Bahasa Malaysia used
consistently as second language. Besides the normal
curriculum with Bahasa Malaysia as a taught language, added
iiretus and exposure was always maintained by way of
elocution contests, drama, essay-writing and song-writing
caipetitions, debates and quizzes in which she participated
very actively-right fran primary through to secondary and
post-secondary school. At University, besides English
(Language/Literature), Malay Studies and Indian Studies
were the other options taken for the first degree. As for
the Diploma in Education, English and Bahasa Malaysia were
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the methodology subjects taken. My teaching in secondary
schools after this therefore covered both English and
Bahasa Malaysia. After teaching in schools, I taught
English (Language) at an Institute of Technology (MARA).
My MA thesis, which was done, after a coursework Diplana in
¶IESL, in the United Kingdczn, was on prefixation in Bahasa
Malaysia. Fran 1978 (after the MA) I have been teaching
mainly on the Diplcma ESL course (in Methodology and
Linguistics) at the University of Malaya. Along with this,
sane occasional teaching of English (Language) to
undergraduates in the Arts and Econanics faculties was also
done.
Thus as far as formal training and experience goes
the writer is considered one fran an acrolectal level, who
undoubtedly uses such English in formal contexts. But once
an informal situation warrants it, the inesolectal version
is in use - for exair1e, with colleagues in conversation
over tea, or in letters of a personal nature.
In describing sane of the aspects of syntactic
difference between Standard British English and Malaysian
English, an attrpt has been made to sh the possibility
of influence f ran the substrate languages. The main
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language used here is Bahaza Malaysia. This is based on
two criteria mainly:
(i) As mentioned previously, the pop.ilation ratio is in
the order: Malays (50%), Chinese (35%), Indians (10%),
Others (5%). This being so, the nurrber of Bahasa Malaysia
speakers from the Malay group is biggest. Thus based just
on these figures alone, the influence from Bahasa Malaysia
could be expected to be substantial, although actual
quantitative studies have not been done to prove this yet.
(ii) Coupled with this is the fact that even among the
Chinese and Indians (as well as "the others"), with Bahasa
Malaysia being the official language generally and the
medium of instruction in education, it is sometimes even
more in use by these speakers than their n mother-tongue.
Thus the subsequent influence of Bahasa Malaysia on the
English spoken by the non-Malays can at times be considered
even more substantial than that exerted by Chinese or Tainil.
The situation being such, the study focusses on
the factor of interlingual influence of Bahasa Malaysia.
The other language discussed in terms of possible influence
is Tainil. This is because the writer is a native speaker
of Tamil. Therefore the two languages above are discussed
because the writer is a native speaker of one and a
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near-native speaker of the other.
The other language which holds potential as an
influencing factor is Chinese, considering the proportion
of Chinese in the pop.laticn ratio. Hever, in this
study, it is not included for the siirçle reason that the
writer
(i) is not a native speaker of the language and
(ii) has not had any formal instruction in the language
either (in contrast to Bahasa Malaysia).
This does not preclude the fact that some of the
aspects of variation discussed in the thesis could well
have Chinese as their source of influence as well. The
absence of the copila in certain syntactic environments in
Chinese, for example, could be additionally contributive
(along with the same situation in Bahasa Malaysia and
Tainil) to the absence of such a copula in ME 'Then again,
as my (1977:147) too confirms, it could be postulated that
the grarmatical particle 'las in ME has its source fran
Hokkien (a dialect of Chinese), although Bahasa Malaysia
also has a suffix of equally significant iiport and
function.
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All in all, one can say that the substrate
languages have their influencing role on the syntax of ME
in various perzrutations and caibinations. But as Platt and
Weber (1980 65) too agree, "it uld be wrong to trace
all characteristics of M/SE to the local background
languages as every interlanguage and every emerging new
variety develops its	 n system, which is, to some extent,
independent of the background languages".
This study therefore describes ME in terms of
structural differences in conparison with Standard British
English. British English is used as the norm purely
because it is still the grairinar of this Standard English
(though not the phonology) that is aimed at on the
acrolectal level (viz. progranined instruction, official
media, locally organised international conferences and the
like).
C.	 UR(S OF DPiTA:
The results and findings in this study are culled
from various types of sources. The primary sources are:
i. Written and spoken language observations of:
(a) Postgraduate in-service English Language teachers.
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(b) Undergraduate students.
Cc) Secondary school pupils.
ii. Entry and diagnostic test sheets of in-service
(Postgraduate) English language teachers.
iii. Official statements and reports in the Press.
iv. General local press language, as in
(a)advertisements.
(b)news items.
(c)editorials.
(d)comic strips/cartoons.
(e)film reviews.
v. Cohtents of local radio and television progranines.
(a)official programes.
(b)casual/colloquial progranines.
vi. General observations in the other domains not
previously mentioned - both official and semi- or
un-official of
(a)professionals-accountants, lawyers, engineers etc.
(b)semiprofessisonals-clerks, 	 press	 reporters,
policemen,	 acinistrative	 officers,	 court
interpreters, laboratory technicians etc.
(c)subprofessionals-shopkeepers, 	 petrol	 kiosk-
attendants, salenen, drivers, waiters etc.
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The sentence exanpies and findings from these
sources were then categorised on a structural basis. From
this list, a checklist of fifty sentences was used on a
random scale in the form of a questionnaire survey,
described below, distributed to ESL teachers and University
clerks. This checklist was analysed in direct reference to
the syntactical nature of the thesis topic-to see how many
of these sentence exanples were considered Rright (thus
"Malaysianised") and wrong" (thus not "Malaysianised").
Along with these basic corpus sources, personal
observation and intuition have been used as a data source as
well. The writer's observations and intuitions about the
nature of variation and the general topic of indigenization
are the overall inpressions formed over the fourteen years
of teaching experience in the ESL context, not to mention
several decades of living in Malaysia.
The Questionnaire:
(a) Subiects of the Questionnaire:
The questionnaire was ariinistered to two groups of
informants at the University of Malaya, Kuala Luirçxir. They
were:
(a) 70 post-graduate in-service ESL teachers.
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(b) 10 clerical staff merbers of the Establishment Division
of the University's Aãninistrative Departhent.
The nuirber of FSL teachers was obtained frc*n the
batch of students for the academic year 1985/86. These are
teachers fran all the states in Malaysia. This group is
representative of the situation in alnost all the previous
and subsequent year's groups of teachers.
Teachers were chosen mainly to show that although
they are teachers of English (and therefore should be
critically aware of any changes or elements of variation),
they too are participants in the indigenization process.
The trend observed in the teacher group is
indicative of similar patterns of indigenization anong
other danains and see to confirm ny personal opinion of
the situation as well. That there is sane degree of
indigenization cannot be denied at all with the figures
suortive of such a phenanenon.
The same applies to the second group. D.e to
constraints of time, the nuirber of inforinents fran this
clerical group was one-seventh that of the teacher group.
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However, it may be representative enough of the trends in
the socio-linguistic situation under consideration. The
mrbers of this group were mostly MCE qualified informants
(?ICE is the Malaysian Certificate of Education, equivalent
to the GCE 0' level qualification), although not all of
them were necessarily holders of a pass in the subject
English Language at that level.
As for the background information, the main itr
of information obtained frcin the teacher-group were:
(a)the mother-tongue (whether BM, Chinese, Tamil, English).
(b)the medium of instruction the education was received in
(Bahasa Malaysia; English or others - B.M. + Eng; B.M. +
Tamil.
(c)the highest level of educational qualification attained
- University (1st) degree, Higher School Certificate (A
'Level), Malaysian Certificate of Education (0' Level),
Lower Certificate of Education (mid-secondary).
(d)level of teaching experience - Uçer Secondary, Lower
Secondary, Primary.
(e)nunber of years of teaching experience - more than ten,
eight to ten, five to seven (none of them had less than
five years teaching experience as this is an inservice
course).
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The main items of information gathered from the
clerical group were just the first three of the above.
In the teacher group, the breakdown of mother-
tongue coiosition was as follows:
TABLE 1: !4I'HER-'IOIUE (X1IO6ITION (TEIQIERS)
Bahasa Malaysia	 - 36%
Chinese	 - 27%
Indian languages	 - 34%
English	 - 3%
Where English is the mother-tongue, it would be the case
where either one of the parents is of occidental ancestr.y,
the informant therefore being classified as a Eurasian,
having (European + Asian) parentage. Such ancestry need
not necessarily be only English, it could well be Dutch,
French or German etc, but the English Language then
inevitably becomes the hearth language in the Asian context.
As for the medium of instruction the education was
received in, the breakdown was as follows:
TABLE 2: MEDIUM OF EWCTION (ThTCHS)
English	 - 93%
Bahasa Malaysia	 3%
Others - 4% (1% - Eng + B.M.; 3% - Eng + Tamil). Where
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there is a corrbination of (Erig + Tarnil) or (Eng. + B.M.) it
would mean that the informant had his/her primary education
in Tainhl or Bahasa Malaysia and then switched on to the
English medium of education at the secondary level.
The academic qualifications of this teacher group
were in the order:
TABLE 3: ACNJ74IC JALIFICTIC! (TEACHnS)
University degree	
- 7%
Higher School Certificate
	 - 25%
Malaysian Certificate of Education - 68%
Each of these levels have their corresponding teacher
training qualifications as well - i.e. the professional
qualification was carçlementary to the academic
qualification.
As for the level of school teaching experienced by
these teachers, the following was the breakdown:
TABLE 4: LEVEL OF TEPCHIM (TEACHERS)
Upper Secondary - 13%
Lower Secondary - 25%
Primary	 - 62%
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The nuirber of years of teaching experience was
recorded in terms of:
TABLE 5: YEARS OF TEAO1I EXPERIECE (TEACHERS)
More than ten years - 13%
Eight to ten years - 29%
Five to seven years - 59%
The background inforiiation of the clerical group
was as fol1'zs:
TABLE 6: Mother-tongue (ERKS)
Bahasa Malaysia - 60%
Chinese	 - 30%
Indian Languages - 10%
TABLE 7: Medium of Instruction of Education: (a1ERKS)
glish	 - 80%
Bahasa Malaysia - 20%
TABLE 8: Highest Educational Qualification: (ERIS)
LS.C. - 20%
M.C.E. - 70%
L.C.E. - 10%
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Thus putting the two groups together, the ethnic
ccqosition was as follis:
TABLE 9: ETHNIC )MEITIC (TEACHERS AND CLERI<S)
Teachers	 Clerks
Malays	 36%	 60%
chinese	 27%	 30%
Indians	 34%	 10%
Others (English)	 3%	 -
It will be noticed that where the teacher group
had an alirost equal distribution of BM versus Indian
language speakers (36/34%), with Chinese caning third in
order, the clerical group had a larger proportion of Bahasa
Malaysia speakers (60%) as opposed to 0% of Indian
language speakers whilst Chinese is the Inz)ther-tongue of
30% of this group. Bahasa Malaysia speakers are badly
under represented as far as the teacher-group is concerned,
when ccrared with the population ratio of Malays.
Where medium of education received is concerned,
both groups are similar in that English medium informants
form the bulk of the group (93% and 80% respectively).
This is an interesting observation as one would think that
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elements of indigenization would be nxre significant in
those who have undergone the BM medium of education. Thus
if this group of informants in which the majority had
undergone the English medium of education has such a degree
of indigenization in the syntax of their English, it would
not be wrong to envisage an even greater degree of
indigenization in those who have undergone the BM medium of
education, although this has not been quantitatively proved,
this therefore being an interesting aspect for further
research.
As for educational qualifications, where the
teacher group has a small 7% of University qualified
informants, the clerical group (understandably so), does
not have this, although the other figures are sanewhat
parallel (25% and 20% of HSC holders respectively) with the
bulk of them in the MCE level (68% and 70% respectively).
There is also the LCE group ariong the clericals (10%) which
is not present in the teacher group.
(b) Contents of the Questionaire:
As for the questionnaire itself, it contained a
set of fifty sentences. These sentences contained sane
elements of the syntactic phencxnena discussed in the core
chapters of the thesis, in the order:
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(a)Individuation e.g. There were two registered mails at
the office.
(b)Article Ellipsis e.g. She asked for - transfer to K.L.
(c)Pronc*idnal Concord e.g. He bought two pairs of socks
but had misplaced it.
(d)"Already" as Aspectual marker e.g. She went to Penang
already.
(e)Tense and Rerroteness e.g. M.JRA students have been on
strike last week.
(f)Progressivity and Stativity e.g. The Rahin$ are owning
two houses in Pantai.
(g)!kx3als e.g. Would you lend us your torch for a while?
Each of these sentences contained one structure of
indigenization and these structures were taken from
examples obtained fran previous corpis sources. Sentences
21 - 25 however had no element of indigenization - they
were dialectally neutral sentences (Standard) but listed in
juxtaposition after sentences 16 - 20 to show the element
of differentiation made in so far as the livinqjncn-living
dichotar for pronaninal concord is concerned.
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(C) Methodology of the Questicnaire:
The informants were given one of these sheets each
and were asked to mark in each sentence, what they found
"odd", and to "correct" or change then to what they thought
was the "proper" form of that structure. Thus where any
sentence had any change made by the testee [e.g. if in the
sentence "Her jewelleries are exclusive", "jewelleries" is
either underlined or changed to "jewellery", with or
without a change in the verb "are"], this sentence is
marked with an X (not acceptable for my analysis). X
meaning "unacceptable" refers to the testee's not seeing it
as acceptable - in other words it is not an element of
indigenization. If, on the other hand, the same sentence
bad no alteration or query mark whatsoever to the structure
in question, it is considered acceptable in nry analysis -
i.e. it is a structure of indigenization. Hcever, in each
sentence, the classification X or .1 was noted dcMn only
with reference to the structure concerned - so that even if
sane other e1nent was underlined or queried (and not the
particular structure related to the topic in question),
this was disregarded.
(d) Results of the Questionaire:
In the analysis of the eighty sheets the main and
final elanents that were sought out were:
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(i)the detailed range of acceptance of specified
structures (i.e. the degree of indigenization as seen
in each sentence exairple).
(ii)the overall average degree of acceptance of these
structures (as categorised in the various types of
variational phenciriena viz. individuation, article
ellipsis etc).
(iii)the detailed range of individual indigenization (i.e.
the degree of indigenization as seen in each
individual).
(iv)the overall range of individual indigenization.
In all the findings, the results of the teacher
group were placed in coiparison with that of the clerical
group to observe any notable differences between the two
groups.
Generally speaking, the overall average degree of
acceptance of the specified structures was higher for the
indivicbation, article ellipsis, prononcininal concord
e1ents plus ualreadyu (as aspectual marker) with the
clerical group. On the other hand, the sentences with the
tense/aspect, stativity/progressivity phencinena and the
itodals, were very highly accepted by the teacher-group.
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This is an interesting situation where the seeningly less
significant changes are ncre accepted by the clerks whilst
the Irore significant changes (as in tense, stativity and
nodals) are not as highly accepted by them. On the other
hand, the odd situation occurs with the teachers where the
less significant changes are not as highly accepted as are
the more significant ones (viz, tense, stativity, rrodals).
The informants being particularly teachers (and English
language teachers at that), one would be likely to think
that the area of verb phrase structure would be more
carefully considered where acceptability is concerned,
whilst elements like article ellipsis and individuation
would be more acceptable. Although actual quantitative
work on a large-scale has not been done in this area, it
would be interesting to speculate if this is a general
trend and whether this means that those who know less,
guard" their language more, whilst those who know more
tend to accept indigenization more. This is a topic for
further research with prer eirpirical evidence that would
reveal interesting results. The breakdown of the results
Obtained in my small-scale study is as follows:
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TABLE 10: AVERE DEXREE OF A Ci'iE OF INDIGENIZED
C1URES:
(a) Individuation
(b)Article Ellipsis
(c)Pronaninal Concord
(d)"Already" as Aspectual Marker
(e)Tense/Reioteness
(f)Stativity/Progressivity
(g)1da1s
Teachers
48%
44%
10%
51%
72%
70%
86%
Clerks
68%
57%
61%
100%
47%
57%
24%
The overall degree of indigenization (in each
individual) was Irvst in the region of 40% - 60% (in both
the teacher group as well as the clerical group). There
were very few with the degree of indigenization above 80% -
in fact only one anong the teachers and none anong the
clerks. Likewise the other way around - only two of the
teacher group informants bad a score below 20% and one of
the clerks had a similar score, which also shows that there
is generally sane eletient of indigenization in nost of the
informants - at least 20%. The following table would show
this trend:
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TABLE 11: (NERAtL DfXREE OF INDIVIWAL INDIGENIZATI
Teachers	 Clerks
Above 80%	 1
70 - 80%
	
8
60 - 70%
	
11
50 - 60%
	
19	 1
40 - 50%
	
18	 5
30 - 40%
	
9	 3
20 - 30%
	
2
Below 20%
	
2	 1
The list of sentences used in the questionnaire-test is
given overleaf.
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E SANPLE SErEES IN IE JETIIRE
INDIVItU1TION:
1. Her jewelleries are exclusive.
2. There were two registered mails at the office.
3. Are there any furnitures in your flat?
4. Three soaps were left in the sink.
ARTICLE ELLIPSIS:
5. Crime rate is increasing in this country.
6. They recorded highest trperature this season as gOOF.
7. They did not want to get into such situation.
8. She asked for transfer to K.L.
9. Last week I went for piano recital at Civic Centre.
10. Eileen is best friend of Rainlah.
PJMINPL (&DRD:
11. There were many torn books so I sent it for repair.
12. He juggled the plates as if it were just a handful of
beads.
13. She droçed all the pins on the floor, spending hours
picking it up later.
14. The newspapers were on the chair, bet he didn't notice it.
15. He bought two pairs of socks but had misplaced it.
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(N7TRAL EXNIPLESI: (%1_o)
16. The roses were faded so I threw than away.
17. There were many ants on the floor, thus we poured
insecticide over than.
18. Bacteria are present everywhere, it's hard to detect than.
19. There are many kinds of fungi, they're coirvon in the
jungle.
20. Blood cells nvltiply very fast; Rani 's making a study of
them.
21. These books are very interesting. Its contents demand
concentrated reading tho'.
22. I bought some dresses from Globe's yesterday but its
patterns don't really suit me, so I'll return it tonorrow.
23. The bicycles that were parked by the bus-stop were damaged
coipletely - its owners were entirely to be blamed.
24. These facts speak for itself.
25. Have you seen the pianos itself?
26. These books explain itself very well.
E ) REXYISS
27. Although they had not saved enough for a holiday, they are
planning to go to Europe.
28. I live in Airipang Jaya but from March this year I had been
staying with nj cousin in Setapak.
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29. With all the experience he had obtained at the University
Hospital, he should be a very suitable candidate for the
post.
30. These are the photographs I had taken at the party.
31. Mazian will not celebrate Han Raya this year as his
father had passed away in January this year.
32. She had gone to Europe last year for training and is now
back for good.
33. She has been reminded of the meeting yesterday.
34. The directors of MAS have finalised the flight details
during last night's meeting.
35. MAR students have been on strike last week.
"ALRElDY"
36. She went to Penang already.
37. I worked in K.L. for 10 years already.
38. They informed her already about the change in plans.
SATIVITY A) PRESSIVITY
39. She is feeling s1ee.
40. The Rahims are owning two houses in Pantai.
41. Zainab is having a oold.
42. I am hearing strange noises outside - wonder what they are.
LS
43. This year all E students would take the oral examinations
in June.
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44. Rabman would fly down to K.L. next week.
45. Would you lend us your torch for a while?
46. If you cane bane late, you would be locked out.
47. You could do whatever you like, it doesn't really matter.
48. She is a linguist who could speak in at least four
languages.
49. Although he could go there by car, Leong i planning to
take a flight down.
50. Haxnzah is sending the photogras early so that Rosli
could order the copies ininediately.
cHAP'IER II - NP STRtJC'IURE
I - flIVIWpd'Ic IN M.E.
II - AIrIaE ELLIPSIS
III - PERSON1L P11IN7L	 XRD
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"INDItJATIct1 IN M.E.
The term "individuation is used in this context to
refer to the individuating and pluralising, in Malaysian
English, of a normally uncountable noun. In Standard British
English, the uncountable nouns are those that are singular in
form but have plural meaning. Such nouns do not co-occur with
the indefinite articles nor with the numeral quantifiers (one,
t, three etc.) or the quantifiers , many and several.
They can co-occur with the quantifiers little, utich, rore and
are individualized by the use of classifiers like item, piece,
article and .	Exarrles of such nouns are equiment,
furniture, iewellerv and mail.
Huddleston (1984: 247) defines 'countability' in
terms of the mass/individuated dichotomy - an uncountable noun
cannot bear an individuated interpretation. For exap1e, with
equixrent, information and the like, if we wish to talk about
one or nore individual units, we have to use expressions like
piece of equirnent, a piece of information. Each of these
consists of a mass NP errbedded inside an individuated NP - just
as in a piece of cake where the NP cake has the mass inter-
pretation (substance) not the individuated one (unit)... It
should be noted that this property of equiiment and information
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is a contingent fact about English.0
It is this contingent fact that is changed caç>lete1y
in M.E. In M.E. such nouns are pluralised and used as countable
nouns. Along with such nouns that are pluralised in M.E. are
also exanpies like soap, chalk, toast and fruit(?) which are
normally considered mass nouns in B.E. Sexne exarrples are:
B.E. Her jewellery is exclusive.
M.E. Her jewelleries are exclusive.
B.E. She lost three pieces of jewellery.
M.E. She lost three jewelleries.
B.E. This norning's mail has been delayed.
M.E. This norning's mails have been delayed.
B.E. There were two iteirs of registered mail at the office.
M.E. There were two registered mails at the office.
B.E. Is there any furniture in your flat?
M.E. Are there any furnitures in your flat?
B.E. Forty articles of furniture were damaged in transit.
M.E. Forty furnitures were damaged in transit.
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B.E. Three cakes of soap were left in the sink.
M.E. Three soaps were left in the sink.
Such a tendency to pluralise uncountable nouns can be
explained by considering sane of the aspects of grairinatical
nurrber in English. The parameters relevant to such indiviidua-
tion in M.E. are "collectivity" and "mass0 . Cutting across
these two aspects are other sentic criteria which will be
discussed consequently.
The term "collective" as used by traditional
linguists and gralTinarians has included nouns like:
(a) people, clergy, police, cattle.
(b) army, herd, flock, board, cctinittee, family.
(c) furniture, jewellery, equipnent, clothing,
luggage;
For the present purposes I shall use the terms "people type"
nouns for the (a) type nouns, "army type" nouns for the (b)
type nouns and "furniture type" nouns for the (c) type nouns.
In all these nouns, a nuirber of things collected together are
regarded as a single entity, except that in (a) the noun has a
plural referent, thus taking plural pronaninal reference and
verb concord, ereas in (b) the noun can have both a singular
as well as a plural referent. Thus the possibility of both
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singular and plural verb concord - depending on whether the
noun referent is viewed as a single entity (a unit) or in teri
of the cçosite individuals, as in:
"The board has decided to postpone its meeting."
"The board have decided that they are not going to
allow themeelves to be fooled this time."
The dnonstrative pronoun in such exairples, however, is in the
singular - "this board, that army", whereas in the "people"
type exanples we have the plural deionstrative pronoun - "these
people, those cattle". Poutna (1914) explains that the
"people" type exairples are those containing ideas 'without
limits" whilst the "army" type examples are those expressing
ideas "within limits". Thus where the "peQple" type examples
have a (plural) collective sense but not the meaning of a
single collective unit, the "army" type examples contain a
(single) collective sense as well as the meaning of a single
collective unit - "an army, a herd".
"furniture" type examples - ncuns like furniture
and equiiment are considered collective and yet, unlike the
"people" type examples, do not take plural quantification on a
countable basis (*rnany furniture, two hundred equipment, fifty
jewellery) although mess quantification is possible (iruch
furniture, a lot of equipment). They are not treated in the
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sense of a unit either (as are the uarnrj type exanples) - ( * a
furniture, a jeweflery). These nouns are, in B.E., considered
as having singular collective referents hence the corresponding
singular verb concord and pronc*ninal reference:
(i) This mail consists of numerous registered letters and
parcels.
*These mail consist of numerous registered letters and
parcels.
(ii) All this machinery is to go to the scrapyard soon.
*A].l these machinery are to go to the scrapyard soon.
But it is questionable why when nouns like the people"
type exanples can take plural referents with plural concord:
NThese people are survivors of the Second World War.N
"Nenty thousand cattle have been afflicted by the
foot-and-inuth disease";
there is no acceptance in B.E., of identical structures
co-occurring with the "furniture" type exanpies. The only two
criteria that seea to surface are not syntactic but semantic:
(i) The "people" type exauples are animate whereas the
"furniture" type exanples are inanimate.
(ii) The "people" type exanples have barogencus corrposite
meirbers whereas the "furniture" type exanpies have
heterogenous caiposite menters. This can be
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represented this:
(a) exanples
cattle	 LOW
(c) exanles
table
hair
furniture	 bed
settee
tool etc.
	
person	 ing
	
rson	 -hain
people	 rson	 jlle	 pendant
-.--bracelet
	
person	 ear-ring(s) etc.
The people" type exaiples being different from the
"furniture" type examples allows for the count,ability
potential of such nouns in B.E. Thus, the well-marked
distinction that exists in B.E. between cattle, people and
-jewellerv, furniture, is a distinction not only grarrmatical but
also semantic (viz, the animate, inanimate distinction). This
perceived salient animateness in nouns like cattle and people
is reflected in the grairitar of B.E. which allows for such
countable and plural determiner concord (many cattle, two
hundred police). The animate organin is nore likely to be
taken as an individual, such animate nouns thus allowing for
quantification and plural concord. In M.E. this discrimination
is not present - there is no semantic manifestation of such
preference. Whether the noun refers to a living or non-living
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referent, M.E. goes on the basis that if the noun people can
take the dicnstrative (determiner) pronoun these, then why not
furniture and even more so, when the parallel is further drawn,
frcin the countable carposite inrbers e.g. these chairs, thus
these furnitures pluralising the mass noun furniture. It is at
this juncture that we turn to the second criterion mentioned
earlier.
The fact that the RpeopleR type exanpies have a
homogeniety of meirbers whereas the ufurniture type exanpies
have a heterogeniety of nieirbers may well be an explanation of
the linguistic preference given to such nouns in B.E.
Mathesius (1975) differentiates the collective notion between
the Npeopleu type and RfurnitureN type exarrples by assigning
the terms collectivityw j 1 3 ccirp].exity respectively to such
nouns, diagrairinatically representing this difference thus:
(a) exairples:	 (c) exairiples:
•	 #	 ._ V	 IPfr
S V
$ I.,- -
-	 '	 I_•_S	 0	 c
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Hever, the argument still holds that the carosite meirbers in
the "furniture" type examples are related to each other in an
identical way serving one purpose - thus menbers of a
collection as well as of a class (e.g. a table is a kind of
furniture, whereas we cannot say a person is a kind of people);
although they are not identical to each other. But even nxre
iirportant is the fact that they are countable as individual
entities, just as nuch as say cows or persons are individually
countable. In furniture, for exairçle, the cciosite meithers
table(s), chair(s), (s) etc. are countable. Similarly with
all the other "furniture" type exairples - the ccirposite miters
are individually countable and serve one purpose, thus being
related to each other as prototypes.
As for the "ariry" type exanpies in B.E., as stated
earlier, the noun can have both a singular and plural referent,
with the corresponding verb concord, as in:
( family	 )
The	 ( ccirinittee ) is of the opinion that(board	 )
it is popularly received by the public.
(family	 )
The ( carinittee) have said they are(board	 )
not attending the ceremony this year.
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( flock	 ) were grazing lazily in the
The ( herd	 ) meads.
(flock	 )The	 ( herd	 ) was driven into the field.
The deironstrative pronoun, hcever, is in the singular for such
nouns - This f1ock/family/cxttnittee/army. This is because such
nouns express ideas "within limits" (Poutsma, 1914) thus the
notion of a unit - a group, with its coiposite meirbers, is
iuplied (as cc*upared to the "people" type exa1es, where the
deironstrative pronoun is "these-people/clergy/police/cattle"
etc). Hence if "these" is to be used with such "army" type
nouns, it would be irrerative that the noun itself is
pluralised - "these armies/families/caiinittees" etc, meaning
numerous groups with their individual conposite meirbers.
The same goes for quantifiers with these nouns as
well - cocrparing the 'people' and 'army' type exanpies, we have:
(a) egs: irany people) meaning "numerous individuals
cattle) corrprising such an entity) viz people - cattle
(b) egs: xrany armies )families ) meaning "numerous groups of
herds	 ) such entities" viz, army,
flocks ) herd etc.
Conparing further the "army" type exanpies with the
"furniture" type exaiples (viz, furniture, luggage, jeweflery
etc), it will be realised that where an individual unit of an
"army" type noun takes the indefinite article, the "furniture"
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type noun has to have a classifier in B.E., as seen in:
(b)egs:	 an arrr"
a herd
(c)egs:	 an itn of furniture
a piece of jewellery
Likewise, for quantifiers, we have the difference between the
'army" and 'furniture' type nouns:
(b)egs:	 irany people/cattle
(c)egs:	 iruch equipnent/clothing
As for danonstrative prcnouns, there is similarity
between the 'arrry' and 'furniture" type examples, only as far
as the singular pronouns go, whilst the plural pronoun only
goes with the pluralised 'army' type noun, as the "furniture'
type nouns are not pluralised in B.E.:
(b) egs:
Cc) egs:
this army
herd
family
these armies
herds
families
this equinent
furniture
luggage
ithese equinents
furnitures
luggages
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It is at this point that attention is turned to M.E.
where such nouns are always plural ised. This may follow the
analogy of these armies, these families fran the (b) group and
many police, many people fran the (a) group, plus analogy from
the cariposite mthers of the (c) group - chairs, letters,
bananas therefore furnitures, mails and fruits. But before
going into considering the M.E. tendency to pluralise such mass
nouns, a general table showing the three groups of collective!
mass nouns and their concordial possibilities (viz, quantifiers
and pronouns) in B.E. would be helpful:
Quantifier	 Dronstrative	 Verb
_________ ________ Pronoun _____
a) Collective	 a person	 this person	 is has
plural nour
("people	 many people	 these people	 are hav
type nouns)
a cow	 this cow	 is has
many cattle	 these cattle	 are hav
) Collective unit an army 	 this ariry	 is has
noun&( army"
type nouns)	 many armies	 these armies	 are hav
a flock	 this flock	 is has
many flocks	 these flocks	 are hav
) Collective	 an item of	 this item of	 is has
denumerable	 clothing	 clothing
nouns
( ufurnitureu
	nuch clothing this clothing	 is has
typenouns)	 ______________ ________________ _________
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a piece of	 this piece of	 is hasjewellery	 jewellery
ntich jewellery this jewellery 	 is has
Caning on to the ufurnitureu type nouns in M.E.
usage, where individuation is coiriicn in such nouns, the
semantic notion of hyponyn' is perhaps what is relevant here -
that relationship which shows inclusion of certain characteris-
tics between a specific and a general term-where the more
specific subordinate term is the hyponym of the general
superordinate term. However, the hyponyny in the corpus
exaiples is a slightly special kind of hyponymy in that the
superordinate term is a collective term, different fran a
normally count superordinate noun like 'animal, flower or
insect' • Thus the hyponyny is a collective hyponyrry and not an
ordinary hyponymy - as far as B.E. goes. M.E. usage, however,
gives the same status to the hyponym as to the hypernym - where
the countability and pluralising potential of such nouns are
concerned. It can be considered a device of siirlification in
M.E. where, for example, 'furniture' is quantified and
pluralised on the basis that 'table' can take such features as
well-hence the following examples in !1.E.
'He bought three furnitures f ran Deithle!n's this
morning - a dining-table, a divan and a pouffe.
'The typist left out many punctuations which were
iiTportant, especially in a legal document like that.'
'Two underwears were found in the handoag.'
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This treatment, in M.E., of collective hypernyms as
ordinary (count) hypernyms could be on analogy from B.E. where
there are instances of such treatment. The noun "grocery" for
instance, is an outstanding example. A "grocer" sells
"grceries" - a collective hypernym for dry or preserved foods
like rice, flour, coffee and sugar, each of these coposite
meirbers not being identical to each other but related to one
another in an identical way - they are co-hyponyms. In
singular form this noun means "the place where groceries are
sold", similar to the noun "pottery" (the place where pots,
vases etc. are made/sold). Yet in B.E. the pluralised noun
"potteries" is riot used to refer to the subordinate composite
merbers (viz, pots, vases, jugs etc. made of baked clay).
Using the same analogy ("grocery/groceries"), there seems no
reason why the nouns "cutlery, pottery, jewellery, machinery,
confectionery and stationery" cannot be pluralised. It is no
small wonder then that the M.E. speaker tends to use
"cutleries, potteries, jewelleries, machineries,
confectioneries and stationer ies. • Other analogous examples of
current usage in B.E. are "perfumeries and "toiletries" -
often seen in departmental stores.
The example "fruit" seems to need special mention
here. In B.E. it contains elnents of both collective hyponyirr
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as well as a mass meaning. This is borne out by the fact that
in the two dictionaries consulted, the Oxford Advanced
Learner's Dictionary arid the Longman Dictionary of Conteorary
English - the label used for the illustration of various kinds
of fruit(s) differs. In the OALD, the noun "fruit" is used,
whereas in the LDCE, the noun "fruits" is used. The semantic
element seems to be the determining factor in B.E. usage, where
"fruit" is used in singular form but with the mass referent
meaning of either "substance" or 'collection of fruit(s)",
whereas "fruits' is used with the individuated meaning of "item
of fruit' though only in particular registers, viz, scientific
reference, religious texts (Fruits of the earth) etc. - as seen
in:
B.E. "I have eaten too ITuch fruit to-day.'
(fruit = substance)
In ten years or so, you will see the fruits of
your labour.
(fruit(s) = item(s) of the substance 'fruit',
used metaphorically).
It seems to be that this noun "fruit' has two basic meanings -
Ci) (uncountable) substance (stuff, matter) - thus not
pluralised. (ii) (countable) item (instance) of the substance
'fruit' thus pluralised and used in specific registers. In
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M.E., the hyperriyirous mess term "fruit" is pluralised as well -
thus taking the meaning of the item/object. This difference in
usage between M. E • and B .E. is seen in:
M.E. "All these fruits have gone bad."
B.E. "All this fruit has gone bad";
referring to a bwil containing individuated it
	 or instances
of the same noun. (Sme apples, pears, oranges, bananas etc).
The other exalTples in the corpus that have the
meaning of "substance" are nouns like "soap, chalk, wood and
toast". In B .E., such nouns are considered uncountable. The
concordia]. e1ents of such nouns, therefore, are usually
quantifiers like "nuch", whilst denumeration is with classifers
like "piece, cake, bar, slice, stick., of". The only noun
aitong these that seejrs airbivalent as to its pluralising
potential is "chalk", which normally takes the classifier
"stick" but is sanetimes, though less frequently, used without
the classifier - as in "coloured chalks" in B.E. In M.E. such
nouns with the meaning 'substance" are pluralised and used with
the meaning "item/instance - made of that substance." Hence
the following exanples:
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M.E. "She ate four toasts this norning."
"There were only three soaps left in the box."
"Many chalks were strewn on the floor."
"These woods are for building the c-shed."
Thus syntactically, in M.E., these nouns are treated as ordinary
count nouns - as the nouns "potato (es), cake Cs) arid
chocolate(s)."
In B • E. such nouns can be used to mean
(1) the substance - thus uncountable
(taking 'nuch' as quantifier with singular noun - e.g.
'nuch cake'.)
(ii) the iteny'instance of this substance - countable
(taking 'many' as quantifier with plural noun - e.g.
'many cakes')
(or deni.unerable with numeral quantifiers like 'one,
two' - e.g. 'one cake, two cakes').
(iii)a partitive of the object made of this substance
(individuated by classifiers like 'piece, slice etc. -
e.g. 'a slice of cake, a piece of cake').
In M.E. the most frequent usage is that of (ii), thus the noun
is pluralised and subsumes the meaning 'substance' as well.
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The individuating classifiers - as in usage (iii) in B.E., are
used in M.E. only where the referent is actually a partitive of
the whole entity - e.g. a 'slice of cake' cut fran a whole
round cake or a 'piece of soap' cut from a whole cake/bar of
soap (these classifiers 'bar/cake' being used in B.E.), such
usage being diagranmatically represented thus (shown together
with usage (ii):
(iii) PARTITIVE (WITH CLASSIFIER)	 (ii) CXJNTABLE (PUJRALISED)
cake
mTJ a piece of cake
44J4( slice)
-a toast
4...a piece of toast
(bit)
OO)seven)
o ) many 3 cakes
7uiree7
____ few 3 toasts
The pluralising of uncountable mass nouns in M.E. is
not altogether unacceptable and searis to have an analogous
exairçle in nouns like the noun "pastry" in B.E. In B.E. this
noun has the meaning of "substance" as well as "ittVobject
made of this substance" - hence the denumerable and pluralised
"one pastry, two/many pastries" respectively. Thus although
one nay not be able to walk into a store and ask "Where is the
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pastry? (if one wants to buy, say, sane tarts or pies etc.),
the fact that this mass noun can be pluralised when referring
to the ite or objects made of this substance may explain the
M.E. feature on analogous lines. Such variation - where the
mass noun referent of substance is subsumed with the referent
of object or item - is pirely a straight forward simplification
of language usage, especially in a second language context, as
is the M.E. speaker's case. Thus one wonders why when one
walks into a store, one cannot ask 'Where is the pastry?" but
should ask "Where is the pastry-section?" or "Where are the
pastries?" And yet, (in B.E.) for the other collective nouns,
the gramatical form is "Where is the jewellery (section)?"
(not "Where are the jewelleries?")or "Where is the equixnent
(section)?" (and not "Where are the equipnents?"). It is
obvious that the M.E. atteipt at simplification of such nouns
is not just based on ontological phenanena but nore of semantic
as well as grairviatical criteria. A surrinarised look at the
concordial possibilities of such nouns in B.E. and M.E. will
indicate the M.E. speaker's attaipt at simplification:
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Concordial elements	 'collective'	 'substance'exarrples
examples
(hypernynx,us)
B.E. M.E.
	 B.E.	 M.E.
(i) Singular:a/one	 X	 X	 V
	
Plural:two/twenty X	 X(with 's)
(ii) Count: many	 V	 X	 v(with 's)
tlnct : zrtich	 /	 (a'4'ot of	 (	 of)(with 's)
	 (with 's)
(iii) Classifier: (piece,
item)et	 (onlpartitive
meaning - not
individuated
meaning)(Individud) (cak
stick) etc.
(iv) Denon, pronoun:	 v	 ., Vthis (singula.
	these (plural) X	 (wii' s) X	 (w	 's)
	
Verb: is (singular) 
./	 V	 V
	
are(plural) X	 (wi^ 's) X	 (w	 's)
Another plausible interpretation of the M.E.
variation of such uncountable nouns could be semantic - on pure
analogy, as in the exaiples of nouns like "acce$ry(ies) which
could be seen as being similar to "jewellery" hence
"jewelleries". Other few exarr1es seen as syrKrlynous with
"jewellery" are "ornament(s)" and "adornment(s)".
"Accoutrement(s)" also seeme synonyious with "equipment(s)".
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Confectionery(ies) irust be pluralised on analogy with
"pastry(ies) u whilst Rlingerie(s) is individuated on the basis
of Rnightie(slv, panty(ies)' and Nundie(s)R.
In suzrrnarising it will be realised that the M.E.
speaker atteripts siirlification of such uncountable nouns on a
semantic basis. Where in B.E. the referent of the noun is mass
(either 'collective' or 'substance'), with the composite
countable noun item as a part of this noun (tab1eR, for e.g.
of the noun ufurnitureR), in M.E. the mass noun is individuated,
(made countable). This variation can be represented thus:
Uncountable Nouns(mass jjanimate)
B.E.	 collective	 I	 'ubstance(h rus)	
etc.tle,enurniture	 I	 soa , C
M.E.	
ies	
(individuated - mass)
then Cs) urniture Cs)	 ap Cs)cutle (
i.e. (a) BE has a category of 'mass hypernym
collectives' (e.g. furniture), but in M.E. all of
these are treated just as hyponyns.
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(b) B.E. resists the use of substance nouns as
countable item - nouns nore than M.E.
In the recheck questionnaire discussed in chapter
one, the sentences that were used are:
(i) Her jewelleries are exclusive.
(ii) There were two registered mails at the office.
(iii)Are there any furnitures in your flat?
(iv) Three soaps were left in the sink.
Considering the sentences individually, the following figures
show the degree of acceptance of the individuated nouns in each
sentence:
Teachers	 Clerks
Sentence (1)
	
68%	 60%
Sentence (ii)
	 67%	 80%
Sentence (iii)
	
10%	 50%
Sentence (iv) 	 47%	 80%
TABLE 12: DREE OF ACXEPrACE OF INDIVItIIATED - IXXJN sENrEs
The entire group of sentences as a whole therefore was accepted
by 48% of the teachers and 68 % of the clerks. As will be seen
fran the figures above, other than the first sentence which had
a higher percentage of acceptance by the teachers, the other
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three sentences were more readily accepted by the clerks than
by the teachers. As stated earlier, if the particular
structure (i.e. in this case, the individuated noun) was not
altered in the answer sheet by the individual informant, it was
considered or rated as "accepted" (in other words, a feature of
M.E.). This means that even if the informant felt uneasy or
unsure about "soaps', for instance, and added 'pieces of" after
"three", thus giving "Three pieces of soaps", the structure
"soaps" thus remaining intact, the sentence was marked as
indigenized. Conversely, if "jewelleries" was altered to
"jewellery" and yet the verb "are" was not altered to "is", the
sentence was not considered as indigenized. It was on this
basis that the indigenized structures were given their
acceptance ratings.
"Mails" and "soaps' have a very high degree of
acceptance by the clerks (80%) as cotrçared to 67% and 47%
respectively by the teachers. (e could perhaps postulate that
"mails" is taken on analoqjT to "letters" whilst "soaps" (a
substance noun) goes on the basis like "chocolate" does, even
in B.E. - instead of 'bars of chocolate", one often hears of
"How many chocolates did you eat?' "Furniture? was the least
accepted in both groups - with only 10% of the teacher-group
accepting it (whilst 50% of the clerks accepted it). Thus
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although this is an often-quoted exairple in terms of the
count/mass distinction (where	 it	 is	 pluralised	 by
second-language speakers), the prescriptively-aware teacher-
group seems to single this noun out irore than any of the others
- hence only 10% of them considered it as acceptable in their
English.
The general pattern therefore is that individuation
is a valid indigenization feature in M.E., considering that
even the teachers acknowledge the structures substantially
enough whilst the clerks accept them even nore.
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ThflDIVItUATIc IN M.E.
B.E.
1. clothing
2. underwear
3. lingerie
4. jeweflery
5. linen
6. luggage (baggage)
7. pottery
8. stationery
9. cutlery
10. machinery
11. scenery
12. confectionery
13. mail
14. pinctuation
15. furniture
16. toast
17. soap
18. chalk
19. wood
20. fruit
M .E.
a clothing/clothings
an underwear/underwears
a lingerie/lingeries
a jeweflery/jewelleries
a linen/linens
a luggage/luggages (baggages)
a pottery/potteries
a stationery/stationer ies
a cutlery/cutleries
a machinery/machineries
a scenery/sceneries
a confectionery/confectioneries
a mali/mails	 -
a pinctuatiorVpinctuations
a furniture/furnitures
a toast/toasts
a soap/soaps
a chalk/chalks
a wood/woods
a fruit/fruits
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21. accondation
22. information
23. equipient
24. aaratus
25. staff
an accdatior/accc,jdatjons
an information/informatfons
an equipnent/equiments
an apparatus/aaratuses
a staff/staffs
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ARTI(IE ELLIPSIS IN M.E.
The article in M.E. occurs in four constructions in
addition to those in B.E. The four instances are when:
NP=x+N
where x = nodifier = noun/adjective/"such"/preposition
and N = head	 = abstract or institutionalized (concrete)
noun.
Such article ellipsis is of both definite and
indefinite articles. The irost interesting thing about these
phrases is that the head nouns of such phrases are specifically
abstract and not concrete nouns; in contrast, abstractness
seems to play no part at all in the granuiar of B.E.
The occurrence of such Ni's without articles is
possible in all syntactic positions, except for the case where
x is a preposition, appearing only in prepositional object
position. The syntactic position possibility of an NP,
therefore, uld be when:
[x + N] = subject/object/cczrplement/prepositional
object
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Some exanples of such NPs in the various syntactic positions
would enlighten:
(Adjectives are separated into "superlative" and "normal" to
show that both gradable and non-gradable adjectives can take
such ellipsis).
x + noun	 noun sup. adjec- normal adj. "such" )reposi-
N.<here	 tive	 :ion
Positi? ________ ___________ ____________ _________ _________
SJBJEC	 rirre	 Highest	 Annual	 Sucl j-
is terrperature flood is 	 tuation	 -
•.ncrea- this season expected
	 can be
ing in was 900F. sometime in avoided
this	 August.	 if we are
ountry.	 alert.
CJECr e is	 They	 They dis- They
3tUdyiflg recorded
	 discussed	 couldn't	 -
riine	 highest	 annual flood recall
of tenverature and steps
	 such situ
this	 this season to over-
	 at ion.
xxintry. as 900F.	 come it.
X)fIPLE- ['his is This is
	 This is
	 They rea-
lENT	 ;rime	 highest	 annual flocx lised suci
	 -
of teiiverature - it occurs situation
this	 this season every 	 may recur
ountry. - 90°F.	 August.
PREEO-	 e is	 They talked She was re- They did She asked
SITIONAL inte-	 about	 fering to	 not want for trans-
)B.JECT	 ested	 highest	 annual floo to get
	 to
n crime trg erature in the East into such Kuala
z	 of recorded	 Coast.	 situa-	 Luirpur.
this	 this	 tion.
x,untry. season.
DAMHES OF 4) ARrIE OCQ	 IN M.E.
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Article ellipsis with such nouns in M.E. can occur
only with the corresponding types of nodifiers - in other
words, such nouns do not occur without the article if on their
n, except for some of then when used institutionally with a
preposition, for exairple, "school, carrp, proilotion, stress,
shock and strain." Thus we can have:
"Total income of a blue-collar worker is not sufficient to
maintain a family of four" but not
"Income of a blue-collar worker..."
Instead we should have:
"The income of a blue-collar worker...."
The exceptions are cases like the following:
"Is she in school?"
"He was put in carrp for six ncnths."
"They were due for proirtion soon."
"She is prone to shock easily." ("shock" here is a noun)
"Urban dwellers are subject to stress nre than their rural
counterparts."
This condition of having a 1w)difier in cczr1ementary
distribution with an article before abstract nouns thus makes
the article a special nodifier in M.E. Whereas the other
determiners like possessives, denxnstratives, interrogatives
and quantifiers can co-occur with the ixxlified abstract noun in
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M.E., the article is in cc*leaentary distribution not just with
modifiers like nouns and adjectives but also prepositions and
the predeterminer "such". Sane exairples would confirm this
point further:
M.E.	 I don't have slightst idea of what is happening.
M.E./B.E. Do you have any idea of what is haçpening?
M.E.	 Worst iirpression was created during the encore.
M.E./B.E. The irrpression was created during the encore.
M.E.	 That was quickest decision I ever made.
M.E./B.E. That was a decision made very quickly.
M.E.	 She had fighting chance as her HB level was still high.
M.E./B.E. She had a/sane chance as her HB level was still high.
M.E.	 Ministerial delegation was sent to the U.N.
M.E./B.E. Our delegation was sent to the U.N.
M.E.	 She was worried about academic progress
M.E./B.E. She was worried about her progress.
M.E.	 It was such shaire that they could not cone.
M.E./B.E. It was a shame that they could not cane.
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M.E.	 Such blunder cannot go unnoticed.
M.E./B.E. This blunder cannot go unnoticed.
M.E.	 I haven't seen such catastrophe before.
(referring to a single incident)
M.E./B.E. There shouldn't be cause for any
 catastrophe to occur.
M.E.	 Such event is indelible in nr mind.
M.E./B.E. Any event like this is indelible.
M.E.	 She was referring to hiw culture.
M.E./B.E. She was referring to the culture of the aborigines.
M.E.	 Hotel acco!Todation provided there was good.
M.E./B.E. The acconx1ation provided there was good.
M.E.	 District council was launching txxne-ownership plan.
M.E./B.E. The District council was launching a plan for its
residents.
M.E.	 They were in dilerra after the pay-cut.
M.E./B.E. They were experiencing a dilrna after the pay-cut.
M.E.	 The students yearned for change of their Principal.
M.E./B.E. The students wanted a change of their Principal.
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M.E.	 Ismail did not want to get into mess with the
authorities.
M.E./B.E. Isniail did not want to cause a mess with the
authorities.
The above exaxrples, therefore, confirm that in M.E.
the article occurs only before unnx3ified abstract nouns i.e.
4)articie is obligatory in ircdified abstract nouns - in both
subject and predicate positions.
another point to note is that ust of the nouns so
uodif led are abstract nouns, with the few exceptions like
'restaurant-owner' or 'best friend' - these being, however
institutionalized role-nouns similar to school, office, illness
and caxrp and used always as predicatives. The abstract nouns
can occur in all positions - subject and predicate (object,
carçlesnt and prepositional object positions). The
exceptional cases of the concrete nouns that occur with article
ellipsis however, only occur in predicate position, as seen in:
He is cwilsive video-fan.
Video-fan like him runs the risk of not ccrrpleting his thesis
on time.
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She is chain-siToker.
*Chain_sflker like her is scorned at by her colleagues.
Rahrnan was prodigal son of Encik Wahab.
*pjg1 son was back in the family.
David is arch enr' of Stephen.
*ch entrj of Stephen is David.
Thus although the above type nouns are the only
types of concrete nouns that allow article ellipsis in M.E.,
there is the restriction that such ellipsis occurs only in
predicative position. A few examples with ordinary concrete
nouns will confirm that in M.E. article ellipsis does not occur
before concrete nouns in general.
M.E.	 *Did you buy pencil-case for me?
M.E./B.E.	 Did you buy a pencil-case for me?
M.E.	 *They have beautiful countryside bungalow.
M.E./B.E. They have a beautiful countryside bungalow.
M.E.	 *Colour television in ny room is faulty.
M.E./B.E. The colour television in my roan is faulty.
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1 see if there is any influence of B.M. on M.E., a salient
factor to consider would be the treatment of abstract nouns in
Bahasa Malaysia - where the determinative article systn does
not operate for such nouns. In fact, the article systn does
not exist at all in Bahasa Malaysia.
A look at sane abstract nouns in use in B.M. would
enlighten:
B.M.	 Saya terpaksa menggunakan kaedah penteriemahan.
(I have/had use	 method translation)
M.E./(B.E.) I
	
have/had to use (the) translation method.
B.M.	 Dia	 tidak layak	 untuk kenaikan panqkat lagi.
(He/sh not eligible for 	 proirotion	 yet).
M.E./(B.E.) He/She is not eligible	 (a) prorrotion	 yet.
B.M.	 Samia calun-calun dikehendaki melapirkan din di
(All candidates required 	 report	 at
Pusat Latihan.
centre training).
M.E./(B.E.) All candidates are required to report at the
training centre.
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Thus in BM, indefinite determination is by cardinal
quantification, viz, the nuneral 'one' ("satu") abbreviated
sometimes to "Se" co-occurring with the relevant classifier of
the noun, - with the function of the indefinite article 'a' in
English. Definite determination is by other determiners like
possessive or dennstrative pronouns, quantifiers and the
4) article (in declaratives). Exaiçles are:
"This is a book"
mi (se buah)buku
(This (a classifer) book).
"This is iw book"
mi buku sava
(This book irr)
"Where is that book?"
Di maria buku itu?
(Where book that?)
"I bought many books"
Saya meirbeli banvak buku
"There are some books in that bag"
Ada buku didalam beg itu
(There are books in bag that)
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"Where's the book?"
Manakah buku itu?
Whilst this is so, the abstract/concrete dichotarj in
EM is further eirhasized by the use of classifiers. It is at
this point that the position and role of classifiers in BM is
to be considered - whether they are obligatory or optional with
the nouns, and if so, with what nouns and with what nxxlifying
or prenx1ifying status.
"The numeral classifiers in BM occur only with
countable nouns. These nouns may be concrete or abstract. The
occurrence of classifiers with the abstract nouns is very
restricted coirpared to their occurrence with concrete nouns"
(Asmah 1972) 75:245. SUCh classifiers, therefore, occur with
concrete count nouns in the syntactic structure [quantifier +
classifier + noun], with no overt plural irorphane to indicate
plurality. Anah goes on further "The occurrence of
classifiers with abstract nouns is very restricted in BM. The
classifier for 'words' is 'patah' (portion/segment) while
events, stories, questions, answers and abstract concepts such
as political parties, unions, associations, societies and
countries take the classifier 'buah' • Nouns which do not take
classifiers in EM fall into the fo1lthg categories:
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(1) Abstract nouns which pertain to feelings, attribites,
sizes and colours.
(ii) Measures of frequency, distance and capacity.
(iii) TerrVoral nouns (night, day, week, month, year, century,
hour etc.).
(iv) Sole objects such as God, moon, sun, the earth ('stars'
however take the classifiers 'biji').
(v) Certain parts of the body.
(vi) The noun for person/people in BM, since it is itself a
classifier (orang).
Sane exariples of nouns with classifiers are:
"Lima bill cmli kaca."
Five pellets marbles glass.
Quantifier + classifier + noun + modifier
"Dua helai kain pitih."
Two pieces cloth white.
Quantifier + classifier + noun + modifier
"Berapa utas benan sutera?"
How many strands thread silk?
Quantifier + classifier + noun + modifier
(Interrogative)
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The classifiers Norang (person) and ekor (tail) are the
neutral classifiers for all human and non-human (though
animate) nouns respectively whilst RbUahw is a neutral
classifier for any big inanimate noun which does not have any
other specific classifier for it. The other inanimate
classifiers can be subcategorized according to the shape, size,
and such characteristics of the concrete nouns they modify.
The obligatory role of classifiers with cardinally
quantified concrete nouns in BM leads to the question as to
whether such classifiers are determiners or co-determiners
(premodifiers). This would be inçlicative of co-occurrence
restrictions in B.M. between concrete and abstract nouns and
may be a factor of influence on M.E. Considering their
occurrence in the syntactic position of such an as:
[Quantifier + classifier + concrete noun ± modifierj
classifiers cannot really be considered determiners per se.
There is always a determiner before the classifier in BJ4. (by
way of cardinal quantifiers). As such, the term
"co-determiner might be suitable as it has to co-occur with
another determiner (and that too only with concrete nouns and a
select few abstract nouns). The term Npriu1ifieru would also
be possible, if used to iirply that there is also a "irodifier
as such (in the case of EM - "post-wdifier seems to be more
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appropriate due to the word order ruling for such NPs). Taking
the exairçle:
"Tiga bentuk chinchin arias.
Three shapes rings gold.
Quantifier + classifier + concrete noun + modifier,
we have the noun phrase "chinchin emas" - "gold rings" with the
word order reversed to that in English. Thus "emas" (gold)
could be considered a IrKxlifier - and a post-modifier at that in
BM. The classifier "bentuk" (shape) which is obligatory with
this noun can be termed a prxdifier as well. There is,
however, one condition for the occurrence of a classifier in BM
- that is, the presence of a cardinal quantifier. Thus if the
noun is used in a sentence with no quantifier as such, the
classifier is not used. An example would enlighten:
There are lizards in that box.
Ada cicak di dalain kotak itu.
(There are lizards in box that).
There are six lizards in that box.
Ada enam ekor cicak di. 'alam kotak itu.
(There are six (classifier) lizards. . . in box that).
Thus, the concrete animate (non human) noun "cicak (lizard)
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does not have to take the classifier "ekor' which would
otherwise be attached to it if there is a cardinal quantifier
before it (regardless of whether the noun is singular or
plural). This criterion therefore would a1l us to use the
term uco_determiner N quite appropriately for classifiers in BM.
Whereas concrete nouns in B14 take such classifiers in
co-determiner position, abstract nouns occur nostly without
such co-determiners and determiners even (when occurring in
singular form especially).
Some exarr1es would enlighten:
uDia diberi lawatan di dalain batiagian periawatan.
She was given post in	 division recruitment.
She was given (a) post in (the) recruitment division.
Mengikut laporan terbaru, 850 orang menjadi mangsa
banjir.0
According to report wst recent, 850 people were
victims flood.
According to (the) nost recent report, 850 people
were flood-victims.
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"Apakah ketusan rancangan peTrbanqunan itu?
What is result/outcane progranine develorxrient that.
What is (the) outcane of that develorinent programs?
i suninarise the co-occurrence rules of nouns and
determiners in B.M. we have:
(i) Concrete nouns can occur without any determiner.
e.g. Dia beli gula, kopi, dan mentega.
(He bought sugar, coffee, and butter).
He bought sane sugar, coffee and butter.
Mereka duduk di dalam notokar.
(They sat	 in car)
They sat in the car.
(ii) Concrete nouns can co-occur with the determiners [other
than articles which are absent in B.M. - if definite
determination is to be indicated, the denonstrative
itu/ini (that/this) is used]. When co-occurring with
cardinal quantifiers, the relevant classifier is
obligatory.
e.g. Buku itu buku saya.
(Book that book mine)
That book is mine/iw book.
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Buku siarn yang hi].ang?
(Whose book which lost)
Whose book was lost?
(senuia)
Dia nieirbeli
	
	 (sedikit ) buku
(banvak )
(He/she bought (few ) books)
(y
Dia matteli (
	
buku
(3LQneCcicTs)
(He/she bought ftw(c.1m4 books)
(iii) Abstract nouns may co-occur with determiners but not
with the cardinal quantifiers (except for restricted
abstract nouns that are quantifiable with the classifier
"buah" especially). Thus we lhave:
Saya ada (sebuah) cadanqan yang baik.
(I	 have	 suggestion which good)
I have a good suggestion.
Dia ada inqatan yang balk.
(She has ncroi.y which good)
She has a good mrcry.
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Apakah pendapat para perunding?
(What opinion consultants?)
What is the opinion of the consultants?
Mereka mtheri (sebuah) lawapan yang positif.
(They gave
	 answer which positive)
They gave a positive answer/reply.
Thus the absence of the article systn in B.M. may
well be an explanation of the situation in M.E., where although
the concrete nouns co-occur with all. determiners (other than
the institutionalized concrete nouns occurring with 4
') abstract
nouns, although co-occurring with the other determiners (with or
without modifiers) do not co-occur with articles if they are
modified. Thus we get:
'Last time instead of
"The last time"
and we also get
"Does Rahim get child-reduction for this show?' but
"Is there a reduction for children attending this
show?'
One could speculate therefore whether the modifier here beccines
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a determiner when occurring with abstract nouns as such, tl*is
ellipting the otherwise necessary article.
The first group of nouns having article ellipsis
consists of (noun + noun) phrases. There are eighteen of these
fran the short-listed corpus total of fifty-three phrases with
article ellipsis - viz. nos 1 - 18 on p.186. As for the
syntactic positions they occuw, there were three in subject
position, five in object position, two in corr1ement position
with eight in prepositional object position. Whether such
structures are noun phrases or cortpounds is not really clear
and even in B.E. the difference between Ni's and coirpounds has
often been debated upon (viz. Quirk - 1985, Hudson - 1984,
Huddleston - 1984). Working on the premise, therefore, that
such structures are noun phrases, the first noun is a
nodifier. Of the eighteen exair1es, the article deleted for
ten of them was the definite article whilst for the other eight
of them, the indefinite article was deleted. The abstract
nouns that can take article ellipsis are exairples like "plan',
"group", "method', "sentence' and "estate". Other possible
exairples are:
She was discussing nanination procedure.
They are planning waste disposal scheme for the village.
Filtration process occurs at the end.
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It will be realised that although sane such nouns are
sanewhat tangible viz. exaiples like "incane-tax office",
"registration centre" and "countryside estate", (although big
in size), they are used nore in an institutionalized context as
obtained also in Bahasa Malaysia, hence we can also have, in
M.E.	 There lsa long queue at passport office this norning.
Are you going to department library today?
They have their training sessions at sports ccxrplex.
This looks like family reunion.
The B.M. equivalents of the above exanples are:
B.M.	 Ada ramai orang berhiipin di peiabat paspot pagi mi.
(Got many people gathered at office passport iiorning
this)
B.M.	 Anda pergi ke perixistakaan jabatan ban liii kah?
(You go to library department day this (int.suff ix)?)
B.M.	 Mereka ada sesi latth di. Jccrrpleks sukan
(They have session training at ccxrplex sports)
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B.M.	 Naniaknya mi pethiiTpunan keluarga
(Looks like this reunion family)
The other (noun + noun) NPs that need mention are
those that are actually concrete nouns but used
institutionally, indicative of a role and used in predicative
position only. Such examples are nouns like "restaurant-owner.
In M.E. we can also expect to hear sentences such as the
following:
She is nusic teacher in that school.
Who is athletics coach in your canp?
He is good faith-healer.
Did you see quidance-counsellor at all?
In B.M. such nouns can occur with or without a
determiner (with the classifier) as seen in exauples like:
Dia (seorang) guru iruzik di sekolah itu.
(She (one-classifier) teacher uusic in school that)
She is (a) nusic teacher in that school.
Siam pelatib olahraga d.tdalam kern anda?
(Who coach athletics in camp your?)
Who is athletics coach in your canp?
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The next group of nouns to be considered are those
that take article ellipsis with superlative adjectives as
preinodifers. There are ten such sairples in the corpus (nos.
19-28) (pg 186). The article ellipted is the definite article
"the" in all cases. In BE, one of the functions of the
definite article is to reinforce the superlative degree of the
adjective concerned - "the highest, the best, the most
notorious", but in M.E., it does not have this function. Such
nouns occuw all four syntactic positions. The superlative
adjectives are both periphrastic superlatives as well as
inflectional ones, modifying abstract nouns like "trend,
condition and survey" and institutionalized role-nouns like
"performer, friend and seller".
In considering the superlative adjective, it would be
inportant to note that between the normal adjective (to be
discussed below) and the superlative adjective, the carparative
adjective with such abstract nouns also takes article
ellipsis. Thus if we consider "heaviest traffic flow" for
instance, we have, in M.E.:
There is (heavy ) traffic flow in Jalan Bangsar.
(heavier )
(heaviest)
Heaviest traffic flow is in Jalan Bangsar.
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Similarly other exarrples are:
This is (cold ) cliirate
(colder )
(coldest)
I haven't seen baivi event like this before.
I haven't seen happier event.
This is	 happiest event in rry life.
That was ( jg ) scare
This is (bigger ) scare (than that)
(biggest)
Biggest scare so far has been the extortionist.
The superlative adjective has been singled out here
purely for purposes of eirtasising the fact that where in B.E.
this particular degree of adjective always co-occurs with the
article utheN, in M.E. this restriction is not present.
The nouns with normal adjectives as rrcdifiers total
twelve in the corpus (nuirbers 29-40, page 186) taking all four
syntactic positions. Like the previous instances, the nouns
prenodified are abstract or institutionalized nouns such as
"climate, flood, period, season, shock, and exanple", with
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adjectives like "cold, hot, annual, hectic, good and severe" as
riodifiers.
The exarrples "English" and "Chinese" can be
considered denaninal adjectives, similar to "Indian" or
"German" as in
M.E./(B.E.) This is (an) Indian custom.
M.E./(B.E.) The food has (a) German flavour about it.
The next four instances of article ellipsis is when
the noun has "such" as the ixdifier (nuirbers 41 - 44, page 186)
occurring in all four syntactic positions. The predeterminer
in B.E. therefore, becomes nodifier in M.E. In B.E. the
predeterminer "such" usually co-occurs with the indefinite
article "a" as in "such a school", "such a waste" and "such a
nuisance".
In M.E. we thus have sentences like:
M.E.	 Such factor cannot be ignored.
M.E.	 I will not tolerate such person.
M.E.	 There is such fuss about the policy.
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Thus, although in B.E. there are sane abstract nouns
which occur with "such" without the article (as seen bel),
these nouns are mass nouns not quantifiable by the indefinite
article:
B.E.	 Such iqnorance will not be tolerated.
B.E.	 I will not entertain such foolishness.
If they do occur with the indefinite article (with
"such"), there is a recategorization involved where the article
"a" indicates "a kind of" as in:
B.E.	 There is such a malaise in the camp that the
authorities have given up on their trainees. (carpared
to "There is such malaise in the camp").
The next nine samples (nurrbers 45 to 53, page
186/187) are different fran the previous ones in that the nouns
with eflipted articles depend on the prepositions before them.
They are all therefore in prepositional object position.
Here, the preposition seen to beccine the modifier,
allowing for article ellipsis thereby. Thus we can have, in
M.E. the following possible structures:
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She is due for transfer soon.
She was given official transfer.
She was given a transfer.
They were put in cai p for two weeks.
They were shcMn concentration camp on their way.
There is	 a canp
 outside the city.
Other exarc1es of such prepositional uidifier NP
structures allowing article ellipsis in M.E. are:
M.E.	 She was walking in borry.
M.E.	 They were thinking of idea suggested by their tutor.
M.E.	 He is in for disappointment when the results are put
on the board.
M.E.	 I was in fix when I heard they were caning tonight.
M.E.	 They are waiting for reply fran the warden.
M.E.	 The situation was cc*ipared to hurricane.
Thus in M.E. the determinative function of a
prenodifier to abstract nouns in particular is realized by the
nodifying noun, adjective, the predeterminer RsuchN
 and even
prepositions, a possible source of analoqjJ coming fran the
absence of the article system and the abstract/concrete
dichotomy in B.M.
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In other words, in addition to the instances of
article that occur in B.E., article, in M.E., also occurs
before modified abstract nouns in all positions as well as
before institutionalised concrete nouns in predicate position.
noun
ere x=
	 Super	 Normal	 "Such	 Preposition
Noun	 Adj.	 Adj.
Subject	 3	 4	 1	 -	 -
thject	 5	 -	 3	 -	 -
Conpiem.	 2	 5	 3	 2	 -
Prep.Obj.	 8	 1	 5	 2	 9
Total	 18	 10	 12	 4	 9
TABLE 13:
In the recheck questionnaire, there were six sentences that
contained structures with article ellipsis. They were:
(i) Crime rate is increasing in this country. (80%/80%)
(ii) They recorded highest terature this season as
90°F. (43%/40%)
(iii) They did not want to get into such situation.
(56%/80%)
Sentence (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
Teachers
80%
43%
56%
33%
31%
19%
Clerks
80%
40%
80%
60%
60%
20%
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(iv)	 She asked for transfer to K.L. (33%/60%)
	
Cv)	 Last week I went for piano recital at Civic Centre.
(31%/60%)
	
(vi)	 Eileen is best friend of Rarn].ah. (19%/20%)
Taking the sentences individually, the following figures show
the degree of acceptance of the individuated nouns in each
sentence:
TABLE 14: DEX3REE OF A(EP]CE CF 4> ARTICE EXAMPLES
The sentences as a whole (i.e. representative of the
element of article ellipsis) were accepted by 44% of the
teachers as against 57% of the clerks.
The first exançle of "crime rate" is alnost fully
accepted by both groups - 80%, in fact the highest in terns of
acceptance by the teachers for elements of the Noun Phrase
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used in the questionnaire.	 As mentioned earlier, the
questionnaire showed a lower degree of acceptance of the Noun
Phrase indigenised structures by the teachers (caiared to the
clerks who accepted them better), whilst the Verb Phrase
indigenised structures were more readily accepted by the
teachers (while the clerks reflected a coparative reluctance
towards such structures). Those who did not accept the
article-ellipted nouns had, (besides inserting the article
itself) changes like "Crime rates are", "a best friend" and
"Ramlah's best friend".
The structure "such + Noun" was the next most
accepted by both the groups. In fact it was as equally
accepted by the clerks as the first example crime rate (80%),
whilst for the teachers it was in the middle level of
acceptance (56%). Sentences (iv) and (v) (with transfer and
piano recita]) were accepted only on a 33/31% basis by the
teachers but almost doubly by the clerks (60% each). In both
the teacher as well as the clerical groups, the least accepted
sentence was sentence (vi) - with the superlative adjective
modifier for the NP - with only 19% and 20% degree of
acceptability, respectively. The other "superlative adjective +
Noun" NP too had only 43%/40% rating respectively..
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Thus the general trend indicated by this recheck
questionnaire is that abstract nouns like crime rate and the
"such + abstract noun" constructions areA susceptible to
indigenization. On the other hand, the structure least
indigenized or at least lower down the indigenization scale
seems to be the "superlative adjective and noun" construction.
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CORPUS SANPLES OF ARrIaE EILISIS IN IhE.
1. crime rate
2. recruit}nent section
3. investment programe
4. translation method
5. countryside estate
6. property group
7. population explosion
8. traffic congestion
9. child reduction
10. piano recital
11. seaside holiday
12. registration centre
13. incane-tax office
14. total inccxne
15. jail sentence
16. restaurant owner
17. laundry service
18. deve1onent plan
19. iiost recent reports
20. latest figures
21. best overall performer
22. highest teçerature
23. worst conditions
24. last ti.me
25. best friend
26. newest trend
27. best seller
28. heaviest traffic-flow
29. cold climate
30. annual flood
31. hectic period
32. hot season
33. good exaITple
34. severe shock
35. rough time
36. bad experience
37. terrible fright
38. long delay
39. English paper
40. Chinese school
41. such school
42. such situation
43. suci burden
44. such nuisance
45. to office
46. for transfer
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47. fran illness
48. incazrp
49. for prontion
50. to school
51. into pattern
52. for allowance
53. to stress
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PER9KL P UlIL OJ!XY.RD IN I1.E.
Personal proncnina1ization in B.E. has a clear-cut
dictx)toIr!y between personal and non-personal nouns, where for
the non-personal nouns, "it" and "they" are used according to
the nurrber of the antecedent. In M.E. however, the pronoun
"it" refers specifically to:-
(a) singular living (non-human) nouns and
(b) singular/plural non-living nouns.
Thus where for the living nouns, consideration is
given to nunber, (with the "it/they" pair), the non-living
nouns take "it" regardless of nuirber. Sane exairples would be
useful.
A. Non-living
(1)	 There were many torn books, so I sent (* th/it)
for repair.
(ii) He juggled the plates as if (thev/it) was just a
handful of beads.
(iii) She dropped all the pins cn the floor, spending
hours picking (* thrVit) up later.
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(iv) The newspapers were on the chair, but he didn't
notice ( them/it).
(v) He bought two pairs of socks but had misplaced
(* them/it).
B. Living
(vi) The roses were faded so I threw (* it/then) away.
(vii) There were many ants on the floor, thus we poured
insecticide over (* it/them).
(viii)Bacteria are present everywhere; it's hard to
detect (* it/them).
(ix) There are many kinds of fungi; ( it's/they're)
comn in the jungle.
	
Cx)	 Blood cells nultiply very fast; Rani 'S making a
study of (* it/them).
The referent of 'it' in N.E. can be represented
thus:
(i) It	 =	 - living (4- -uo.w /ptt4Vtl.
(ii) 1t"	 =	 I +living
+singular
with uthey/themu =	 +living
+plural
Thus both singular and plural non-living nouns take sit"
as their anaphor, although other syntactic categories like
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determiners and verbs agree with the nuirber of the noun.
The non-living nouns do not follow syntactic agreeiint
rules for personal pronc*ninalization whilst syntactic
agreanent for nuirber holds for the living nouns.
Non-Living Nouns and Other Pronouns
A look at the non-living nouns with regard to the
other pronouns in M.E. will throw further light on the special
position of the pronoun Nitu. The various pronouns relevant to
such discussion are:
(a) possessive pronouns
(b) deirnstrative pronouns
(c) reflexive pronouns
(a) Possessives
As far as possessives are concerned, the non-living
nouns take the semantic rule where the plural noun takes
NitsR
 as well - although this is a point that needs
further study. The recheck questionnaire had only three
such sentences to go by, whilst the short-listed corpus
exaiples too had only these three. A look at these three
sentences, together with an added few may be useful at
this point:
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(i) These books are very interesting. j	 contents
demand concentrated reading though.
(ii) I bought some dresses from Globes' yesterday but
patterns don't really suit me, so I'll returnj
tonror row.
(iii)The bicycles that were parked by the bus-stop were
ccitpletely damaged - .j was beyond repair.
owners were con-pletely to be blamed.
(iv) Although those boxes are heavy, jt contents are
fragile.
(v) The n Volvos are siiply smashing - j . shape is
very streamline.
(vi) These houses are beautiful - j . style is in Tudor
vein.
(b) Derronstratives:
However, the non-living nouns take the B.E.
denonstrative pronouns in concordance with their nuirber.
Thus we have "these/those for plural non-living nouns and
this/thatR
 for singular non-living nouns. This is the
case for such demonstratives as determiners as in:
(i) These books are interesting
(ii) Have you seen those pianos?
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(iii) It is these shoes that I need
(iv) I was referring to those facts
The same holds for these denonstratives as independent
pronouns as well, as in:
(v) are dresses sewn by my nother
(vi) This is a book written by Cantis
(vii) It is these that I need
(viii)There are tho that are not very interesting
(ix) I like these amongst all the dresses here
(x) She finds it difficult to choose fran those as
these look nore interesting
(C) Ref lexives:
As for reflexive pronouns, it niist be admitted
firstly that such non-living nouns do not have iruch
potential for reflexivization - although the few instances
are there. In these particular instances, it is the
semantic agreement rule that holds in M.E., although this
too needs further research or investigation. A look at
sate exanpies:
(1) These facts speak for IitseiL/* thenselves]
(ii) Have you seen the pianos /itself/* themselves I?
(iii) These books explain I itself/* theneelves / very
well.
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(iv) The toys i.tself were badly damaged.
Cv) The curtains itself match the carpet well.
(vi) The road-worthy saloons proved itself at the end of
the day.
Analocly with Bahasa Malaysia
The tendency to allocate the pronaiiinal it" to
non-living nouns in M.E. can be seen as a partial influence of
Bahasa Malaysia. A look at just this element of personal
pronouns in B.M would enlighten us here.
Bahasa Malaysia has the personal/non-personal
dichotory for personal pronouns with only one neuter pronoun
f or the non-personal pronoun - for both singular and plural
antecedents. Thus where for personal pronouns there is nuirber
marking for first, second and third persons (actually only for
the first and third), there is no such variation for the
non-personal pronoun N IaN . The list is tabulated belcM:
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Per sona1XDunS
1st person	 2nd person	 3rd person
Singular	 saya (I)	 anda/kanu (you)	 dia (he, she)
Plural
	
	
kaini (we-exclusive) anda/karru semia 	 mereka (they)
(you all)
kita (we-inclusive)
Non-persona]. pronouns
Singular	 ia	 (it)
Plural	 Ia	 (it)
It will be realised as seen in the exairples below
that aircng the non-personal pronouns in B.M. [i.e. non-biman
nouns], there is distinction between the pronouns used for (+
living) and (- living) nouns:
A. Non-living
(i) Rurnah itu sangat cantek. Ia direka oleh Hijas
Kasturi.
(House that very beautiful. It designed by Hijas
Kasturi).
That house Is very beautiful. It is designed by
Hijas Kasturi.
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(ii) Kedai itu sangat besar.	 dipinyai oleh abang
Mariam.
(Shop that very big. It owned by brother Mariain).
That shop is very big. It is owned by Mariam's
brother.
(iii)Kereta-kereta mi senua diekspotkan ke Amerika
Syarikat.	 dinamakan "Proton Saga".
(Cars those all are exported to United States of
America. It is named "Proton Saga").
Those cars are all exported to USA. They are named
"Proton Saga".
(iv) Me-ja-meia sentia itu akan dipindahkan ke bilek
persidangan.	 Ia digunakan untuk menghidangkan
makanan.
(Tables all those will be moved to Conference Roan.
It used to serve food).
All those tables will be nved to the Conference
Roan. They are to be used to serve food.
Cv) Pita-pita itu diedarkan oleh Syarikat E4I.
dijual niirah untuk mengutip derina.
(Records those were distributed by I carany. It
is sold cheap to collect funds).
Those records were distributed by EiI. They are
sold cheap to collect funds for charity.
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B. Livthg:
(vi) Buab mi masih mentah. Mungkin j dipetek sebelum
cukup nasa.
(Fruit this still raw. Maybe it was plucked before
time).
This fruit is still raw. It nust have been plucked
prematurely.
(vii) man-kuman taun senang dijangkit kerana J&merebak
melalui air (selain daripada cara-cara lain).
(Germa cholera easy to be infected because they
spread through water, besides other means).
It is easy to be infected by cholera germa as they
spread through water, besides other means.
(vii) nqa-bunqa ros itu sangat cantek. j, dibeli oleh
suanLi saya.
(Flowers rose those very pretty. They were bought
by husband ny).
Those roses are very pretty. They were bought by my
husband.
(ix) Pnai-anai sangat rajin. 	 terdapat didalam tanah
dan tiang-tiang kayu.
(Termites very incbstrious. It found in soil and
posts wooden).
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Termites are very inclistrious. They are found in
the soil and wooden posts.
(x) Pokok-pokok jenis mi mengandongi getah.
digunakan untuk meirbuat perabut.
(Trees type this contain latex. It used for making
furniture).
Trees of this type contain latex. They are used for
making furniture.
Fran the above exanpies, it will be seen that the
B.M. systn is as folls:
(with no differentiation for the living/non-living nouns)
Living	 Non-Living
Singular	 Ia	 ia
Plural	 ia	 Ia
Other than the pronoun "ia", non-human nouns can be
anaphorically represented by repetition of the same noun with
the dronstrative determiner uituw (that) or NiniR (this) in
B .M. Thus we can have:
(i) I bought these books at Di1] ,cn's. They are
expensive.
Saya beli buku-buku ini di Dillon's. / Ia /Buku-buku
ml / nahal.
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(I bought books (p1) these at Dillon's I They/books
these / expensive).
(ii) She can't carry the box as it is heavy.
Dia tidak terangkat peti. ml kerana / ia /peti mi /
berat.
(She can't carry box this because / it/box this /
heavy).
Thus the M.E. representation for living (non-human)!
non-living nouns seema to be a carbination of the B.M. system
(with no change in nunber for the non-living) and the B.E.
system (with change in nuirber for the living (non-human)
nouns. The "partial" influence of B.M. on M.E. can be deduced
fran the following representation of the non-personal pronoun
systems in B.M., B.E. and M.E.
j. - living ( - humanfl, it (sg/pl)
non-living	 )
- living C - human)7 it (sg)/they (p1)
non-living	 3
M. - non-living	 it (sg/pl)
living C - human) it (sg)/they (p1).
In the recheck questionnaire, there were eleven
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sentences that contained such structures. Another five were
pit in as distractors, containing living nouns. These
sentences are the ones used on pp. (nos. vi-x) as
exairples. As for the non-living exaxrples, the first five are
those used on pp 188/189 (nos. i-v). The sentences on pp. 191
(nos. i-ui) were used to counter check the possessive pronouns
that go with the living nouns, whilst the sentences on pp. 192
(nos. i-ui) were used for the reflexive pronouns. For a
clearer picture, the sentences are listed again below:
(i) There were uny torn books so I sent it for
repair. (47%/60%)
(ii) He juggled the plates as if
	 was just a
handful of beads. (42%/70%)
(iii) She dropped all the pins on the floor,
spending hours picking it up later. (60%/70%)
(iv) The newspapers were on the chair but he did'nt
notice it. (56%/80%)
(v) He bought two pairs of socks but had misplaced
it. (30%/50%)
(vi) These books are very interesting. Its contents
demand concentrated reading through. (49%/80%)
(vii) I bought sane dresses from Globe's yesterday
but its patterns don't really suit me, so I
will return j torrorrow. (33%/60%)
Sentence (1)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
Teachers
47%
42%
60%
56%
30%
Clerks
60%
70%
70%
80%
50%
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(viii)The bicycles that were parked by the bus-stop
were damaged ccxrlete1y - owners were
entirely to be blamed. (49%/40%)
(ix) These facts speak for itself. (34%/80%)
(x) Have you seen the pianos itself? (14%/O%)
(xi) These books explain itself very well. (29%/80%)
Among the first five sentences (i-v) in the list
above, the following figures indicate the degree of acceptance
of the two groups viz, teachers and clerks:
TLE 15: DEXREE OF ACCEPTNE OF SIT" PROXJN FOR PUJRL
N-LIVI !tIJNS
The overall pattern is one of a greater degree of
acceptance of these features by the clerks than by the
teachers. Mention mist be made of the distractors (sentences
vi-x) on page 189 where the plural living nouns have Rthemw
for proncininal reference - in contrast to "it for the plural
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non-living nouns in sentences i-v on the same page. Of both
the clerks and teachers, there was an overall acceptance of all
five of these sentences, although there re just three and one
respectively among the teachers and clerks, who queried the
pronoun Rthem for bacteria. This could be purely due to the
misconception that bacteria does not connote a living noun i.e.
bacteria is taken as a non-living noun. Hever, other than
this small percentage of non-acceptance (10% of the clerks and
4.3% of the teachers) for this one particular exalTple, (as
against 90% and 95.7% acceptance of the same) there was an
acceptance rate of 100% for all the other sentences by both
teachers and clerks, to shcM that living nouns make the
singular/plural differentiation for pronnirial reference in M.E.
Generally speaking, the very fact that there is a
percentage rating of even 30% is indicative that such
indigenization is present anong M.E. speakers - and especially
so when the group involved is a teacher group at that. The
figures reach 50% and 60% among then whilst for the clerical
groups they range above 50%, reaching 80%.
The three sentences containing the possessive
pronouns with such non-living nouns have the folling figures
of acceptance:
Sentence (vi)
(vii)
(viii)
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Teachers
49%
33%
49%
Clerks
80%
60%
40%
TABLE 16: DECREE OF AEP]ACE CF SINGULAR ISSESSIVE P1XJN
EOR PLURAL 1DN-LIVING XThS
The percentage of acceptance by the teachers seenE
lower generally. The clerks, however, still have 80% and 60%
as their higher figures. The average percentage for the
teachers thus is 44% whilst for the clerks it is 60%.
As for the sentences with the reflexive pronouns, the
following are the figures:
Teachers	 Clerks
	
Sentences (ix)
	 34%
	 80%
(x) 14%
	 0%
(xi) 29%	 80%
TABLE 17: DEGREE OF	 k'iA?CE CF SINGULAR REFLEXIVE PRONXJN FOR
PLURAL N-LIVING NiJS
Where the clerks accept two of the three sentences on
an 80% scale, there is only 34% and 29% acceptance of the sane
two sentences by the teachers. However the odd one out is the
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phrase "pianos itself" which was, ironically enough, accepted
at least by 14% of the teachers, but by none at all frcxn the
clerical group. Unexpected results like these focus the need
for further research on a wider scale on this and the previous
type of indigeriization feature viz, the possessive pronotn in
relation to the non-living nouns.
HAPIER III - VP SflUC1URE
I - RENFFS/TF2E
II -	 VERBS
III - STATIVITY AND PICGRESSIVITY
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"RE'rENEss DISTDCTIc" IN M.E.
Tense in M.E. is based on the semantic parameter
"teirporal distance" (Dahl's terms) as its main criterion. What
at first seems to be an arbitrary exchange of tense and aspect
manifestations in M.E. is not really arbilary but
representative of a tense system siirplified on the basis of hcM
far action points are from the time of speech (i.e. deictic
centre). "Teiioral distance," Dahi (1985: 121) explains,
"involves a measurement of the distance between two points or
intervals in time: this inplies that for the parameter to be
relevant, at least two such points should be involved in the
interpretation of such a sentence". He also uses the term
"rerroteness distinction" in lieu of "teirporal distance" to
denote these grairmatical categories that are used to mark hcM
far time points are from each other.
REICHEACJ 'S REE-IOINT SYSTEM:
The M.E. concept of temporal distance lies in the
distinction in the degree of remoteness between the point of
actual action and the deictic centre. Reichenbach's (1947)
three-point system (also in Moard 1978) - is best utilised
here to elucidate the various referral points viz, the three
points in time:
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S (speech point i.e. deictic centre)
R (reference point)
E (event point i.e. point of actual action)
Thus in B.E., for exairç)le, we'd have the sentence:
"She had sung the song" represented in terms of:
S = time at which this sentence was uttered
R = time referred to by the speaker (in this case it
is not the same as but earlier than S)
E = time when she actually sang the song (in this
case, earlier than R)
Time is conceived linearly and ordered fran left to
right from past to present and future. plying this
three-point system to the other basic tenses in B.E. we have:
(i) "Ieat"whereSRE
(speech, reference and event points are identical)
(ii) "I ate" where R = E whilst S follows this point.
(iii)"I have eaten" where S = R and E precedes this point.
(iv) "I had eaten" where R precedes S and E precedes R.
Representing these fr sentences linearly we have
the following time-lines (where 4 indicates the time of
speech - the deictic centre - and time is ordered from left to
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right from past to present)
(i) I eat"
(ii) "I ate"
(iii)"I have eaten"
(iv) "I had eaten"
4
S=R=E
-	
.1,
R=E	 S
- ____
E	 S=R
-	 4E R
	 S
B.E. System VS M.E. System
Where in B.E. there is a network of time
representations of absolute and relative tense and aspect, in
M.E. this network is represented in a ccnaratively siirplified
manner, with the time lapse between actual action and deictic
centre as the main factor.
A brief look at the B.E. system followed by the
simplified M.E. system would enlighten us here: (where a dot (.)
represents a point of completed or punctuative action shorter
in nature than that represented by a curly bracket ('')
indicating a period or length of durative or continual action
i.e. action in progress).
Past
S
I
M
P
L
E
RE
Present
i Lat
SRE
¶1P
I ate S I will eat
Future
R=E
p
E
R
F
E
C
T
P
R
0
C
R
E
S
S.
I
V
E
PP
ER
RO
FG
ER
CE
TS
S
I
V
E
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I have eaten S=R
lam eating
eating
.i. naa seen eating S I will have been eating
B.E. Tense Svsten (in tern of Reichethach's
3 point distribution)
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Anterioritv	 i.nultaneitv	 Posteriority
	
Rrote/Recent/Irrrnediate I	 Ixrrnediate	 Rrote
P	 eat
U
N	 I
C	 IT	 R E I ate	 I will eat R &
U	 I	 •
A	 I
T R E	 I bave eaten	 I would eat	 R = E
I	 1
V
ER=E	 Ihadeatenp.
I am eatthg
D
U
R
A	 R =I was eating	 I will be eating R
T
I
V
E R =, I have been eating	 I would be eating	 R
R	 I had been eating
M.E. Tense System
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Siiple and Progressive Versus Punctuative and t)urative
It will be realised that where the B.E. representation
of tii incorporates not just tense but aspect as well, with a
variable representation in teri of the points S, R and E, the
M.E. system narris this down in ter of teiroral distance -
the main difference in aspect being that between what I'd term
'punctuative' action - where the action is coiplete and takes a
shorter period of time, and 'durative' action - where the
action lasts for a length of time - continual, ongoing or
progressive action.
In the diagrams above, this difference between
punctuative and durative actions is represented by the dot and
the curly bracket respectively.
Reduction of Three-point to o-point system
Returning to Reichenbach's SRE system, it will be
noticed that where in B.E., S, R and E converge at the same
point only for Sizrle Present and Progressive Present Tenses,
5, R and E have varied distribution patterns for the other
tense and aspect carbinaticns. This carplication does not
occur in M.E. where apart fran the similar convergence of S, R
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and E at Sinple Present and Progressive Present Tenses, the
distribution patterns of S, R and E are identical for all the
other tense cc*thinations, where R is always equal to E (the
potht of reference is always the event point), unlike in B.E.
where this is not always necessarily so. In other words,
although R is a point and E is an event (which may at times be
continuous - viz. "At midnight, I was (still) working"), R is
always included in E, not before or after E, as is the case in
B • E • S, of course, is always at the present moment i.e. the
deictic centre (as it is with B.E.). This iiplies that
Reichenbach' s three-point system, where wholly applicable to
the B.E. tense system, would be reduced to a two-point system
in M.E.
I use Reichenbach's system here mainly to sh ', the
simplification process that is operant between B.E. and the
variant M.E. tense system - its convenience being that there
are no further parameters in tern of notions like continuing
validity of a past event, future in the past etc. Other
atterrpts at terora1 representation (e.g. Bull's axes system
(1963) (Mcoard - 1978) or Allen's tine inclusion system
(Allen, 1966; Moard 1978) seen inaropriate here in terms of
shdng the sinlification process viz fran three to just two
points in time-reference.
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Thus I posit that this t-point system shs clearly
enough the M.E. tendency tciards a linear ordering of
time-action relationship - the fulcrum of the main division
being the present iranent.
Anterioritv, Sinu1tanety and Posteriority
Thus temporal sequence from the cleictic centre is
what is most prominent in M.E. tense, where past tune and
action refers to some point before the present moment -
"anterior" to it (Moard's term), (Moard, 1978) whilst
future time and action refers to some point after the present
moment - "posterior" to it. Present time and action therefore
refers to the moment siirøiltaneous with the deictic centre. The
actual graninatical realizations of these are determined by the
trora1 distance of the actual event from this point of
speech, which is the usual. deictic centre for most tense
systems, although there are some languages where other deictic
centres are operant (Canrie quotes Barnileke - Dschang as a
clear case) (Canrie, 1985).
Tense Distinctions in M.E.
Coming on to the exact tense distinctions therkselves,
M.E. has three time references as far as anteriority is
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concerned.	 The verb denoting anterior action nearest the
deictic centre is the 'irrmediate past' verb, taking the B.E.
"Sin1e" (Preterite) tense form i.e. V(past). The next verb
denoting anterior action is the "recent past" verb which takes
the B.E. "Present Perfect" form i.e. Aux (Have) + V(en),
whilst the rist anterior verb, the "reixte past" verb, has the
B.E. "Past Perfect i.e. Pluperfect" form. The same holds for
the durative anterior verbs as well viz:
Ininediate past: "was + Ving"
Recent past:	 "have been + Ving"
Renote past:	 "had been + Ving"
Sintiltaneity in M.E. is expressed in the normal B.E.
forms i.e. "V Present" and "am + Ving" for the pinctuative and
durative actions respectively.
As for posteriority, the tense distinction is only
two - fold. Thus we have the irrinediate future verb which takes
the B.E. "SiiTple" form with the futurity auxiliary "will",
whilst the retote or distant future verb takes this sane form
except for the nodal "will" which becanes "would" instead.
Thus we have:
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lirinediate future: will + V'
Renote future:	 "would + V"(distant)
Asvnnetrv in Tense Distinction
Although terçora1 distance in M.E. is used with
reference to the tunes anterior and posterior to the deictic
centre, it will be noticed that the anterior opposition points
are not symetrical to the posterior opposition points. In
other words, the three-way opposition showing anteriority is not
balanced by a similar nuither of opposition points showing
posteriority, as is shown in the diagram below:
	
ANIERIORITY	 SIL4JLTANEITY	 I(RITY
(PAST)	 (PRESENT)	 (FUIURE)
Reuote Recent	 Imediate	 Imediate Reitote
Past	 Past	 Past	 Future	 Future(last	 (Yesterday (Today,	 Now	 (tonight, (next week,
ironth, last week, just now, (Today, now) today) 	 next nonth,
3 rronths last	 This	 after a
ago,	 night,	 irorning	 ironth, next
last	 and 3	 etc.)	 year, 3
year	 weeks ago	 ircnths
etc.)	 etc.)	 later)
I had	 I have I ate	 I eat	 I will	 I would eat
eaten	 eaten	 eat
I'd	 I've	 I was	 I am	 I'1 be	 I'd be
been	 been	 eating eating	 eating	 eating
eating eating
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This irthalance in the nurrber of distinctions made is not
unusual, although many of the languages which have such
reioteness distinctions, have them equally anterior and
posterior to the deictic centre. (Cc*nrie, 1985:87)
cut-off points between anterior and posterior events
In considering the nunt)er of tense distinctions, it is
ixrortant to ask where the cut-off-points are between one tense
and another. As can be seen in the diagram, the basic dividing
line is between today" and uyesterday. Thus with reference to
anteriority, we have:
Rerrote Past
	
Recent Past
	
Imediate Past
(Past-last nonth	 (Past-yesterday)
	 (Past-today)
and earlier)	 and up to a ninth)
I had eaten	 I have eaten	 I ate
where the "inmediate past" (Ccxnrie's "hodiernal" past) covers
action that haened today, whilst the "recent past" (Crie's
"hesternal" past) covers action that hajened yesterday and
upto about a nonth previous to that. Lastly, there is the
"rerlI)te past" which has vague and less clear-cut terporal
inainfestations ranging from last ucnth to last year or even
further (e.g. "ages ago"). It will be realised therefore that
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the use of the primary auxiliaries "have" and "had" in M.E. is
not similar to their use in B.E. aect. Where in M.E. they
denote tense, in B.E. they denote aspect or non-deictic tense.
Thus the semantic dimensions like current relevance, recency,
indefinite or experiential past that hold in B.E. are not
operant in M.E. (The same fo11cs for durative action with the
verb "to be" added in all three cases). The auxiliaries "have"
and "had" in M.E. mark the tense distinctions of anteriority in
terms of the cut-off points between inuediate, recent arid
relTote pasts.
As for the two-way oçosition for future-time
reference, the cut-off point is between today and toiorrow.
Thus we have:
limiediate Future	 Re!Tcte Future
(Today, now, tonight) 	 (Tcuor row, next Iw)nth,
next year etc.)
I will eat	 I would eat
Where anterior action is seen in terir of today, yesterday and
the period a nonth before the present nii€nt, posterior action
I practised	 the piano
was practising
I have practised the piano
have been practising
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is seen in terms of today and toitorrow (and later) frcin the
present Iranent.
A look at some exarr1es with increasingly renote time
adverbs will show their effect on verb tense in M.E., where
anteriority and posteriority are concerned.
For example if S = midday on 15th Novether 1986, we would have:
I practise the piano now.
or I am practising the piano now.
But from here, considering anterior time and action, we have:
çthis morning
an hour ago j
(last night
yesterday norning
on 13/11/86
on 12/11/86
one day last week
last Tuesday
Saturday before
on 1/11/86
on 28/10/86
on 20/10/86
I will practise the piano
will be practising
I would practise the piano
would be practisin
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I had practised the piano
had been practising
(on 15/10/86
on 13/10/86
one day last month
) one day a couple of
months ago.
As for posterior time and action, we have:
(this afternoon
this evening
tonight
(taror row
next week
) next month
t\next year etc.
Secp.Ience of tense corrbinations
The tense systn in N.E. is clear cut not only in
instances of single absolute tense alone. In cases where there
is a sequence of tsio tarora1 possibilities or more, what
haçpens is that the adverb nearest the verb determines the form
of the tense taken by the verb. For exairçle in a sentence like:
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I will practise today and tciiorr"
if the normal M.E. system holds, there would have to be two
sentences viz:
"I will practise today" and
"I would practise tonorrow"
This redundance, however, is not necessary since the verb takes
the form nearest the terrporal adverb "today".
In instances where there are two or nore finite verbs
of identical anteriority for exarrle, as in a sentence like:
(i) "When she cane she realised that I left",
as corared to
(ii) "When she came she realised that I have left"
and
(iii) "When she came she realised that I had left",
the teioral orientation of the main verb in the main clause is
the irrinediate past i.e. "When she came, she realised", but the
verb in the subordinate clause "that I left/have left/had left"
shows that this action of leaving occurred either in the
imediate, recent or renote pasts respectively relative to the
deictic centre(s). Thus it is clear that in the first
sentence, the teniporal orientation is through out in the
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imediate past, whereas in each of the second and third
sentences there are two time - FMses - a back-shifting frcm
inmediate to recent or remote pasts respectively.
The same feature holds for other connectives as well,
seen in the following exairples:
Before she came, she realised that I left.
Before she came, she realised that I have left.
Before she came, she realised that I had left.
After she came, she realised that I left.
After she came, she realised that I have left.
After she came, she realised, that I had left.
Just as she came, she realised that I left.
Just as she came, she realised that I have left.
Just as she came, she realised that I had left.
In another exariple, we have a verb sequence involving
forward - shifting in teora1 orientation:
RI had seen and informed her that I would confirm as
soon as I would get the results.
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It is clear here that "had seen" and "(had) informed" refer to
action occurring about a nonth or note than a uinth ago, whilst
"1 would confirm" and "1 would get" refer to a range of time
frc*i "toorr" to "many ITcnths or years later than today".
The exact recency or rroteness of such verbs can be either
provided by the context or categorically shcn by adverbs.
A few nore examples of such sequences of tense
corrbinations, in contrast with B.E. will be helpful:
(a)B.E. When they arrived, they said that they had been
waiting for one hour for a bus.
M.E. When they arrived, they said that they were waiting
for one hour for a bus.
(b) B.E. When they arrived, they said that they had been
waiting last night for the phone-call.
M.E. When they arrived, they said that they have been
waiting last night for the phone-call.
(C) B.E. When they arrived, they said that they had been
waiting the past one nonth for our reply.
M.E. When they arrived, they said that they have been
waiting the past one nonth for our reply.
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(d) B.E. When they arrived, they said that they had been
waiting the whole of last term for our reply.
M.E. When they arrived, they said that they had been
waiting the whole of last term for our reply.
(e)B.E. When she left, she said that she will return tonight.
M.E. When she left, she said that she will return tonight
(f)B.E. When she left, she said that she will return tarorrow/
next week/next ironth.
M.E. When she left, she said that she would return
toirorrow/next week/next itxnth.
Thus, in the (a) to (d) examples, showing a sequence
of verbs, with the final verb showing anteriority, the M.E.
equivalents of the B.E. "had been waiting" phrase were
(1) were waiting
(ii) have been waiting and
(iii)had been waiting,
determined by the tiiie and therefore, renoteness of the verb
(from the deictic centre). Likewise, in the (e) and (f)
exanpies, showing a sequence of verbs where the final verb
shows posteriority, the M.E. equivalents of the B.E. "will
return" were
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(1) will return and
(ii)	 uld return,
the first phrase being similar as it is the iMmediate future
that is being referred to (to-night), whilst (ii) is used in
M.E. (instead of the B.E. "will return") as it is the rnote
future that is being referred to (ranging fran taiorrow to next
month, etc).
Thus in carbinat ions of two or more verbs, both the
actions - whether of same nature (i.e. both pinctuative or both
durative) or of differing natures (i.e. one punctuative and the
other durative), are located at identical time points (of
identical distance f ran the deictic centre, S) or located at
points close enough to make it pragmatically viable in M.E. for
example, at recent and immediate past points. Consequently, the
most salient point is that each verb is related by tense
directly to S, i.e. the relations between the verbs is not
important, unlike in B.E.
Taking the siiple exaTple of "He was naughty when he
was young" in B.E., the M.E. version would be:
"He had been naughty when he had been young", where
the period "when he was young" is pragmatically conceived as
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being in the raixte past (it couldn't have been just in the
recent past that he suddenly grew old). Here both the verbs
(both in B.E. as well as in M.E.) are *mctuative (in the
"siiple past") "was" and "had been" with no aspect of
perfectivity or progressivity involved. Other exairples of a
coirbination of tense (± aspect) features in B.E. would be the
following, with their M.E. equivalents following each of these
respectively:
B.E. He had been ill when I called him
M.E. He had been ill earlier on when I had called him
or He has been ill earlier on when I have called him
or He was ill earlier on when I called him
B.E. He left when I arrived
M.E. He left when I arrived
B.E. He left when I had arrived
M.E. He had left when I had arrived earlier on
or He has left when I have arrived earlier on
or He left when I arrived earlier on
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B.E. He had left when I arrived
M.E. He had left earlier on when I had arrived
or	 He has left earlier on when I have arrived
He left earlier on when I arrived
Taking this sentence further with a few licre of the possible
teirçoral connectives (other than "when" already seen here), we
have:
B.E. He left after I arrived
M.E. He left after I arrived
B.E. He left after I bad arrived
M.E. He bad left after I had arrived earlier on
or He has left after I have arrived earlier on
or He left after I already arrived
B.E. He left before I arrived
M.E. He left before I arrived
B.E. He had left before I arrived
M.E. He had left earlier on before I bad arrived
or	 He has left earlier on before I have arrived
or He already left before I arrived
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As for sequences of tenses involving a ccirbination of
the pinctuative and durative verbs, tense forms are still
chosen and interpreted deictically, whereas in B.E. the
subordinate tenses are, as usual, taken relatively to those of
the main verb. A few exarrples with such ccxrbinations in B.E.
followed by their equivalents in M.E. are:
B.E. "When I returned fran the States last year, John
was working in Selfridges"
M.E. "When I had returned fran the States last year,
John had been working in Seifridges
B.E. "If I understand the letter correctly, she will
leaving for Britain next week"
M.E. "If I understand the letter correctly, she would
be leaving for Britain next week"
B.E. "As I had spoken to her about this, I was
relying on her support"
M.E. "As I had spoken to her earlier on about this, I
had been relvin on her support"
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B.E. "When she drove into town last week, the rioteers
were picketing in front of her office"
M.E. "When she has driven into town last week, the
rioteers have been picketing in front of her
off ice".
B.E. "After he had loined the Salvation Ariiy, he
staying in the Officer 's Mess"
M.E. "After he had loined the Salvation Arrry, he j
been staying in the Officer's Mess"
Taking such exanpies a little further with the
addition of teoral adverbials we have:
B.E. "He had been working every norning when I called
M.E. "He had been working earlier on, every irorning
when I had called him" or
"He has been working earlier on, every norning
when I have called him"
B.E. "She had been crvin the whole night when I
her"
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M.E. 'She had been crying the whole night before, when
I had seen her" or
"She has been crying the whole night before, when
I saw her'
B.E. "She had been practising yoga daily for the last
six nonths when she j the prolapse"
M.E. "She had been practising yoga daily for the last
six nonths when she had had the prolapse'
B.E. "She bad been working hard until I met her'
M.E. "She had been working hard earlier on until I had
met her" or
"She has been working hard earlier on until I have
met her" or
"She was working bard earlier on until I met her'
B.E. 'She will be graduating next year when she
carletes her final year"
M.E. 'She would be graduating next year when she would
caivlete her final year"
Thus where the B.E. ccirbination of Sirrple and
Progressive holds, M.E. has the corresponding teiroral
cczrbination of pinctuative and durative with the 'had/have"
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auxiliary for punctuative anteriority and "had/have + verb (to
be) + ing" for durative anteriority. Likewise for posterior
time and action, where B.E. has "will + V(to be?, or Siiiple
Present (expressing futurity), M.E. has "would + V(to be)",
with the "ing" inflection for durative action. In other words,
the same rules for choice of tense apply to the durative as to
the non-durative (rAinctuative) verbs in N.E.
Expression of some aspects of relative time in M.E.
It will be realised frccn the above examples that
there are instances in N.E. where, besides just location of
both the verbs at identical points, additional structures are
added to enable equivalence in meaning to the B.E. examples. A
closer look at just one sentence and its possibilities would
enlighten us further here:
B.E. "He left when I arrived"
N.E. "He left when I arrived"
This example is a straight forward case of both verbs being in
the "Simple" past in B.E.; likewise in M.E., the pattern is
identical - with the factor that the temporal orientation of
the entire sentence is in the izrinediate past.
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B.E. "He left when I bad arrived"
M.E. "He left when I arrived earlier on"
The temporal sequence of the above two sentences (given in
index form) would be:
B.E. He left when I had arrived
tl t2	 t3	 t4
tl precedes S (deictic centre)
t2=tl
t3 = t2 (therefore = ti)
t4 precedes t3
Therefore t4 ( t3 = t2 = U (<stands for "before")
M.E. He left when I arrived earlier on.
U t2	 t3
U precedes S (by degree 1 i.e. it is in the
imediate past)
t2=tl
t3 precedes U
Therefore t3 < U = U
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The other alternatives to this sentence are:
M.E. "He has left when I have arrived earlier on"
and M.E. "He had left when I had arrived earlier on"
ti	 t2	 t3
The sane fornula holds for the verb sequence i.e.
t3 <t2 = ti, with the difference that U precedes S by
degree 2 (recent past) and 3 (reiiote past) respectively,
instead of degree 1.
Thus where the M.E.representations always have t3 < t2 = ti,
the B.E. equivalent has a slight shift in tenporal sequence
with the fornula t4<t3 = t2 = ti
B.E. "He had left when I arrived"
M.E. "He already left when I arrived
(both actions in the iimediate past in M.E. with
"already" shcdng earlier action).
Again, considering teoral sequencing, we have:
B.E. "He had left when I arrived"
t3 t4t2	 U
U precedes S (deictic centre)
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t2 = ti
t3 = t2 (therefore - U)
t4 precedes t3
Therefore t4 <t3 = t2 = tl
M.E. He already left when I arrived
t3 t2	 U
ti precedes S (by degree 1)
t2 =tl
t3 <U
Therefore t3 < U = U
The other alternatives in M.E. are:
M.E. "He already has left when I have arrived"
and M.E. "He already had left when I had arrived"
t3	 t2	 ti
Earlier action is indicated by "already" for the verb
"left" whilst the same forirula holds for the verb
sequence i.e. t3 U = U, where U precedes S by
degree 2 and 3 respectively, in other rds U (and
therefore U) are located in the recent and renote pasts
respectively.
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Thus as far as relative tiire goes, the only meaning which holds
in M.E. is that of coeplete pastness - which is expressed not
in the verbal structure of the auxiliary "had'has" but by
alternative devices like tenporal adverbials such as "already"
and "earlier on", as seen here.
Co-Occurrence of Teiporal Adverbials
Another point of difference which thus surfaces
between B.E. and M.E. is in the co-occurrence restrictions on
tenporal adverbials, with the Perfect i.e. (have + Ven).
Cc*nrie (1976) specifies that "the Perfect may not be used
together with the specification of the time of the past
situation because the specific reference to the point of time
is incorpatible with the flglish Perfect". He continues to
make the exception, however, explaining that "provided the time
includes the present as in [ have seen Fred today' or in the
experiential perfect which also acnits of specification of a
point of time e.g. "I have (on some occasion in the past) got
up at five o'clock" time adverbials are permissible with the
Perfect. Similarly, he continues to say that "tenporal
specification is acceptable in Dg1ish, provided it is added as
an after-thought to a sentenoe with a Perfect verb e.g. 1 have
been to Birmingham, last week in fact" or as a reply to a
question, e.g. 'Have you finished your article on Tibetan
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norphology? Yes, last week However, in M.E. time
specification with the B.E. Perfect form occurs purely because,
as stated earlier, the use of the auxiliaries "have/ha&,
although showing anteriority of an event, does not connote
other semantic parameters. In other words, the auxiliaries
"have/hadTM in M.E. have a different meaning of pastness to that
in B.E. Where in B.E. they are Perfective in nature (both
Present and Past), in M.E. it is recent or remote anteriority
that is denoted by these auxiliaries, i.e. in B.E. they denote
Aspect, whilst in M.E. they denote merely deictic tense. This
being so, we notice the ease and frequency with which teroral
adverbs co-occur with M.E. recent and remote past verbs, sane
exanpies being:
(i) "She had gone to Europe last year for training
and is now back for good"
(ii) "Mara students have been on strike last week"
(iii) "She has been reminded of the meeting yesterday"
(iv) "The directors of MAS have finalised the flight
details during last night's neeting"
(v) "Mazlan would not celebrate Han Raya this year
as his father bad gassed away in January.
(spoken in April, referring to Han Raya in June)
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(vi) "With all the experience he had obtained at the
University Hospital these st five years, he
should be a very suitable candidate for the post"
(vii) "Although they	 not saved enough last year
for a holiday, they are planning to go to Europe"
(viii) "They had bought this house six ITcnths aqo"
For exairple, in (vii) the B.E. verb would have been
"have" instead of "had (without the teoral adverbial "].ast
year"), to sh the current relevance of the state of their not
having "saved enough" (and yet "they are planning to go to
Europe" - currently, that is). Similarly, with sentence (vi)
"had obtained" would have been "has obtained" in B.E. for the
same reason.
Bahasa Malaysia As a Possible Influencing Factor?
A look at verbs and tense representation in Bahasa
Malaysia would perhaps be useful to enable one to speculate
whether the M.E. system has been influenced by B.M. or not.
B.M. non-lexical verbs are basicafly divided into two
types - the aspectual and the nodal verbs. Aspectual verbs
refer to actions or situations that either have not occurred
(thus future i.e. posterior events), are siniiltaneous (thus
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present events) or have occurred (thus past i.e. anterior
events).
Such verbs are connected to time in terme of teiporal
sequential ordering - i.e. anteriority, sinultaneity and
posteriority, the granitatical manifestations being:
(a) Sudah, pernah, telah (only in discourse)
(shing actions anterior to the deictic centre)
(b) Sedang, masih, tengah (only in discourse)
(shing actions sinultaneous to the deictic
centre)
(c) akan (sIxiing actions posterior to the deictic
centre).
Thus it will be noticed that the concepts of anteriority,
siirultaneity and posteriority are present in BM but only in
terms of a deictic or sequential time frame i.e. tense. Any
backward or forward shifting incorporating concepts like past
in the present, future in the past and the like are denoted by
teiporal adverbials. This is illustrated in the follcing:
B.E. (a) I	 bought a new car
B.M.	 Saya (sudah) rnerrbeli sebuah kereta baru
(I (had/have) buy a (classifier) car new)
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B.E. (b) I have bought a new car
Saya (sudah) mezrbeli sebuah kereta baru
(I (had/have buy a car new)
B.E. (c) I bought a new car
Saya (sudah) merrbeli sebuah kereta baru
(I (had/have) buy a car new)
In (a) and (b) although B.E. shows the difference between
reference and event points by way of the auxiliary (Thad"
versus "have), B.M. uses the same "sudah" (or 'telah" in
discourse) auxiliary verb for both - which can still be used
for (c) as well. Thus although these verbs show anteriority,
they do not show the notional semantic parameters normally
associated with the B.E. Perfect. If the difference between
the B.E. (a) and (b) as against (C) were to be shown in B.M.,
it would be by way of an adverbial like "earlier" "before
this", "yesterday' , "last year ' , "then" etc. For exairple:
B.E.	 "I bad bought a new car"
B.M.	 'Saya (sudab) merrbeli sebuah kereta baru
path masa itu (then) or sebelum itu (before
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Thus there would be no difference in expressing B.E. (a) or (b)
in LM. - both "had bought" and "have bought" would be • (sudah)
neirbeli" with or without the adverbial. If it is without the
adverbial, then the teirporal location would be specified by the
rest of the context - e.g. the contextual setting would
indicate the terrporal orientation of the event. The same is
the case with (c) where the B.E. preterite can occur with or
without an auxiliary in B.M.
It unist be pointed out here that B.M. does not sh
tense in its lexical verbs either, as seen in the following
exanpies:
B.E. (d)	 "I bouciht a new car
B.M.	 Saya (sudah) meirbe].i suah kereta baru
(± teirporal adverbial)
B.E. (e) I	 a new car
B.N.	 Saya merrbeli sebuah kereta baru
(± tenporal adverbial)
B.E. (f) I will buy a new car
B.M.	 Saya (akan) meirbeli sthuah kereta baru
(± tençoral adverbial)
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Thus if anteriority, sinultaneity or posteriority in terir of
tense i.e. pasthess, presentness or futurity, is to be shown,
it is best shown by temporal adverbials, like 'yesterday"
(semalain), "now" (sekarang), 'today" (han ml), "toirorrow"
(esok) with or without the addition of the auxiliary verbs like
"sudab' or "akan" • In other words, tense in B.M. is not marked
in its lexical or non-lexical verbs, unlike in B.E. The same
can be said of verbs showing posteriority as can be seen in the
following sentences:
B.E. (g) I will have eaten
B.M.	 Saya akan habis inakan pada nasa itu
(I will have eaten at time that)
B.E. (h)	 I will eat
B.M.	 Saya (akan) inakan
Tarr'oral Sequence from deictic centre versus teTrora1 distance
It is at this point that the question of B.M.'s
influence in M.E. needs to be considered. Although B.M.
differentiates teiçoral orientation in terna of anteniority,
slirultaneity and posteriority, the question of tenoral
distance from the deictic centre is not represented in any
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verbal structure in B.M. The following conparisons will show
how where B.M. shows no difference in representation between
anterior events (no matter how recent or rcte they are from
the deictic centre), M.E. 's equivalents categorically denote
the various degrees of rGnoteness:
M.E. (a) I had sold the house
B.M.	 Saya (sudah) lual rumah its
(I (have/had) sold house that)
(sell)
M.E. (b) I have sold the house
B.M.	 Saya (sudah) lual rumah itu
(I (have/had) sold house that)
(sell)
M.E. (c) I sold the house
B.M.	 Saya (sudah) lual rumah itu
(I (have/had) sold house that)
(sell)
M.E. (d) She had represented Malaysia at the SEAP
Games
B.M.	 Dia (ernah) mewakili Malaysia di Sukan SEAP
She (had/has) represented Malaysia at Games
SEAP)
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N.E. Ce) She has represented Malaysia at the SEAP
Games
B.M.	 Dia (ernah) mewakili Malaysia di Sukan SEAP
(She (had/has) represented Malaysia at Games
SFAP)
N.E. (f) She represented Malaysia at the SEAP Games
B.M.	 Dia (pernab) rnewakili Malaysia di Sukan SEAP
(She (has/had) represented Malaysia at Games
SFAP)
Likewise for posterior events in M.E., B.M. makes no
distinction in the representation of terporal distance. For
exairle:
N.E. (g) He will leave tonorrow for Canada
B.M.	 Dia (akan) bertolak esok ke Canada
(He (will) leave tc*rorrow for Canada)
N.E. (h) He would leave next year for Canada
B.M.	 Dia (akan) bertolak pada tahun depan ke
Canada
(He (will) leave year next for Canada)
	 -
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M.E. (i) They will be performing tonight at the Civic
Centre
B.M.	 Mereka (akan) berlakon malam mi di Pusat
Sivik
(They (will) perform night this at Centre
Civic)
M.E. (j) They would be performing next year at the
Civic Centre
B.M.	 Mereka (akan) berlakon tahun depan di Pusat
Sivik
(They (will) perform year next at Centre
Civic)
Thus it will be clear that where terporal distance is relevant
and significant in M.E. it is not significant in B.M. Although
B.M. has aspectual verbs, it will be realised that these verbs
just denote teirporal sequence ordering with the deictic centre
in tern of anteriority, siirultaneity and posteriority but go
no further than that in differentiating or gauging teirora1
distance fran the deictic centre. Therefore although it may
seem teitpting to posit that the M.E. variation in tense
representation is an influence of B.M., one is inpeded by the
fact that B.M. does not have remoteness distinctions in its
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tense representation. The only possible sphere of influence
could be said to be the point of orientation from the deictic
centre (where tense is deictic for both main and subordinate
clauses) bot as far as reircteness distinctions or tenjoral
distance is concerned, B.M. is not a possible source of
influence in M.E.
It is clear therefore that M.E. differs from B.E. in
its tense representation in terTr of the follcing factors:
(a) Tense in M.E. is deictic whereas in B.E. tense
is taken relative to sane intervening reference
point (s) which link the event time to the
utterance time. This is especially obvious in
tenses other than the Siiple Tenses (viz
Perfect). This is further made clear in
subordinate tenses where the main verb and
subordinate verbs are all deictically ordered in
M.E. whilst in B.E. subordinate tenses are taken
relative to those of the main verb.
(b) Tense is teiporally gauged - teiporal distance
fran the deictic centre is significant in M.E.,
whilst it is not so in B.E.
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The recheck questionnaire had nine sentences that
incorporated structures shcing tense in terms of teiporal
distance. The sentences, along with their percentage rates of
acceptance by teachers + clerks (in that order), were:
(i) Although they had not saved enough for a
holiday, they are planning to go to Europe
(80%/50%)
(ii)I live in Mang Jaya but fran March this year,
I had been staying with my cousin in Setapak
(44%/30%)
(iii)With all the experience he had obtained at the
University Hospital the past five years, he
should be a very suitable candidate for the post
(92%/60%)
(iv)These are the photographs I had taken at the
party (80%/70%)
(v)Mazian would not celebrate Han Baya this year
as his father had passed away in January
(8O%/70%)
(vi)She had gone to Europe last year for training
and is ni back for good (73%/50%)
(vii)She has been rninded of the meeting yesterday
(50%/40%)
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(viii)The directors of WS have finalised the flight
details during last night's meeting (84%/60%)
(ix) RP students have been on strike last week
(64%/30%)
Putting the figures together in tabulated form, we have:
Teachers	 Clerks
Sentence Ci)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
80%
	
50%
44%
	
30%
92%
	
60%
80%
	
70%
80%
	
70%
73%
	
50%
50%
	
40%
84%
	
60%
64%
	
30%
TPBLE 18: DXREE OF A(XEPLE (P 1IALLY - DICE) TE
FR
Although sane of the figures above show similar
ratings viz. (iv) and Cv) between teachers and clerks, the
general picture is one of a greater degree of acceptance by
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the teachers than by the clerks. The pattern of acceptance of
the nine sentences between teachers and clerks is similar - for
exariple, (ii), (vii) and (ix) are ccxnparatively low in both
groups, whilst (iii) and (viii) are slightly higher in terrr of
acceptance in both groups.
Most of the sentences (other than (i) and (iv)) have
teirçoral adverbials. This therefore could be considered a
guide to the testees, who had no other guide (contextual
setting etc) to these structures in the given sentences. This
drawback - viz, the fact that the sentences are in isolation -
could be an explanation to the clerks' lower degree of
acceptance of these sentences.
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THE )1JD1½L VBS IN M.E.
The ndals in B.E. have a kaleidoscope of meanings
that many have attenpted to describe, resulting in the equally
variegated attenpts at doing so. Sane descriptions take a
"basic meaning" approach (with "overtones" as the secondary
meanings) whilst others take a polysenantic approach,
differentiating between epistnic and non-epistemic meanings,
with various terminologies involved for each of the semantic
categories. Along with these factors, the notion of tense also
comes into force when many of these meanings have tense
ixrlications inter-playing on them. Alit these irultifarious
coirbinations and perirutations of nu3als, meanings and tense are
somewhat narrowed down to a iruch sinpiler and straight-laced
system in M.E.
nong the literature dealing with the B.E. ITodals in
sane depth (those consulted for this purpose were Leech,
Palmer, Coates, Ehrinan, Quirk, Lyons, Huddleston, and
Haegeman), it will be found that the follcwing basic meanings
are recurrent in each of the treatments, sometimes with labels
or terms varying from one author to the other. The occasional
extra meaning sometimes is recognised by one or t linguists
for e.g. the nodal 'can has the meaning 'characteristic"
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(Paiiter 1965:116) as in "She can be catty", and "sensation" as
in "1 can see the rroorVl can bear irusic", (Palmer 1965:116)
although it is not found in most of the others. The meanings
"permission", "possibility" and "ability" of "CAN" on the other.
hand, recur in all the treatments. At the same time, one could
say really that "sensation" is a sub meaning of "ability"
(except that the lexical verb that CAN attaches itself to is a
stative instead of a dynamic verb), hence the difference
between "I can see" and "1 can swim", with the consequent
irrplications of this difference. The meaning "characteristic"
can also be subsumed under the meaning "possibility" as in "She
can be strict" i.e. there is a possibility or it is possible
that she is strict, as she has the characteristic potential of
being so (it is her nature to be so, when and if she chooses to
do so). Thus it will be noticed that there is an overlap of
meaning in sane of the modal verbs in B .E., and further
detailed study of the other modal verbs will further confirm
this as well. This being so, for the present purpose (of
attenting to describe the modal verbs operant in ME.), a
sunirary of just the basic meanings will suffice.
Taking only the "central medals' (Quirk, 1985) of
CAN, (XUW, WY, MIGHT, WIlL, IJU), SHALL, SWXJID and MJST in
B.E. into consideration, the following meanings were found to
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be caiiton core meanings (with epistnic or non-epistemic
nuances influencing them):
CAN	 - possibility, permission, ability
(XXJLD - past tense of the above meanings plus
hypothetical use
MAY	 - possibility,	 permission,	 quasi
subjunctive (hypothetical)
MIGHT - past tense of the first two meanings plus
hypothetical use of the same
WILL	 - futurity, probability, volition
WXJLD - past tense as well as hypothetical use of
the above meanings (e.g. future in the
past - "He said he would").
SHALL	 - futurity, probability, volition
SH(XJLD - futurity, obligation, necessity
!4JST	 - conp.ilsion,	 obligation,	 necessity,
inference
The "marginal ncdals" (Quirk 1985:138) like "dare"
and "need" are not considered here as they are a].Irost never
used in M.E. A brief look at all the irodals with their basic
meanings in B.E. via sentence exaiples, with the acknowledge-
ment of the presence or absence of the same in M.E. will enable
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us to have an initial inpression of the sinplification process
that transpires between B.E. and M.E. irodal verbs.
(Cindicates the presence of these nodals and meanings in M.E.)
Possibility	Permission	 Ability
It	 be crowded You	 go bane now	 fl sing
She	 be strict Only boys above ten can see
join the cairp
You	 get
confused by her
talk
CXJLD	 I could be delayed She could go out
if she finishes
HYP	 That could be	 her work in time.
dangerous
fl cane
They could
provide the
accorpanient
for her recital
tonorrow
PAST	 That could've	 She could sit for 1 He could swim
been Leela	 the exam although well and was
she was under-aged thus able to
rescue her.
If I might interr-
upt, I'd like to
mention that
MIGHT	 That might be
Ros].an
We thought you
miqht know the
way
HYP	 You might be
lucky this time
Whatever you
might say,
there's no
thirst-quencher
like beer
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Possibility
That mni be
Veronica
I j be delayed
That course is
arranged so tbat
you v attend
it on a part-time
basis
Permission	 Quasi Sublective
You	 use the car Whatever you y
to-day	 say, she's no
doubt	 a real
winner
No cars	 be
parked along this
zone
PASr
WThL
He might have
lost the way
Fturitv
I will go
today
She will miss
you, I'm sure
She told me I might
use the car
Probability
That will be Rahim
You will know the
address as you've
just returned fran
there
Volition
care of the
children
I will give her
a proper scold-
The new budget
plan will be
announced this
HYP
Ishould think	 ______	 ______should inform
parents
He should buy a
new car (it's
high time as
he badly needs
one)
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sr
sure i
d rain
He said that he
would tell the
neighbour
We knew he would
be involved with
drugs
They would always	 love to
be quarrelling with have a pair of
each other	 twin daughters
I was waiting to
	 She said she
see whether it	 would turn over
would rain	 a new leaf
SHJLD
________	 Probability	 Volition
____ I'd better not I shall order
watch too nuch T.V three volumes
or else I shall end of that journal
up wearing glasses for the library
Futurity	 Obligation	 Necessity
he's reached hane
byn
SHALL	 Futurity
I shall be back
tojiorroirj
You should report
it to the police
(it's only fair,
'ou have a noral
obligation to do
She should tell
her parents
about her
migraine (it's
inperative that
she does, other
wise they nay
!4JST	 Ccilsion	 Obligation	 Necessity
[YOU ITust practise I nust buy her a
I the piano four	 nice gift. (She's
Jjours daily	 been so kind to me
You mist brush
your teeth
daily
Qüldren mist
take enough
vitamins
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On sunmarising the above table, it will be realised
that only the nodals CAN, aXJLD, ?Y, WILL, WXJLD, SIXJLD and
?.1JS'P are used in M.E. with the following meanings:
CAN	 - permission, ability
(flJLD - past tense of the above meanings
MAY	 - possibility
WILL	 - futurity, volition (innediate futurity)
WiJLD	 - futurity, volition (distant futurity)
SH(XJLD - obligation, necessity
?4JST	 - coiçulsion, obligation, necessity (and
inference)
Taking the nodals individually, the basic meanings
'permission' and 'ability' of the modal CAN are the only uses
of this nodal in M.E. Where the meaning of 'possibility' is
concerned, the M.E. equivalents of expressing such possibility
would be as follows:
B.E.	 It can be crowded
M.E.	 Scznet.imes maybe it is crowded
(there are times at which it is possible that it's
crowded)
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B.E.	 She	 be strict
M.E.	 Sctnetirres (maybe) she is strict
There is another type of possibility which has an
"ability" meaning as well, as in "She cane today" (i.e.
there's nothing preventing her fran caning today and therefore
it's possible for her to - thus she's able to cane today).
"Ability" and "possibility" seem to be the meanings inplied
here. This situation of an overlap in meaning brings in the
notion of Zadeh's "fuzzy sets" which Coates (1983:11) nidifies
and uses for a general ircdel of irodal meanings - where there is
a "gradual transition" fran one meaning to another (allowing
therefore at times, an overlap in the meanings). Coates uses
the tenne "core", "skirt" and "periphery" to show the gradation
or gradience of meaning that exists in many of the nodals -
explaining that "core represents the meaning learned first by
children, where it corresponds usually to the cultural
stereotype i.e. if you stopped people at ran&zn and said "give
me an exairple of lisT/MAY/CAN...." they would respond with a.
core exanple (Coates, 1983:13), and yet, core exairples occur
infrequently. The majority of exairples are found in the skirt
and at the periphery. The latter often has the qualities of an
"emergent category" because it is often possible to define
peripheral exarples by contrast with the core (i.e. if core
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examples are characterized by properties A and B, then
peripheral examples may be characterized by properties not A
and not B). This is why a gradience nodel would be felt to
apply." In M.E. however, there is the possibility of only one
or two meanings to the modals.
In the nodal "CAN", the meanings "permission' and
"ability" are the only meanings used in M.E. and if the
"possibility" meaning does seem emergent as well, it is
subsumed under the "core" meaning of "ability" as in "She can
come" or "She can take the children hane" (Since she has the
car and therefore it is possible - she is able to do so).
(Y)LD As for the nodal JLD, the same applies for the
three basic meanings - possibility, permission and ability.
The meaning of "possibility" is not shown by QXJLD (nor CAN, as
stated earlier) in M.E. The M.E. equivalent for 'possibility"
is usually represented by the nodal ?Y (to be discussed in ô.ie
course). Otherwise, the usual expression of possibility in
lieu of the B.E. nodal CCULD would be as follows:
Possibility :	 B.E. I could be delayed, so don't wait for me
M.E. Maybe I'll be delayed
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B.E. She could be strict
M.E. (Maybe) Sanetimes she is strict
B.E. That could be Leela
M.E. Maybe that is Leela
For the other two meanings of Npermission and
uability, only the past tense use is possible in M.E. The
hypothetical use for both the meanings is represented by the
nodal CAN in M.E. Thus we have:
Permission (PASr TESE)
B.E. and ME. She could (was allowed to) sit
for the exam last year although she was
underaged.
(IYPOICAL)
B.E.	 She could go out if she finishes her
hanework tonight
M.E.	 She	 go out if she finishes her
hanework tonight.
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Ability cpgr TEE)
B.E. and M.E. She could cook Oriental dishes
which pleased him very iruch.
(HYPanlL'rICAL)
B.E.	 He could contact you by phone I'm sure
M.E.	 He	 contact you by phone I'm sure
It seeir to be that where the hypothetical use of O]JLD is
concerned in B.E., the iirçlied meaning is "ability" with an
overtone of "possibility" whereas in M.E., the use of CAN
(Instead of CCULD for hypothetical use) indicates only the
basic meaning of "ability". Edda de Silva also confirris this
in her paper on nodals in M.E. (1980).
___ The modal MAY in M.E. is used only to express
"possibility", both root and episteinic. Sane exairp].es will
illustrate:
Possibility (EPISrE4IC)
B.E. and M.E. I y be delayed
That ng.i be Rosnah
(xJar)
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B.E. and M.E. I'm warning you earlier so that
you may take the necessary precautions.
That course is arranged so that
you j attend it on a part-time basis.
It will be noticed that M.E. and B.E. are identical in use
here. The epistettic "possibility" exairples have the
periphrastic equivalent of "It is possible that.. . . or
"perhaps ... ." In M.E., a nore informal version of the same
nodal is "maybe" used as an adverb. Thus U] y be delayed,"
could also be expressed as "Maybe I'll be delayed" where
"maybe" takes on the adverbial function of "perhaps" in adjunct
position.
The root "possibility" exaiples, however, do not have
the equIvalent of "maybe" used in M.E. The periphrastic
equivalent of MAY here is "It is possible for ....." or
"circuntances allow that ..."; thus the nodal MAY is used.
Thus "WE MAY canp here " or "prevailing conditions allow us to
carp here" is another, though less frequently used, form of "We
CAN carp here" (It is possible for us to carp here).
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The other B.E. meanings of "Permission" and
"Hypothetical use i.e. Quasi-Subjunctive use" are not
represented by MAY in M.E. "May" does not occur even in
eliciting permission - as in interrogatives:
B.E.	 "iy I cane in?"
"y I suggest sanething?"
This is always represented by "Can" in M.E. as in:
M.E.	 "jj I cane in?"
N.E.	 I suggest sanething?"
Thus MAY in N.E. only represents the meaning of "possibility"
whilst CAN stands for the meanings of "ability" and "permission"
MIGHT The ncdal MIGHT is never used in N.E. Where these
meanings (expressed by MIGHT in B.E.) are to be expressed,
there are equivalents by way of paraphrase or other adverbs
(like "maybe", "I think"). For e.g. the "possibility" meaning
is expressed by MAYBE. Thus we have sentences like:
Possibility	 B.E. That might be Rahim
N.E. Maybe that's Rahim
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B.E. We thought you might be interested
M.E. We thought maybe you'll be interested
B.E. You might be lucky this time
M.E. Maybe you'll be lucky this time
As for the meaning of perTnissionu, M.E. uses CAN instead of
MIGHT, as seen in sentences like the folling:
Permission:	 B.E. She told me I might use the car
M.E. She told me I	 use the car
B.E. If I miaht interrupt, I'd like to mention
that
M.E. If I	 interrupt, I'd like to mention
that . . .
B.E. That's what might be consired a real
asset
M.E. That's what	 be considered a real asset
WILL The meaning of WILL in B.E. ranges fraa futurity to
volition (in its various degrees) and probability. The extent
of overlap between and anng these meanings leads to a
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nultifarious treathent of this modal by the various authors.
Haegeman (1983) separates the semantic characterization of WILL
into "Future' meanings (sub-divided into "pire" and "coloured"
future, with various sub-meanings such as "carniands, orders,
promises, regrets, bets, ininediate future, idiomatic use,
willingness, intention, etc), and "All-Time" meanings (with the
subdivisions "Pure All-Time Reference" and "Volitional Use" -
such as capacity, characteristic of a place, person, species
etc.) Coates (1983:167) describes WILL in terre of
"willingness, intention, predictability and prediction," "all
of which are closely related to concepts of futurity". Palmer
(1979:115) says that, "In general, WILL seems to be used where
there is a reference to a general envisaged, planned, intended,
hoped for, state of affairs, as oosed to a statement that a
specific event or events will in fact take place ..... It is in
this sense that it indicates a modal rather than a real tense
future". Be then discusses WILL in terre of futurity,
conditionality, habit, power and volition.
This being so, there is a range of meanings of the
nodal WILL described in use in B.E. In N.E., however, this
modal does not have such "fuzzy" interrelationships of meanings
because it functions mainly and almost only as a nodal
indicating futurity.	 The only other possible semantic
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"colouring, (Haegeman, 1983:21) so to speak, is that of
"volition. The other major use of WILL in B.E. as indicating
probability is not a feature of M.E. There are other ways of
expressing such probability in M.E. for exanple:
Probability	 B.E. That will be Rahiin
M.E. Must be that's Rahirn
Surely that's Rahim
B.E. Re will know the phone ntmter as he's
been working there before
M.E. Surely
 he knows the phone nunber as he's
been working there before.
Caning back to the neanings of futurity and volition,
as discussed in the earlier section on tense and renoteness
distinctions, WILL indicates a futurity that is carçaratively
near in teirporal terms (cciipared to %JLD which is used for
futurity that is distant). Thus WILL is used as a tense
category rather than a nodal/semantic category. When it has a
slight semantic co1ouring it would therefore nan TMfuturity +
volitionu (intention).
Considering ufuthrity on its own, the basic use of
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WIlL in terme of pire futureN (Haegeman 1983:20) can be seen
in exaxrçles like the following:
Pure Futuritv:
B.E. and M.E. He will be 50 to-day
She will sutnit her thesis by the end
of to-day
This week end will be Easter weekend.
These same sentences will have the ncdal WILL changed to WXJLD
in ME., if the teiroral adverbial or the context indicated a
jiore distant future, hence the differences between the
following sentences in M.E.
IF2)I1iTE FtYIURE: 	 He will be 50 to-day
DISAN UI1]RE:	 He would be 50 next nonth
IMMEDI1TE F7IURE:	 She will sukxnit her thesis by the end of
to-day
DISThNT FUI'URE:	 She would sulxnit her thesis next week.
The concept of futurity in the past is also used in M.E.,
although not very frequently.
Thus we can have:
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IMMEDIATE FY1'URE IN E PAS]
DISTANT FTYIJRE IN ThE PAS'r
She was sure he will win the
lottery prize
I knew she will be coming today
She was sure he would win the
lottery prize
I knew she would be coming a
week later
As for "futurity + volition", the most frequent types
of degree of volition used in M.E. are intention and
willingness, as exeitplif led in the following:
Futuritv + Volition
She will take care of the children
(She's willing to do so)
I will do it
(I agree and intend to do it)
He will inform her parents
(He intends to inform her parents)
The modal WILL here denotes imediate futurity along with
intention or willingness
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WYJLD XJLD therefore has the same meanings and use as WILL
in M.E., except that the futurity that it indicates is distant
futurity (as has been mentioned earlier). Along with this, the
hypothetical as well as past use of ULD does occur in M.E. as
well, as seen in the follcMing examples:
HYFO1'HFrICMJ USE
	 I'm sure he would be shocked to receive
the letter next week
PAST USE
	 He said that he would tell the neighbour
We knew he would be involved with drugs.
The same holds of WJLD meaning "futurity + volition", although
it ntist be aanitted that the hypothetical use very seldxn
occurs in M.E. the preference being for other more informal
periphrastic expressions like:
"Better take an insurance policy' or "Must take
....', for sentences like the following: (in B.E.)
HYP(ynlE'rICAL USE	 I would take an insurance policy, if
that's the situation (or if I were yoif)
I would train my children to behave in
front of elders
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PAST USE	 She said she would turn over a n leaf
He felt she would not report at all
SHC$JLD The nodal SIflJLD occurs in M.E. only with the
meanings of "obligation" and "necessity", although not as often
as the nodal MJS'1' with the same meanings, (in addition to the
meaning "carpilsion"). Thus as far as the other basic meanings
of SH(IJLD in B.E. as "probability, inference", and the "Quasi
Subjunctive" or "Contrafactive" are concerned, M.E. has other
means of expressing such nodality or meanings by the average
speakers.
As for the meanings "obligation" and "necessity", the
norrrl meaning in B.E. is seen in sentences like the folling:
(also obtained in M.E.)
Cbliqation	 She should inform his parents
(It's her duty to do so)
They should avoid speculation as this would
cause nore tension for the parents.
There are also other ways of expressing such obligation in N.E.
viz.
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(for "She should inform his parents)
"It's better if she inforn his parents"
or	 She better inform his parents"
or	 "If I were her, I'll inform his parents"
As for necessity, the degree of intensity is slightly
nore than that of obligation although still not as strong as
the necessity expressed by the nodal 14J&'r. Saie exairLes are:
Necessity
	Re should buy a car
(i.e. heneedstodoso-it'shightime he did
so as he's spending too nuch time and noney
travelling by rublic transport).
They should register with the student's
department (i.e. it's alnost inerative that
they do, especially in case of any energency)
She should take regular exercise
(i.e. it's preferable or sensible if she takes
regular exercise as that uld keep her weight
dn)
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MJST It is iirerative, when discussing S}IJULID in M.E. that
?IJST is also considered, as the same t meanings (obligation
and necessity) are also represented by ?IJS"r in M.E. (along with
the meaning "caçulsion"). The meaning cbligationu
represented by MiST is certainly of stronger inport than that
represented by SH(XJLD. Coates (1983:64) juxtaposes these t
nda1s when she says that "core examples of root MJST express
strong "obligation" while core exair!ples of root SIIXJLD express
a weaker sense of "obligation". Thus the coirparison can be
seen in sentences like:
(bligation	 I ilust buy her a nice gift
(It's imperative that I do so as she's been of
invaluable help to me, during iwj stay in UK).
I should buy her a nice gift
(I feel obliged to do so - (merely obliged)
as she has been helpful to me - perhaps n and
then - during my stay in UK)
He irust advise his students about alication
procedures to Universities abroad.
(It's his iroral duty to do so, and perhaps the
students are solely depending on Kim for such
advice)
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He should advise his students about alication
procedures to Universities abroad.
(He's obliged to do so, in his capacity as
student counsellor, perhaps)
In M.E. the preference se	 to be for SH(XJLD to
express obligation and ?4JST to express necessity". Thus we
have a ure frequent occurrence of MUST in sentences like the
follcing:
Necessity	 You nust brush your teeth daily.
They nust register at the Student's Department.
Likewise, the preference also holds for expressing
obligation irore in terms of the nodal SH(XJLD than by the nodal
MUST. Hence, we have sentences like:
Cbliqat ion	 I should buy her a nice gift
(Ccirpared to "I irust buy her a nice gift")
He should advise his students
(Ccxpared to "He nust advise his students")
All in all, therefore, in M.E., although both the
nodals JID and MUST are used, and with only the meanings
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"obligation" and "necessity" (other than the extra meaning of
"caçulsion" of the nodal PJJS'r - to be discussed after this),
the preference is for SWIJW to express "obligation" and MiST
to express "necessity". It irtist be adnitted however that both
these modals with both these meanings can also be replaced by
the periphrastic expressions like:
'It's better if •....",	 "I'd better	 .....' or
"You/I/She have/has to" etc.
Caning on to the 'ccsrp.ilsion" meaning of !43S'r, the
M.E. usage of this nodal with this meaning is quite cciriion,
hence the frequent occurrence of sentences like:
Ccn*ilsion	 You Dust practise the piano twice daily
(You are caipelled to)
He nust sulinit the report by the end of this
month
(It's carpilsory that he does so)
Qe other meaning represented by the nodal MJS'l' in
B.E. which is used in M.E. but in a slightly different
representation is the meaning of "inference' (logical
necessity), as in:
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Inference	 He iTust be well over forty now
They nust be quite rich (having three cars and
three houses)
In M.E. the same meaning is represented by the modal, but in an
adverbialised form:
Inference	 (in M.E.)	 "Must be he's well over forty now"
"Must be they're quite rich"
Other than these meanings, the ITodals MUST and 51713W
are not used in M.E. with any of the other meanings that are
operant in B.E.
Suimning up therefore, the modal verbs in M.E. are
fewer and functionally not as diverse as those in B.E. The
modal verb system is very iruch more siuplified yet
representative of the basic meanings that need to be conveyed.
A table will suirirarise these more representatively (showing
only the basic M.E. nodals and meanings)
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CAN	 WJt2) MAY	 WIlL	 1) SHCIJW
permission past possibi- inmediate distant obliga- (ob].iga-
tense lity	 futurity futurity gation
	 tion)
of
these
3bility	 ieanings	 (+voli-	 (+voli-
tion)	 tion) (neces- neces-
sity) sity
cc*Tpul-
sion
A look at the modal verbs in B.M. may explain the
siiplification of the ?dal System between B.E. and M.E. The
modal verbs in B.M. are:
hendak, inahu, ingin - volition. (want/wish)
enggan, L tidak (hendak, inahu, inginJ - neg. volltiorV
reluctance
weak you-
ticil
harus, wajib, mesti - ccxrulsion (iriist, have to).
boleh, dapat - ability/permission (can/able)
irungkin	 - possibility/probability (may)
perlu	 - obligatiorVnecessitY.haTto)]v
Sane exanpies in sentences would further enlighten
the meanings of the above modals.
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Volition (hendak, mahu, ingin)/want-wish
Dia (hendak	 pergi	 ke rumah kawannya
mahu
ingin
He	 wants	 to go	 to house	 friend his
He	 wants	 to go	 to his	 friend's house
Cotrç*ilsiort (harus, wajib, mesti)/irust - have to
Mereka ( harusnendaftarkan dengan Pejabat bmegresen
mesti
Iwalib
They irust/have to register thenEelves with the
Inrnigration Office (nust - as in logical necessity
(inference). He irust be over 40 years n)
Mereka barus mrbeli kereta besar itu
They 'ust buy that big car
Ability/Permission (dapat, boleh) - can - permit
(only ability) (both ability ± permission)
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Saya dapt (was/is able to)
bieh melihat kapal itu
I can.	 see that ship	 ability
Dia bo1	 berinain piano
(She	 play piano)
AU boleh balek sekarang (permission)
AU	 return ni	 )
possible
Possibilitv/Pxobability (nvngkin) may
probably
Dia nvngkin datang han mi kerana keretanya telah
diperbaiki
(She may cate today as her car's been repaired)
(It's (possible) for her to)
Saya nvngkin berdaf tar di Universiti itu kerana kexitusan
saya layak untuk menohon masuk.
(I	 (it's possible for me to) register at the
University as fny results qualify me to a1y for entry).
(Asmah, 1980:98)
Dia tidak nunqkin tiba malam mi, kerana banjir besar di
jalan
(He will not/nt' t) arrive tonight, due to the heavy floods
on the roads.)
(It's not possible for him to)..
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Perkahwinan itu tidak lTungkin berlangsung, kerana masing-
masing berpegang teguh kepada againanya.
(That marriage wil]Jcannot take place) as each of then is
fastidiously	 holding cn to their religion
It's not possible for that marriage to take place
Prcbability
Rahiinah ungkin bertolak path minggu in!
(Rahimah may (probably) leave) this week
Dia irungkin menginap di rumah saya pada cuti in!
He/She may stay/pit up at my house during this/ese vacation/
holidays
(Asmah, 1980:98)
Saya nunkin ikut serta da.lam pertunjukan itu
(I may also join/participate in show that)
Bapanya niingkin tiba petang in!
(His father may arrive this evening)
çneed) (always negative - uno need)
(Obligation) /Necessitv (per1uJ.Cshould)
(Asmah, 1980:99)
Saya tidak perlu hadir di mesyuarat itu
I don't need attend that meeting
(needn't)	 be present
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Dia perlu mengisi borang itu dahulu
Hefneeds t fill form that first
should )
Mereka perlu mendapat suntikan taun (cholera) selum
bertolak ke luar negeri
They should/need to have cholera vaccination before
departing for abroad
(going)
Thus it will be seen that the nodal verbs are
monosnantic - i.e. one nodal verb (or any of its synonynous
verbs) has only one meaning - with "will" indicating tense
(futurity) ± intention. In other words one meaning is not
represented by many nodal verbs unlike B.E. where for e.g. the
meaning 'permission" can be represented by 'CN" and "MAY'.
Likewise the other way around, in B.E. we also nave one nodal
verb that has quite a nunter of possible meanings. e.g. WILL -
starts frcin futurity and ends with six or seven possible meanings.
This situation of unaithiguous nodal verbs in B.M. sears
to be reflected in the M.E. silrç)lified systen as well.
The sentences containing the nodals in the recheck
questionnaire were the following (with their acceptance
percentages for the teachers and clerks respectively)
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Ci) This year all MCE students would take the oral
examinations in June (63%/lO%)
(ii) Rahman would fly down to KL next week (56%/lO%)
(iii) Would you lend us your torch for a while?
(90%/40%)
(iv) If you cane bane late, you would be locked out
(7l%/20%)
(v) You could do whatever you like, it doesn't
really matter (77%/20%)
(vi) She is a linguist who could speak in at least
four languages (62%/lO%)
(vii) Although he could go there by car, Leong is
planning to take a flight down (86%/50%)
(viii) Hamzah is sending the photographs early so that
Rosly could order the copies irrinediately
(79%/30%)
The scores put together and averaged, gave an overall
degree of acceptance of 86% by the teachers and 24% by the
clerks. Putting the scores of the individual sentences
together, we have:
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Sentence	 (1)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
Teachers
63%
56%
90%
71%
77%
62%
86%
79%
Clerks
10%
10%
40%
20%
20%
10%
50%
30%
TABLE 19: DEYREE OF A(XEPrACE OF ?WS IN M. E.
As mentioned in the first chapter of this thesis,
there is a marked difference in the acceptance scores between
the teachers and the clerks. Where the nore graiiiriar -
sensitive teachers are nore permissi\e of the sinplification of
such modals, the clerks seem to be more reluctant towards the
use of these nodals. It nvst be adnitted that the entire range
of nodals used in M.E. are not represented In the recheck
corpis (i.e. WY, SIUJID and MiST are not included). There is
still roc*n for further research, therefore, where these three
nodals are concerned, although it would not be wrong to assume
that they would also indicate a similar trend of acceptance by
the teachers as ccirared to the clerks.
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S'TATIVITY AND PIXRESSIVITY IN M.E.
One aroach to the use of verbs in B.E. Is the
stative/dynamic dichotczriy, where like other similar
dichotomies, viz, transitive/intransitive, lexical/auxiliary,
active/passive, there runs the element of definiess and yet
fuzziness as to the defining of any given verb in ternE of that
dichotomy. Where on the one hand, we can say that a certain
verb is definitely stative or dynamic, on the other, there are
also certain verbs that can be used both statively and
dynamically. It is this discrepancy that seeir to lead to the
M.E. use of stative verbs, especially in the easy co-occurrence
of such stative verbs with the progressive.
REVIEW OF VIRI(XJ5 '?1ENIS REXRDI THE STTIVE/DIQVR4Y:
(WThi REFEREE '10 ThE PI)GRESSIVE)
A brief look at some of the treatments of such verbs
and the progressive in B.E. may throw sane light on the M.E.
tendency for such aspectual variation. Palmer (1965:97) states
that "these verbs differ fran the other verbs of English in
that they usually, even in the present tense, occur with the
non-progressive. The non-progressive is, in fact, the norm,
and progressive forn are used only where there is specific
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reference to duration or one of the special features indicated
by the progressive", going on further to state that "there are
sane fairly obvious reasons why these verbs are used with the
non-progressive but the reasons aly to them as a class and
are not valid on each occasion of use". Canrie (1976:36) on the
other hand says that, "there are many verbs that are treated
sometimes as stative, sanetimes as non-stative depending on the
particular meaning they have in the given sentence ... The
general rule seeirs to be that lexically stative verbs can be
used non-statively and aear in the progressive while
lexically non-stative verbs do not lose their ability to be in
the progressive by being used statively". Hudc3leston
(1984:157) also wonders why we can't say "That car is belonging
to me at the n*nent, though I'm selling it to John toirorrow" if
we can say "Kim is living in Berlin" - where live/(living) is
an inherently stative verb represented here as a process and
conceived of as progressing towards a relatively irruninent
change (thus tenporary in duration). Be continues saying that
"certain verbs are highly resistant to aspectual variation,
occurring pre&xninantly or wholly in the non-progressive, anong
the clearest of which are those denoting a variety of static
relations like "belong, contain, posess, entail". Be sume it
all by saying that "there is a great deal nore that can be said
on this difficult issue". "This difficult issue" is explained
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by Quirk et. al (1985:202) as that of a "transfer or a
reclassification of the verb as dynamic fran "one having a
stative meaning" to that "having a meaning of process or
agentivity". They explain that such verbs like "be, have and
know, which refer to states and which indicate an unbroken
state" have such characteristics like:
Ci) Occurring less readily with frequency adverbials
e.g. ?"The chair has beautiful carved legs quite
frequently." (Iv)
(ii) not occurring with the inperative: e.g. *frJIow
how to swim". (1)
(iii) having a different meaning when occurring with
the progressive
or totally not occurring with the progressive'
e.g. *"We are owning a house in the country" (1)
"She is seeing him today"
Quirk et. al. go on by stating that "on this basis we draw a
broad distinction between dynamic and stative meanings of
verbs. It should be noted, though, that we talk of dynamic and
stative meanings rather than dynamic and stative verbs. This
is because one verb may shift, in meaning, fran one category to
another," aãnitting that "the dynarnic/stative distinction is
not clear-cut however" • As for the stative verbs with the
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progressive, they explain that stative verb meanings are
inimical to the idea that sane phenomenon is in progress.
States are 'like-parted' in that every segment of a state has
the same character as any other segment. Where the progressive
does occur, it is felt to in1y tçorariness rather than
perniar,enceu.
STATIVE VERBS IN THE PEJGRESSIVE (WITH STATIVE MEANISJ
Thus in B.E., as far as the progressive and stative
verbs go, co-occurrence is not cc*iinon except when:
U) The duration of the verb is being eiiphasised
e.g. He's hoping all the time that she'll win
I'm actually hearing nry daughter's voice
How iwch water was that can containin g
 when you
last used it?
She's seeing stars
(ii) Habitual activity over a limited period is
T)asised
e.g. He's forQetting his priorities nowadays
She's feeling the pain these days
I 'm thinking now that I nust send her a
present
(iii) sporadic repetition is being shown (norma].ly
with adverbials)
e.g. I'm continually forgetting names (FRP)
She's always feeling ill (FRP)
You're forever imagining you'll win a prize
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These are, however, the "private verbs"
	 (FRP-Quirk)
(1965/1985), those associated with cognition and perception,
that can have the element of duration in terma of habit and
limitation. As for the relational verbs (of "being and
having"), which normally connote permanent or semi-permanent
states, eirhasis is not on duration or habit. As such when
they occur in the progressive, it is to:
(i) erphasise limited duration - but not of a
habitual activity
e.g. He's looking better since his operation
(FRP)
I'm feeling all right now
We're living in Bonn
(ii) Indicate increasing or decreasing
 activity
 (i.e.
of that state) (normally with adverbials)
e.g. He's looking nore and ncre like his father
It's mattering less and less now
The bucket's containing nore and nore
water every day
In addition to these exaiçles, there are sane stative
verbs denoting states of bodily sensation - like 'ache, itch,
hurt', for which the "progressive and the non-progressive are
nore or less interchangable when referring to a tenporary
state" (Quirk 1985:203). Hence instances like,
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e.g. "My foot hurts (P0)
is hurting
"My back aChes" (J)
is aching"
with no difference in meaning.
OVER GENERPLISPiTIC CF EXISTIM3 SYS'rE74 IN B.E. TO M.E.
In M.E. such uses of the stative verbs (in the
progressive) are present and one could say therefore that the
use of the progressive here is over-generalised and stretched
on to the norrral "stative" use of such verbs as well. In other
rds, if one can say "The soup's tasting better these days",
the analogy is extended to being able to say, "The soup's
tasting good" or "I'm tasting mint in the soup" (for "The soup
tastes good" and "1 can taste mint in the soup" respectively).
Likewise other exairles - if one can say, "You're •for ever
imagining you'll win a prize", it is extended to "I'm imagining
he'll cane hane today" (for "I imagine he'll cane bane today").
DYMIC USE OF CEF'2AIN s'rTIVE V BS-INFTEXJP USE IN M.E.
There is one dynamic progressive use of the stative
verbs, however, which does not occur in M.E. as nvch as the
others. This is where the meaning is slightly different fran
the usual meaning. Palmer (1965:100) suggests haionymy between
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these verbs (in the progressive) and the normal stative use of
these verbs, since the difference is not only one in terns of
the "progressive/non-progressive dichotar, but also one of a
difference in meaning". Sane exairples are: (in juxtaposition
with the stative meanings)
ST.ATIVE (JN-Pr1JGRESSIVE) She feels tired/The cloth feels rough
DYMIC (PRJG)	 I 'm feeling the cloth
STATIVE ()N-PIJG)	 I hear thunder
i)YMIC (PI)G)	 The judge is bearing the case today
ST7TIVE (M)N-PRCG)	 I see n brother walking down the road
DYNAMIC (P1CG)	 I'm seeing the doctor this afternoon
The M.E. use of the verbs in these contexts is not as frequent
as in B.E. although not altogether absent. In other words,
instead of the dynamic progressive fornE of these stative
verbs, (with the difference in meaning), similar inherently
dynamic verbs are preferred, to convey the identical meanings:
e.g. The judge is presiding over the case today
(hearing)
I'm visiting the doctor this afternoon
(seeing)
WL ST.ArIVE P'IEANThJ3S WITH DYNAMIC USE
However, in the nornal meanings of the stative verbs
where there is the possibility of the progressive occurring
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with such verbs (thus making then dynamic) the "privates
 verbs
occur quite haçç)ily both in B.E. and M.E. Thus we have
sentences like:
s'rATIVE
	
The cloth feels rough
'10.
DYNAMIC USE I am feeling the cloth (to see if it is rough)
ATIVE
	
The roses smell lovely/I smell roses in this room
'10
DYNAMIC USE I am smelling the roses (to see what lovely
fragrance they have)
STATIVE
	
The soup tastes good/I (can) taste mint in the
TO
	
soup
DYNAMIC USE I am tasting the soup (to see if it has enough
salt etc.)
TIVE
	
I imagine the results will, be out today
TO
DYNAMIC USE I am imagining that I am n back in Malaysia
(consciously making an effort to do so).
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ST.ATIVE	 She hopes he'll cane today
DYMIC USE She is hoping to do her Ph.D sane day
(deliberating on the supposition that she can do
it sane day)
It is fran here that the analogy is extended, in M.E., to other
similar private verbs as well as to the verbs of being and
having (relational verbs), so that the stative verbs are used
in the progressive but still with the same inherent stative
meaning. Thus in M.E. we get:
M.E. "I'm tasting mint in the soup"
B.E. "I (can) taste mint in the soup"
M.E. "I'm smelling brandy in the punch"
B.E. "I (can) smell brandy in the punch"
M.E. "They are owning three houses in Pantai"
B.E. "They	 three houses in Pantai"
N.E. "He is having two Jaguars"
B.E. "He j) two Jaguars"
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M.E. "She is knowinci that I came late yesterday
B.E. U5 knows that I came late yesterday
M.E. • fy are thinking they are in the wrong
B.E. "They think they are in the wrong
M.E. "That box is containing all n' jewellery"
B.E. "That box contains all my jewellery"
ThE STATIVE/DYNNIIC DICWY1OMY IN B.M.
One could also postulate that perhaps the LE.
tendency to use such verbs statively in the progressive could
be due to sane transfer from Bahasa Malaysia. But before going
into the stative/dynamic dichotorrr itself, it is in!perative
that the B.M. corollary of the "Be + Ving" construction is
explained. The progressive manifestation in the B.E. i.e. the
(Be + Ving) form, has its corollary in the aspectual marker
"sedang" in B.M. as in:
B.E.	 She is dancing
[Be+(V) ing]
B.M.	 (Dia) tan sedang)
Dia sedang menari ('men' being prefix sha.ng,
in this case, active intransitive voice)
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B.E. They are sleeping
IBe + (V) ing]
B.M.	 (Mereka 4)tiaur sedang)
Mereka sedang tidur
It will be noted here that in B.M. the verb "to be" has no
overt manifestation - further exaiples of which are:
BE.	 Be is a teacher
B.M.	 Dia4)seorang guru
('a' classifier)
B.E. They are tired
B.M.	 Mereka4leteh
B.E. The room is big
B.M.	 (Itu (that4bilik besar)
Bilik itu besar
B.E.	 Be is critically ill
B.M.	 (Diatenat sakit)
Dia sakit tenat
B.E.	 1 am building a house
B.M.	 (Saya 4) bina sedang sebuah rumah)
Saya sedang mathina sebuah runah
B .E.
(Futurity)
Tenporary,
present
state
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B.E.	 Mother is sewing
B.M.	 (Enak 4'jahit sedang)
Enak sedang menjahit
H 'iever, where in B.E. the [Be + Ving] form has various
meanings [i.e. the syntactic manifestation "Be + Ving" has
meanings not always identical] as in exairples like:
ç Be is performing tonight at seven.
They are leaving toncrrow.
fHe is living in London.
imey are staying in the class.
Present,	 (She is watching T.V.
progressive 11 am eating, please call back later.
action
Habitual	 (They are always quar.11ing.
(Iterative) \He j forever giving her gifts.
progressive
the B.M. progressive manifestation i.e. 'sedang" refers only
either to on-going action or present state. Thus we can have
sentences like:
B.E. He is living in London
B.M. (Dia 4) tinggal sedang di London)
Dia sedang tinqgal di London
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B.E.	 They are staying in the class
B.M.	 (Mereka 4) tunggu sedang di bulk darjah)
Mereka sedang menunq u di bilik darjah
B.E.	 She is watching t.v.
B.M.	 (Dia nenuntun sedang t.v.)
Dia sedang inenuntun t.v.
whilst for the other B.E. meanings of "futurity" and "habitual
progressive" the B.M. equivalents are "akan" (will-futurity)
and "selalu" (always) + 4), respectively, seen in the following:
B.E.	 He is performing tonight at seven.
B.M.	 Dia 4 akan berlakun malam mi path p.ikul tujoh.
B.E.	 They are leaving tc*iorrow.
B.M.	 Mereka 4' akan bertolak esok.
B.E.	 They are always quarrelling.
B.M.	 Mereka 4 selalu berqaduh.
B.E.	 He	 forever giving her gifts.
B.M.	 Dia selalu merberi dia hadiah.
A look at the stative/dynamic dichotany in B.M. could be
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helpful to decide if there is any influence at all, of B.M. on
N.E. Anah (1980:81) explains that for dynamic verbs, the
subject is the initiator, whilst for stative verbs, the subject
is not the initiator ("bagi kata kerja perbuatan, sub jeknya
adalah juga pelaku, sedangkan bagi kata kerja keadaan,
subjeknya bukan pelaku). Mashudi Kader (1981:52) also states
that "In Malay, there are action-verbs like "pukul' (to hit),
"pergi" (to go) and non-action verbs like "merp.1nyai" (to c*n)
and "menyerupai" (to resrble) .... Furtherirore, action verbs
can açear in the irrerative construction while non-action
verbs cannot "
A look at some exairples in B.M. would enlighten (pit
in terms of co-occurnce with the progressive):
TIVE
(P1G)
DYNAMIC
(PIG)
STATIVE
(PECG)
Saya (tr.) dengar lagu-lagu S. )dni
hear	 songs
I (can) hear S. Aini's songs
Saya (sedang) mendengar lagu-lagu S. Aini
I	 ing	 hear/listen songs S. Aini
I ant listening to S. Aini's songs
Dia (ter)lihat/nairvak anaknya di d1ayn kereta itu
He/She sees	 child his/hers in car that
He/She (can) see his/her child in that car
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DYNAMIC	 Dia (sedang) inelihat televisyen
(PIG)
He/she Ing watch television
He/she j watching television
STPTIVE	 Saya terasa asam di ialam kuah kari mi
(NG)
I taste tamarind in curry this
I (can) taste tamarind in this curry
DYNAMIC	 Saya (sedang) inerasai curry mi
(PF)G)
I	 ing taste curry this
I am tasting this curry
It will be noticed here that when the verb is used with the
progressive (used dynamically) the prefix menu is used,
shiing intentionality on the part of the subject, whilst where
the verb occurs with the non-progressive (statively), the
pref ix uteru is used shcing unintentional action.
With the verbs of inert cognition too, the
progressive does not occur in the stative use of such verbs.
Hence when the progressive does occur, the verb is used
dynamically:
Inert Coqnition Verbs
STI½TIVE	 Saya fikir dia marah terhadap saya
(PG)
I think she annoyed/ with me
angry
I think she is annoyed! with m
angry
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DYNAMIC
(P1JG)
SThTIVE
(P1JG)
DYNAMIC
(PG)
Saya (sedang) memikirkan tentang rancangan itu
I	 jrg think about plan that
I	 thinking about that plan
Dia harap kami akan tiba cepat
He/she hopes we will arrive early
He/she hopes we will arrive early
Dia (sedang) menghararkan bapanya akan beransur
pulih
He/she jjg	 hope	 father his/hers will
recover
He/She is hoping his/her father will recover
In these instances, the difference between the stative and
dynamic uses of the verb is shcMn by the presence and absence
of the prefix "men", where "men" shows intentionality on the
part of the subject, thus producing dynamic action, whilst the
verb on its own, without affixation shows a state.
Furthermore, whereas the stative use of the verb does not
co-occur with "sedang", the dynamic use allows the optional use
of "sedang".
As for the relational verbs, like the verbs of bodily
sensation (in B.E.), in B.M. too, "The progressive and the
non-progressive are more or less interchangeable when refer ing
to a teirporary state" - hence the progressive can occur with
these verbs optionally. Thus we have:
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Relational Verbs
Dia (sedang) mentimyal tiga buah rumah
He/the ing possess three ci. houses
He/she is possessin q/possesses three houses
Saya (sedang) memiliki dua buah kereta
I	 ing own	 two ci. car
I	 am owning/own	 two cars
Peti itu (sedang) menaandunqi alat-alat nuzik
Box that ing contain instrunent uusic
That box is containing/contains itusical instruments
Thus where some of the stative verbs in B.M. take the
progressive with no change in meaning (i.e. still maintaining
the stative meaning - as in the Relational Verbs), sane have a
change in meaning when occurring with the progressive. (i.e.
they becc*re dynamic verbs) - as in the Inert Perception and
Inert Cognition Verbs.
IRPECULAR P t4EI IN B(YflI B .E • AND B .M. - EXTENDED 'B) M. E.
It will be realised therefore that both in B.M. and
B.E., the effect of co-occurrence of the progressive with the
stative verbs seei to be similar i.e. whilst with sane of the
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stative verbs, the progressive would inly the dynamic use of
such verbs, with a select few, the stative meaning still holds.
In other words, in both B.M. and B.E., arrong the
stative verbs, there is one sub-group which can optionally take
the progressive with no change in meaning - viz, the Relational
Verbs in B.M. and the verbs of Bodily Sensation in B.E. It
could well be therefore that such discrepancy (both in B.M. and
B.E.) is an influencing factor for overgeneralisation in M.E.
so that we have, in M.E. the ease and frequency with which such
forir are used, as in "She is having two cars" or "They are
thinking that they are in the right".
Thus apart fran the fact that in B.E. itself there is
a possible influencing factor for analogy, the presence of a
similar phencinenon in B.M. too, adds weight to the M.E.
tendency of using stat ive verbs frequently in the progressive
whilst still retaining their stative meanings.
As for the recheck questionnaire, the four sentences
that were used were:
(1) She is feeling slee (97%/l00%)
(ii) The Rahiins are owning two houses in Pantai
(29%/20%)
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(iii) Zainab is having a cold (84%/80%)
(iv) I am bearing strange noises outside, wonder
what they are (70%/30%)
Putting the score together, we have:
Teachers	 Clerks
Sentence	 (i)	 97%	 100%
(ii) 29%	 20%
(iii) 84%	 80%
(iv) 70%	 30%
TABLE 20: DECREE OF ACCEPThME OF
	 TIVE/PIXRESSIVE
The overall acceptance scores were 70% for the teachers and 57%
for the clerks.
The relational verb "are owning" seen to strike
a very l acceptance note by both teachers and clerks.
However, the fact that at least even 29%/20% of them
respectively, accepted tbe structure "Be + Ving" for the
stat ive relational verb "own" is indicative enough that this is
a feature of indigenization in LE. Sentences (1) and (iv) are
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similar to exanples like "He is seeing the point nw" (i.e.
after all the explanation given, he understands the point), for
B.E. "He sees the point noi". Another such exaile is "I
wondering why they left so early" for B.E. "I wonder why they
left so early". In all these exauples, the verbs viz, feeling,
hearing, seeing, wondering - are either verbs of inert
perception or cognition.
The relational verbs like "having, ning, and
containing" too are accepted generally highly, although the odd
exaiiple of sentence (ii) shs a carparatively lower acceptance
rate in the recheck corpis. In contrast to a 29%/20% rating
for sentence (ii), there is a 84%/80% rating for sentence (iii).
It seei difficult therefore to predict which of
these types of stative verbs (viz, either the relational verbs,
inert perception or inert cognition verbs) occur iiore regularly
in the "Be + Ving" construction, since the trend shown in these
sentences is not consistent. This could be an area of further
investigation.
Another interesting point of note is that where in
the other VP features of indigenization (viz. rercteness
distinctions nxxlals), the clerks generally showed a lower
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degree of acceptance, they seem to show greater acceptance
towards the stative/progressive co-occurrence. It would be
useful to countercheck or reconfirm this phencinenon with nore
exair1es to see if this is then a nore indigenized feature in
M.E. (than sane of the other VP ones, where the clerks showed
less acceptability).
HAPER IV - 1JSE S'IRL1DRE
I - IWPER1GATIVE 1NJSAL VARThTIc1I
(JBJEcr IWERSIcWTPLS)
II - Ja3ECr INVERSI IN DEc1AnPnVEs
III -	 PJLAI ELLIPSIS AND (YflIER ASPEETS OF
VARIATION
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IR!JGTIVE LSL 'ThRIATION
The characteristic feature in M.E. interrogative
clauses that is different from those in B.E. lies in
word-order. Where in B.E. there is subject-operator inversion
for all operators (whether non-auxiliary, auxiliary or ixdal),
in all direct interrogatives; in M.E. such inversion occurs
only for the non-auxiliary "be" in WH interrogatives, both
direct and indirect.
As for the Yes - No interrogatives thenselves, we
shall see that the M.E. equivalent of such interrogatives like
"Are you ready?" is similar in form to B.E. tag questions -
"polar interrogatives" (Hudson, 1975:1) whilst another
fossilized form of a tag in M.E. is the tag "isn't it?" (and
"is it?").
Before going into detail, here are some exairples
DIRECT INT.	 B.E.	 M.E.
Non-Aux: Be	 Where is she?	 Where is she?
are yg?
	
How are
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Have	 What have y	 What	 y?
What don' t
	
have? What y don't have?
Primary	 When .he caning? When be j coming?
Aux: Be
Why aren't	 y
	
Why	 aren't eating?
eating? -
Have	 What have they done? What jy have done?
Where hasn't she	 Where she hasn't
been?	 beenT
b - been	 HcM j been
taken7	 taJh?
When was .jt stolen? When it was stolen?
Modal
Auxiliary
Why will she
compiai1r
Why she will carlain?
When can he cane?
Why shouldn't y
protest?
When he can cane?
Why y shouldn't
prEt?
What won't y do? What you won't do?
PDIREC INr
Non-Aux: Be
	 I wonder who that I wonder who i that?
is?
Can you guess where You can guess where are
tj y g?	 they (or not)?
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Rave Do you know What
have?	 -
You know what have
(or not)?
Primary	I wonder what he j	 I wonder what
	
j doing
Aux;Be	 doing	 -
I wonder why	 I wonder why she hadn't
hadn't cane	 cme
Have	 Can you guess what	 You can guess what j
i done?	 - done (or not)? -
Do you know why y You know why they hadn't
hadn't written?	 written (or not]?
Modal	 Do you know when she You know when she will
Auxiliary	will come?	 -	 come (or notjT
I wonder why he. can't I wonder why i. can't
stay?	 stay?
u-AUXILIARY "BE"
Beginning with the non-auxiliary "be" which allows
subject-auxiliary inversion in ME., it seen iirperative that
B.M. is considered here. It will be seen (in the later section
on copila ellipsis in declaratives) - that the verb "be"
(non-aux. and aux.) is not overtly manifested in B.M.
e.g. She is fat
Dia	 getaik
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They are waiting
Mereka sedang nnunggu
I am a student
Saya seorang siswazah
Likewise in interrogatives too (in B.M.) there is no such verb
manifestation:
e.g.	 Is she fat?
Dia	 genukkah?
(mt. particle)
Are they waiting?
Mereka sedang menunggukah?
Are you a student?
Engkau seorang siswazahkah?
This absence of an overt "be" in B.M. seets to be
over-co!Tpensated for in M.E. so that the non-auxiliary "be" in
the WH - interrogative in M.E. is the only verb treated
differently fran the other verbs (including the auxiliary
"be"), in terma of word-order hence VS is possible - i.e.
"Where is he? - although here again this is only when the wh -
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element is in initial position. It will be seen (explained
later) that in M.E., the wh - eletent is also possible in
sentence final position "He is where?" for all verbs. Hence in
such a case, the word-order for the non-auxiliary "be" in M.E.
is (exceptionally) SV whilst "Is he where?" is ungrarmiatical.
We shall see that where the auxiliary "be" is
concerned, such special status is not given in N.E. since there
is another lexical verb attached to it, whereas here (for the
non-auxiliary "be") the B.E. rules hold in M.E. at least when
WH - is initially placed.
ER VES
As for the auxiliary and nodal verbs, there is no
subject-auxiliary inversion in N.E. Taking the auxiliary "be"
for a start, we have:
B.E.	 What are they doing?
M.E. (a) What they are doing?
(b) What they doing?
B.E. How	 faring?
M. E. (a) How they are faring?
(b) How tJy faring?
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B.E.	 Why aren't you studying?
M.E.(a) Why yare not studying?
- arent
(b) Why yj not studying?
B.E.	 Which book aren't yg_taking?
M.E. (a) Which book you are not taking?
aren't
(b) Which book ypj not taking?
The (a) exarrples above indicate mesolectal M.E:
whilst the (b) exanpies are predcininant in basilectal M.E.
although it Irust be conceded that there are no strict
dnarcations to eachoccurrence.
ME$'LECrAL WRIATION:
(WDrD-ORDER IN B.M. Wif - INTER1JGTTIVES1
The (a) examples can perhaps be explained by the fact
that the identical situation exists in B.M. Sane examples will
elucidate.
B.E.	 Where .j he going?
B.M.	 Ke inana(kah) dia sedang pergi?(To where	 he ing go?)
M.E. Where	 he	 going?
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In B.M. the wh - element in a wh - interrogative is
placed initially in a sentence of identical word - order as
that of a declarative. In addition, the wh - element can
optionally take the interrogative suffix "kah" in sentence -
initial position, "In sentence - initial position "kah"
optionally occur after a wh - word" (Mashudi Kader, 1981:190).
Hence we have, from the declarative:
Dia sedang pergi
He	 ing go
He going
the interrogative
Ke mana(kah) dia sedang pergi?
To where (mt suffix) he going?
Where he is going?
Likewise other exair1es:
Bila(kah) dia datang?
When	 he come?
As has already been pointed out, the wh - element can also
occur in sentence - final position, in which case "the suffix
"kah" cannot follow a wh - word, if the word, is not nodifying
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a noun_phraseu. (Kader, 1981:191). For exanpie, fran:
Ke mana (kah) dia sedang pergi?
(To where	 he	 ing go?)
Where he going?
we get: Dia sedang pergi ke mana?
(He ing go	 to where?)
He going where?
"Kah" may follow a wh - word if there is a variable such as a
time adverbial following it or if the wh - word is !rcdifying a
noun-pbra4e. For eg. (Kader' S egs)
B.M.	 Ainin inakan di mana(kah) tadi?
Amin eat at where (mt. suffix) just now?
B.E.	 Where did Amin eat just now?
B.M.	 Amin makan di restoran mana(kah)?
Amin eat at restaurant where (int. suffix)
B.E.	 Which restaurant did Amin eat at?
WH ELEMENT IN M.E.: (SEN'IE - FIL IOSITION)
Returning to the wh - element in M.E. itself, it nust
be aänitted that as in B.M. where the wh - element can occur in
sentence - final position as well, in M.E. too, the wh -
element can occur in sentence - final position (with or without
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an adverbial or noun) - hence the occurrence of such exanpies
as:
M.E.	 He is where?
He has what?
He is going where?
They had eaten when?
She will cane hai?
It will be noticed that even the non-auxiliary "be"
can take sentence - final wh - placing, giving the S V order
instead (whilst in sentence - initial wh - placing, the order
is V Sas stated earlier).
In mesolectal M.E., except for the non-auxiliary "be"
then (with sentence - initial wh - placing) the order of S V
remains the same in the wh - interrogative as that of the
declarative - whether the wh - element is in sentence - initial
or sentence - final position giving us examples like:
M.E. Where	 going?/	 going where?
When	 coming?/She j coming when?
What tjy should do?/They should do what?
Where she	 find hirn?/g	 find him
where? -	 -
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HAS ILECTAL VARIl%TI
As for the (b) exaiples, ("Where he going?") it will
be consequent that since in basilectal M.E. the verb "be" is
ellipted in declaratives due to the influence of the substrate
languages (see section on Declaratives and Copula Ellipsis),
the same holds in wh - interrogatives as well. This is further
reinforced by similar situations in both B.M. and Tainil wh -
interrogatives. Hence e.g.
B.M.	 Apa(kah) dia sedang buat?
What (mt. suffix) he ing do?
B.E. What is he doing?
M.E.(b) What	 he doing?
B.?'!.	 Ke inana(kah) mereka sedang pergi?
To where (mt. suffix) they ing go?
B.E. Where are they going?
M.E.(b) Where
	 they going?
Tamil	 /ibu
(ithu
This
B.E.	 What	 is
M.E.(b) What
ennA?/
enna?)
what?
this?
this?
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Tamil	 'Un	 a: tJiri ja: r ja:r?/
(un	 a: chin ya:r	 ya:r?)
your	 teacher	 who?
B.E.	 Who is your teacher?
ME. (b) Who	 your teacher?
Tamil	 /AV1	 eige	 p: kira: 1?!
(avel	 enge	 pokira: 1?)
She	 where	 going?
B.E.	 Where is she	 going?
M.E.(b) Where	 she	 going?
Tarnil	 /,vr ku enria	 vileija: dura: rk.al?/
(averkel enna	 vileiyadura: rkel?)
They	 what	 play	 ing?
B.E. What are	 they	 playing?
M.E.(b) What they	 playing?
OPEA1X UDO
The operator udOu which arpears in B.E. interro-
gatives is not used in M.E. wh - interrogatives since there is
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no inversion. Hence we have examples like:
B.E. What did they say?
M.E.(a) What they said?
(b) What they say?
B.E.	 Where did he go?
M.E.(a) Where
	 he went?
(b) Where	 he go?
B.E.	 Why does he cry?
M.E.(a) Why	 he cries?
(b) Why
	 he cry?
DDIRECT flTERROG.
In indirect wh - interrogatives, as stated earlier,
only the M.E. non-auxiliary be undergoes inversion, whilst
aU the other verbs do not. For example:
B.E. I wonder who that j?
M.E.	 I wonder who j !?
B.E.	 Do you kncti why he j here?
M.E.	 Do you know why
	 here?
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B.E. Can you guess how
M.E. Can you guess how
B.E.	 Rahiin doesn't know who she is
M.E.	 Rahim doesn't know who
B.E.	 They rementer where the mcque is
M.E.	 They remeirber where j _________
B.E. How will he know where Lrn?
M.E.	 How he will know where aml?
B • E.	 Why can't she tell who that j?
M.E. Why she can't tell who j that?
As for the other verbs, the M.E. indirect wh -
interrogative is identical to the direct interrogative, whereas
the B.E. indirect wh - interrogative is different from its
direct one, in terms of subject auxiliary inversion, seen in:
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Direct wh - mt.	 Indirect wh - mt.
B.E. What jjdoing?	 Do you know what j doing?
M.E What 1]J doing?
	
Do you know what he j, doing?
B.E. What J j done?	 I wonder what he	 done?
M.E. What	 done?
	
I wonder what	 done?
B.E. When will	 come? Do you know when she will cane?
M.E. When she will cane? Do you know when 	 will cane?
Hence where in B.E., the direct and indirect wh -
interrogatives have different word - orders, the M.E. direct
and indirect wh - interrogatives have identical word - orders,
other than for the non-auxiliary "be".
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YE - IMGTIVES
As for the Yes - No Interrogatives, the same word -
order of S V as in M.E. wh - interrogatives prevails, whilst an
appended tag (eg. "or not" or "yes or not") is used, in lieu of
the subject-operator inversion to mark it as a Yes - No
Interrogative. In basilectal M.E •, and here again the notion
of fuzzy edges should be borne in mind, there is an enclitic
"ah?" with falling intonation, at sentence - final position.
For e.g: a) - being mesolectal exaiples whilst (b) are
basilectal exanp1es
B.E.	 Was Patrick late?
N.E.(a) Patrick was late or not?
(b) Patrick(was) late, ah?
B.E.	 Has she a cold? (Does she have a cold?)
N.E. (a) She has a cold or not?
(b) She has a cold, ah?
B.E.	 Is she coining?
M.E.(a) She is coming or not?
(b) She coining, ah?
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B.E.	 Had she eaten?
M.E.(a) She had eaten or not?
(b) She
	
eat ah?
B.E.	 Did anyone call last night?
M.E. (a) Anyone called last night or not?
(b) Anyone call (ed) last night, ah?
NEXTIV YES - ) I7rERJGPATIVES
As for the negative yes - no interrogatives, since
the orientation of the declarative is in the negative, the M.E.
tag (along with the elnent of no subject - auxiliary
inversion) n consists of both the particles "yes" and "not"
in the form "yes or not?", as in "You don't believe me, yes or
not?" (I am asszning that you don't believe me, confirm
declaration or refute it), for B.E. "Don't you believe me?"
Thus the "yes" clitic confirn the negative proposition in the
declarative, i.e. "Yes, I do not believe you" whilst the clitic
"not" refutes the negative proposition in the declarative i.e.
"I do not, not believe you = I believe you".
"YES	 VP"	 S
This brings us to the interrogative tags in M.E. The
tag "Yes or Not" is one of the recurrent tags in M.E., not just
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appended to a negative declarative but also to positive
declaratives. Hence one could say that there are actually two
variants as far as yes - no interrogatives in M.E. go, as in:
B.E.	 Can he swim? (or not)
M.E. (i) He can swim or not? (Can he or can't he
swim? - I'm not assuming anything)
(ii) He can swim, yes or riot? (I'm assuming he
can swim, but want you to either confirm it
with a "yes" or refute it with a "not").
B.E.	 Are you tired?
M.E. (i) You are tired or not?
(ii) You are tired, yes or not?
The basilecta]. M.E. "ah" enclitic still does duty for
these "yes or not" mesolectal tags. Thus we have:
He can swim, ah?lHe can't swim, ah?
You are tired, ah?/You are riot tired, ah?
where for both positive as well as negative declaratives, the
arcended enclitic is "ah?
PNALOGY WITH B.M.
The use of the yes or riot" and "or not" tags can be
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seen as being similar to one of the B.M. interrogative
constructions:
B.M.	 Dia pergi atau tidak?
He go or not
M.E.	 He went or not?
B.E.	 Did he go? (or not?)
From here we also get (only in spoken language though)
B.M.	 Dia pergi, ya tak?
He go, yes not
M.E.	 He went, yes or not?
B.E.	 He went, didn't he?
Here in B.M. there is ellipsis of the "or element (atau) plus
truncation of the negative element (i.e. tidak , tak) along
with the addition of the positive element (i.e. ya), meaning
uyesu
. Going one step further, as Nik Safiah too points out
(Nik Safiah, 1978:212) the element or" (atau) undergoes
deletion and Mtidak is replaced by its truncated colloquial
form utaku giving:
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B.M.	 Dia pergi, tak?
He go
	 not?
N.E.	 He went, ah?
although she too anits that "this is a pattern with a high
frequency of occurrence in the spoken variety of the language
but is hardly suitable for formal and scientific language use".
TAMIL INFWCE
As far as any influence fran Tamil goes, one can
trace at least the basilectal N.E. interrogative tag "ah?" to
the interrogative suffix "a:" in Taxnil. In Tamil, this suffix
can be affixed to all word classes depending on which word the
thematic focus lies on. For exançle, fran the declarative:
Tamil	 /AVfl pi:neijei	 pidi Ga :n/
He	 cat (acc suffix)	 caught
We can have the following interrogatives:
(1) //v-	 pu:neijei	 pidiea: n?/
He	 cat
	
caught (mt. suffix)
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B.E.	 Did he catch the cat? (or did he do scinething
else with it - naybe just chased it, etc.)
(ii) /A\(rV'i P1: neijei:	 pidi a:n?/
He	 cat (mt. suffix)	 caught
B.E.	 Did he catch the	 (or was it scinething else
that he caught?)
(iii) /A'/.v. lxi: neijei	 pidi a:n?/
He	 (mt. suffix) cat	 caught
B.E.	 Did	 catch the cat? (or was it someone else who
caught the cat?)
In any case, besides the fact that the "a:" suffix in Tamil is
attached to the word on which the interrogative theme is
focussed, the point still holds that it is used for a Yes - No
Interrogative where the answer would be either a Yes or a No,
with or without any further explanatory *irases or clause.
This feature seems to permeate the basilectal M.E.
interrogative in final position, giving exaiples like:
'You can cane, ah?" for the B.E.
"Can you cane?"
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WH-IMPERPTIVES/"CAN OR 7"? TN
Before discussing the wh-inperatives like "Will you
give me a hand, please?", it would be expedient to consider one
other tag "can or not?" which is used in M.E. as in the
follcMing exaiTles:
PERMISSION SEEKThr:
M.E.	 I (want to) stay here, can or not?
B.E.	 Can I stay here? (Mi I allcMed/permitted to
stay here?)
PBILIT! X1FIRNI:
M.E.	 She nvst bring her documents by next week,
can or not?
B.E.	 Can she bring her documents by next week?
(Is she able to produce her documents by
next week?)
VOLITION ASSESSI
M.E.	 You (will) help me, can or not?
(can)
(Similar to "You can help me or not?")
B.E.	 Will you (please) help me?
(Are you willing to help me?)
Thus in M.E., this tag has three basic meanings:
(i) permission seeking
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(ii) ability/possibility confirming
(iii)volition assessing,
out of which the third can be said to be a variant of the B.E.
wh-irrçerative seen in:
B.E.	 Will you help me, please?
M.E.	 You (car'will) help me, can or not?
B.E.	 Will you please show me the way?
M.E.	 You (cai,/will) show me the way, can or not?
As for the wh-iireratives per se, there are two
possibilities in M.E. (along with the above tag):
B.E.	 Will you please help me?
M.E. (1) (You) carVwill help me or not?
(ii) You (can) help me, can or not?
B.E.	 Will you carry these for me, please?
M.E. (i) (You) can/will carry these for me or not?
(ii) You (can) carry these for me, can or not?
B.E.	 Will you please show me the way?
M.E. Ci) (You) can show me the way or not?
(ii) You (can) show me the way, can or not?
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Where exaiiples (i) are concerned, the subject "you"
is optional, so that the iiperative interrogative takes a
slight rising tone on "not" with an interrogative intonation.
If the word, "please" needs to be pit in, it can occur host
often sentence initially although sentence - final position is
not totally absent, so that we have:
M.E.	 Please, (you) can help me or not? or (You)
can help me or not, please?
As for examples (ii) the auxiliary "can" is optional
although the nore frequent form is without the auxiliary in the
matrix - hence:
You help me, can or not?
You carry these for me, can or not?
You shne the way, can or not?
for the B.E.
Will you please help me?
Will you carry these for me?
Will you shcM me the way?
EMBE)ED YES - ND INI'El)GArIVES
The errbedded yes - no interrogatives in M.E. have the
same characteristic feature with the tag "or not" açended at
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the end, these tags belonging, therefore, to the subordinate
clause. Thus the B.E. interrogatives with "whether/if" will
have their M.E. equivalents in the following manner:
B.E.	 I wonder whether/if they are coming
M.E.	 I wonder whether/if they are coming or not?
B.E.	 Nobody knows whether/if she is there
N.E.	 Nobody knows whether/if she is there or not?
B.E.	 They were speculating whether/if he will pass
M.E.	 They were speculating whether/if he will
pass or not?
ISN'T IT/IS IT" TNS
Fran here, we can trace the next type of
interrogative tag in M.E., the "isn't it?" or "is it?" tag. In
M.E., the systn of interrogative tags is reduced to just one
entailing either one of the above tags - i.e. in M.E., tag
questions ("reduced polar interrogatives" - Hudson, 1975:23)
have only the "isn't it/is it?" tag. They are somewhat like
"response promoters" (Quirk, 1985), in that they prctipt a
response from the addressee, regardless of factors like
reversed or constant polarity. For e.g.
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(1) B.E. She wants ten dollars, doesn't she?
M.E. She wants ten dollars, isn't 1±2
(ii) B.E. You can't drive, can you?
M.E. You can't drive, isn't it?
(iii) B.E. He will post it today, will h?
M.E. He will post it today, is it?
(iv) B.E. She hasn't finihed, hasn't she?
M.E. She hasn't finied, is it?
It will be seen therefore, that in M.E., unlike
interrogative tags in B. E., polarity differences between
declarative and tag are insignificant to the meaning. However,
like in B.E. where there is a difference between the
inplications of a reversed polarity utterance (Lyon's checking
tags, 1977:764) and a constant polarity utterance (Sinclair's
"cor tags TM , 1972:75), M.E. seens to have the TMisn't it tag
for the B.E. reversed polarity interrogative [as in egs (i) and
(ii)] whilst TMis it TM seens to take the function of the B.E.
constant polarity interrogative (as in egs (iii) and (iv)].
The B.E. reversed polarity tag serves to show that
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"the speaker thinks the prcçosition is true, but wants the
hearer to confirm it. But it isn't necessary for the speaker
to be uncertain about the truth of the proposition" (Hudson,
1975:26). Hence Hudson's exanpies of
"Caterpillars have legs, don't tby?"
and "Caterpillars don't have legs, do they?
are matched with the B.E. sirrple interrogatives
"Don't caterpillars have legs?"
and " caterpillars have legs?" respectively
The M.E. equivalent for such confirmation - seeking
propositions seen to be the "isn't it" tag. Hence we can have:
"Caterpillars have legs, itjJ.?"
and "Caterpillars don't have legs, isn't it?"
Other such exaiples are:
B.E.	 She cant swim, can
M.E.	 She can't swim, isn'tj?
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B .E.	 She	 swim, can't she?
M.E.	 She	 swim, isn • t it?
B.E.	 They will arrive tonight, won't thy?
M.E.	 They will arrive tonight, isn't it?
B.E.	 They won't arrive tonight, will they?
M.E.	 They won't arrive tonight, isn'tJt?
Constant-polarity tags, on the other hand, are those
where "the declarative says that the speaker believes the
proposition is true, then the interrogative says that he
believes the bearer knows at least as well as the speaker
whether this is right. The function of these tags seet to be
simply that of showing that the speaker isn't trying to tell
the hearer anything, but rather is expressing shared beliefs"
(Hudson, 1975:27). Thus the following exanpies:
"Caterpillars have legs, do_they?"
and "Caterpillars don't have legs, don't thevi?"
are equivalent in meaning, in B.E., to
" caterpillars have legs?"
and "Don't caterpillars have legs?"
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The M.E. equivalent of such constant-polarity tags is
the "is it" tag as in:
Caterpillars have legs, is it?
Caterpillars don't have legs, is it?
Likewise, the other exanpies:
B.E.	 She can't swim, can't she?
M.E.	 She can't swim, is it?
B.E.	 They will arrive tonight, will they?
M.E.	 They will arrive tonight, is it?
Syirbiotic to the polar interrogatives is the question
of their intonation. However, as intonation and its effects are
iirplicative of sejrntic as well as pragmatic considerations, it
irust be difficult to forirulate formal conditions or restrictions
with regard to such interrogatives. Thus in B.E. itself, the
effects of the various intonation patterns "are conplex and to
sane extent controversial" (Lyons, 1977:765). In M.E. too,
there seau to be no strict deinarcative rules regarding such
interrogatives and intonation - perhaps due to the paucity of
research in this area in M.E. This being so, it would be
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expedient to leave the question of intonation here for further
research.
As for the alternative interrogatives ("marked
disjunctives" - Hucldileston, 1984:368), the same characteristic
of word-order is the differing feature here in M.E. (as in the
wh-int. and the yes-no mt.), in couarison with LE. Hence
where in B.E. there is an operator before the subject, in M.E.
no such operator or inversion occurs, as seen in the fol1ing
exairples:
B.E.	 Was he tall or short?
M.E.	 He was tall or short?
B.E.	 he buy a B14 or a Merc?
M.E.	 He bought a BZ'W or a Merc?
B.E.	 flag she grown fatter or thinner?
M.E.	 She jg grown fatter or thinner?
B.E.	 e they Christians or Hindus?
M.E.	 They are Christians or Hindus?
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B.E.	 she play the piano or violin?
M.E.	 She can play the piano or violin?
INDIRECT PLTERN1TIVE INI'ER1GATIVES:
As for indirect alternative interrogatives, in B.E.
itself, there is no operator inversion. 	 Hence the M.E.
equivalent would not be any different fran its direct
interrogative as well as the indirect B.E. one, sane exauples
being:
B.E.	 I wonder if	 for Labour or Conservative?
M .E.	 I wonder if she j for Labour or Conservative?
Direct Alternative	 Indirect Alternative
Interrogatives	 Interrociatives
B.E. Are	 , singin or danciflg I wonder whether they are
tonight?	 singinq or dancing toniglit.
M.E. 2Y are sjnqjg or dancing I wonder whether thy are
€iiight?	 singip or pcing.. toiTi1it.
B.E. Does she prefer coffeø or
	 He can't tell if she prefers
tea? -	 coffee or tea?
M.E. She prefers coffeB or tea? He can't tell if she prefers
-	 coffee or tea?
B.E. Can h tyPe or write?	 I don't knc if he	 type or
write?	 -
M.E. He fl type or Md.te?
	
I don't kncM if he	 or
write?	 -
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JBJECT flVEIRSIc IN DE11RTIVE
As for subject-inversion in declaratives, the two
types that will be discussed are the initially negated
declaratives and the declaratives with adverbs like "only" or
degree adverbs like w
INITIALLY NEXTED DECLARLTIVES
Taking the initially negated declaratives, in B.E.
there are declaratives which have the negative element or
phrase in initial position for focus - i.e. which take
"thematic fronting". Hence such clausal negation as obtained
in normal declaratives like the following:
(1) He was never so harpy
(ii) She was not once afraid
are given thematic fronting where the negative element is
brought to initial position giving:
(iii) Never was he so hay
(iv) Not once was she afraid
Thus where in (1) and (11) we get an S V word - order, in
(iii), and (iv) the word - order is V S. Huddleston (1984:423)
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explains the difference between clausal and sub-clausal
negation in such declaratives and clarifies that where clausal
negation requires a VS order (subject inversion), sub-clausal
negation does not, with the exanpies of the follc*dng two
negative declaratives:
(a) Clausal Negation:
She had had ccxrplete faith in no man
(b) Sub-clausal Negation
She had solved the problEn in no time
He says; "if we aly the process of thnatic
fronting to the final prepositional phrase, we find that in (a)
but not (b) it requires the operator and subject order" (VS
order)
Hence
(a) In no man had she had cclTplete faith
(b) In no time she had solved the problan
This iirortant syntactic distinction between clausal
and sub-clausal negation in terme of thtic fronting is not
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maintained in M.E.
In M.E. whether the negation is a clausal or
sub-clausal one,when the negative e1nt is fronted to initial
position - even though this is not regularly found in speech or
writing - the sare S V order is maintained. Hence we get:
B.E.	 Never wes	 so happy
ME.	 Never she	 so harpy
B.E.	 Not once was b afraid
M.E.	 Not once h
	
s afraid
B.E.	 Never before were tly victins
N.E.	 Never before they were victims
B.E.	 No longer j	 working here
N.E.	 No longer	 working here
B.E.	 No more will I believe her
N.E.	 No more I will believe her
B.E.	 Never again	 use ny car
M.E.	 Never again	 use ny car
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B.E.	 To no one will
	
y tell the secret
M.E.	 To no one y will tel). the secret
It will be noticed that the non-auxiliary "be" jy
these M.E. exaiples can take the normal S V order whereas in
the interrogatives (discussed earlier) it was the only case in
the M.E. interrogatives which had subject inversion (V S rd -
order).
AD1ERBIALLY F!ED DEcLRATIVES
The other declarative that has the V S order in B.E.
is the declarative "where the fronted phrase is introduced by
"only" or the degree adverb "so" etc" (Huddleston, 1984:423) as
in:
B.E.	 Only then did she think of her nother's
advice
So severe y the shock that her hearing was
impaired
In M.E. here again, there is no subject inversion as theiatic
fronting is often replaced by mere stress or intonational
eirhasis, as in:
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M.E.	 Only then	 thought of her mother's advice
So severe the shock g that her hearing was
inpaired
Likewise other examples (Huddleston's, 1984:423)
B .E.	 Only then	 I realise my mistake
M.E.	 Only then I realised my mistake
B.E.	 So persistent was he that we finally gave in
M.E.	 So persistent he y that we finally gave in
The same can be said of declaratives with adverbials
that are negative in meaning but not in form: (Quirk's
examples) (Quirk 1985:778)
B.E.	 Rarely does crime pay so well as many think
M.E.	 Rarely crime pays so well as many think
B.E.	 Scarcely ever j	 the British Nation
suffered so nuch obloquy
M.E.	 Scarcely ever the British Nation
suffered so irtich obloquy
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B.E.	 Little jexpect such enthusian fran so
nany
M.E.	 Little I e
	
such enthusia	 fran so
many
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Ofl1E ASPEF VARIATI
As has been stated earlier, basilectal M.E. has a
tendency to ellipt the copila in both declaratives as well as
interrogatives. Thus the exairples like:
He n' brother
They working there
My rrother in Penang now
Platt, (1980:174) gives sane exairples, explaining how the verb
"to be" is not always used before adjectives, predicate
naninals, in adverbial constructions referring to location, and
in auxiliary constructions such as M3 is working".
e.g. Pre-Adjectival: Kelantan kain sarong very faxious
(The kain sarongs fran Kelantan are very faircus)
Pre-predicate Nominal: The house two-storeys
building
(The house is a two-storey building)
Pre-locative: And my brother also in Kedah
(And my brother is also in Kedah)
Pre-Ving: Sane of then working
(Sane of then are working)
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Irene Wong (in Noss 1983:133) quotes a few more
exairples:
e.g. When you leaving?
They two very good friends
Who your boss?
Why you so angry?
This tendency for copila ellipsis is an obvious
influence fran the substrate languages. B.M. for one has no
verb "be" other than "ada" to shi "there is" (presence of
sanething), as in:
B.M. Ada dua ekor kucing di dalam peti itu
There are two tails (classifier) cats inside
box that
There are two cats in that box
But in sentences like "She is a tourist" or "She is crying",
the verb "be" is not overtly nanifested in B.M. Hence we get:
She is a tourist
Dia seorang pelancong
(classifier)
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She is crying
Dia	 sedang menangis
In interrogatives too as stated earlier (in the
section on interrogatives).
Where is she?
Mana(kah) dia?
Who is he?
Siapa(kah) dia?
What is she doing I
Ipa(kah) dia sedang buat?
The same can be said of Tamil too, where the verb
beN
 is not overtly manifested, for exarrple:
avel	 en
She	 1W
avar	 ow
He	 one (a)
aven	 inru
thangai
sister
a:ciriya:r
teacher
varavillei
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He	 today	 not cxining
averkel anthe	 palliyil. padikirarkel
They	 that	 school	 (locative
affix) studying
Just like B.M. there is one verbal root "iru" to sh
	 presence
of sanething or saneone ("there is") as in:
aven	 ka:ril
	
irukkira:n
He	 in car	 is
(He is in the car)
avel	 vi:til	 irua:l
She	 in house will be
(She will be in the house)
averkel thottathil
	
iruntarkel
They	 in garden	 were
(They were in the garden)
It will be realised that the above exanples contain "be" with a
locative. Similarly for "be" with adjectives, "iru" can be
used:
irukkiratth
is
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anthe	 marn	 uyarana : ke
That	 tree tall
(That tree is tall)
avel	 alaka: ke
She	 beautiful
(She is beautiful)
irukkira:l
is
But where the NP is concerned, "be" is not represented by the
verb "iru". Thus there is no specific verb "be" in exanpies
like:
athu	 oru	 rutthaham
that	 one (a)	 book
(That is a book)
aven	 oru
	
vetan
He	 one (a)
	
hunter
(He is a hunter)
This absence of "be" in Tarnil is carried into interrogatives as
well, as seen in the earlier section:
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avel	 enge?
She	 where?
(Where is	 she?)
aven	 enna	 padikira:n?
He	 what	 studying?
(What is be studying?)
C1HER CH1RACJYERISTIC FEM't3RES
Besides the ellipsis of the copula, there are quite a
nuirber of other aspects of variation in M.E., sane of which are
evident in mesolectal and basilecta]. M.E., whilst sane are
predominant in basilectal M.E. alone. However, due to
constraints of time, they will only be mentioned here, leaving
room for further research to be done on them. The existing
atteirpts at describing sane of them still need a more detailed
and thorough açproach - perhaps on a more linguistically-
orientated scale.
One of these differences fran B.E. is pronoun-copying
(Bickerton, 1976), when the subject of the sentence is stated
first as a noun and then repeated in the sentence in
pronominalized form, to achieve focus:
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e.g. That fellow there, 	 thinks he is the Prime
Minister of Malaysia
Most people, they cane to this shop only
Sane tourists, they like to eat in Medan
Her sister,	 is the cause of all the worry
However it should be noted that this is also widespread in
non-standard B.E.
Another feature peculiar to M.E. is pronoun ellipsis,
where the object pronoun is anitted:
e.g. If you like, you itust buy
That's a good suggestion, I will follow up
She booked her ticket, but later forgot to
cancel
The popilation problem is universal but most
people accept
They said they would areciate, if we cane
early
He couldn't carlete his essay, so he asked her
to write for him
Make sure you study hard otherwise you iney
regret later
Have you taken your medicine? Yes, I have taken
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Do rnind her will you? Of course, I will remind
(Remind her, can or not?)
(Remind her,/okay?)
Other features are:
Adverbial Positioning
e.g.	 You nust order today all your books
He nust study the situation really
I like, very nuch theatre but prefer even better
concerts or opera
Indrani is highly an intelligent girl
It is grossly a mistaken notion
Ismail is not telling the truth definitely
Ellipsis of Expletive 'IttThere"
e.g.	 No use advising him
Useless trying to contact her nci
Too nny obstacles in the way, so no point proceeding
Substitution of "There + be" with existential/locative "Got"
e.g.	 Got not enough evidence for the case.
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Got many kinds of people in this world
Got all sorts of food at Medan Selera
GralTinatical Particles
These are particles characteristically Malaysian
which stand for a range of functions normally represented by
intonational variation as well as grarruiatical structures in
B.E. Sane exanpies are:
What: I told you what, you didn't believe me
(Don't you reinarber I told you)
(Can't you recall that I told you?)
(Aren't you convinced that I told you?)
She came here what, can't remerrter, ah?
(I am telling you she came here, don't you
reineirber?)
(Can't you recall that she came here?)
(Aren't you convinced that she came here?)
Yes what, she came here yesterday
(I'm confirming and affirming that she caine
here yesterday)
(Don't you believe me that she came here
yesterday?)
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He won't reach Ipoh tonight,	 , how can?
(I'm convinced he won't reach Ipoh tonight -
considering the circuustances he's in)
She refuses to get out of the car, man, what
am I to do?
(I'm trying to convince you that she won't
get out of the car - do you get the message?)
___	 She very soirbong/proud, one
(She is a very proud character)
He started throwing stones first, one
(He is the one who first started throwing
stones)
Lah	 They not Malaysians	 they Singaporean one
(For heaven's sake, they're not Malaysians;
they are all Singaporeans)
Don't be lazy	 , please carry this for me
(I am pleading with you not to be too lazy)
The conironest particles are 'what', "man'; 'o' and
'lah' the last of which is perhaps nost typically Malaysian.
It has been described in various terms by many - Mary Tay (in
Crewe, 1977:155) describes it as a 'code-mark: to mark that the
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speech act is one involving dimensions of informality,
familiarity, solidarity and rapport between participants"
However there are certain intonational patterns with
which these particles are used in M.E. speech - which makes
them all the nire difficult to carry into formal or standard
English. The confines of usage of such particles are really
undefinable although they are clearly used only in informal
speech - with their functional load effectively transmitted
airong the speakers.
cHAV2ER V
SUMMARY PND COCWSION
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The various features in the syntax of Malaysian
English (M.E.) described in the preceding chapters serve to
shci that there is a second language variety that is systeiiatic
in its cn way. Contrary to being regarded as a manifestation
of learning errors or an unsuccessful approximation of the
target language, such second language characteristics,
therefore, warrant a descriptive rather than a prescriptive
approach. It is true that many of the differences between M.E.
and Standard British English (S.B.E. or B.E.) can be explained
as the result of influence frcm the substrate languages,
especially Bahasa Malaysia (B.M.), but this fact in itself does
not sh that M.E. is inferior to B.E. On the contrary, this
influence indicates that there is, and has been, an adaptation
process whereby the exonormative nodel has been made accessible
to the Malaysian learner. This has taken place at various
linguistic and sociolinguistic levels, thus resulting in an
endonormative model. This seema apparent in other non-native
varieties as well viz. Indian English, African English and
Filipino English.
The three characteristic elements in the Noun Phrase
of Malaysian English discussed in the second chapter sh that
there isn't just a ranthn sinplification process that is
entailed but a specific system. For exairçle, in the section on
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article ellipsis, we note that such ellipsis does not just
occur before any nouns as such, but abstract nouns in
particular, and fran there, not just abstract nouns generally,
but only those that are modified. In other words, the modifier
before the abstract noun stands to replace the determiner
status of the ellipted article, as seen in exanpies such as:
Did you get mileage-claim for that trip?
Finance companies effected drastic increase in
interest rates this year.
Main reason for their poor performance was frequent
absence from classes.
The only other exception to this rule is the concrete
noun when it is used as an institutionalized noun in predicate
position, as seen in the following exarrples:
She is trend-setter of the class.
He was most poixilar prefect last year.
He is drug addict.
Such article ellipsis before modified abstract nouns
could be considered a carry-over from Bahasa Malaysia - the
main substrate language in consideration, where there is no
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article systn operant (whilst numeral quantification of
concrete nouns is by cardinal determiners with classifiers).
Hence the absence of articles before abstract nouns in
Malaysian English, on lines of analogy from Bahasa Malaysia, as
seen in exairles such as:
B.M. Apakah keadaan tentarig perkara itu?
(What (int) situation regarding topic that)
B.E. What is the situation regarding that topic?
B.M. Penqhasilan motokar sekarang diberi keutamaan
(Production motor-cars now 	 given priority)
B.E. The production of motor-cars is now given
priority
In the section on pronaninal concord, where there is
a singular/plural distinction for living (non-human) nouns,
there is no nuirber distinction for non-living nouns. The sait€
is true of B.M., where there is only one pronoun 'ia' for
living (non-human) as well as non-living nouns, both plural and
singular. The following M.E. exaiTples would be representative:
Those books are very informative. It can be cbtained
at Dillon's.
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The houses on Travers Road are tJ1 houses. It caters
for the Division 'B' eirployees of the Ma].ayan
Railways.
Rahman bought three ball-pens fran the Co-op. but
forgot and left it on the cash desk.
The partial influence fran B.M. can be postulated
from exailes like the following, (in B.M.):
Surat-surat itu baru sairpai - irungkin Ia dan ayah
saya
(Letters those just arrived - nust be it from father
my)
Those letters have just arrived - they IrI.st be f ran
my father.
Ba-lu siapa serua itu? j, sangat cantek.
(Clothes whose all those? I very pretty).
Whose clothes are those? They are very pretty.
Ada dua ekor anak kucing di dalam longkang itu - Ia
siva berwarna pitih.
(Are two (ci.) kittens 	 in	 drain that -t
all coloured white)
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There are two kittens in that drain - they are all
coloured white.
As for individuation in M.E., where there is
pluralisation of mass/collective nouns, the process of
sijlification is obtained purely due to either the reduction
of "unit nouns" (also known as classifiers in B.M.) within M.E.
itself, whilst in B.E. such nouns are quantifiable via these
unit nouns, giving such exanpies as in the sentences below:
M.E. How many staffs are on medical leave?
B.E. How many merrbers of staff are on medical leave?
M.E. She bought three linqeries at Mark's today.
B.E. She bought three pieces of lingerie at Mark's today.
or by randcffn pluralising of such mass nouns, as seen in:
M.E. She cleared all her paraphernalias out of the way.
B.E. She cleared all her paraphernalia out of the way.
M.E. There were no suitable accrodations for them.
B.E. There was no suitable acconodation for them.
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Sane element of analogy within English itself can be
postulated where such exanç1es like jewellery (lewelleries -
M.E.) and stationery (stationeries - M.E.) are pluralised on
lines similar to pottery (potteries - B.E.) and grocery
(groceries - B.E.) Coupled with that another analogous
situation is seen in the ccmosite marbers of these mass nouns
as well - viz, furnitures - fran tables, chairs, beds; fruits -
from aj1es, pears, bananas.
As for the Verb Phrase itself, the three features in
M.E. discussed in the third chapter are Tenporal Distance
(reiiteness distinctions of tense), the reduced Modal Verb
system and Stative Verbs in the Progressive.
Tense in M.E. is shown to be determined by trporal
distance from the deictic centre. The concepts of anteriority,
sirrultaneity and posteriority seem to lend to this conceptual
framework where
(1) events past are considered anterior to the deictic
centre - with three degrees of renoteness viz.
(a) imediate past - I ate (was eating) rice this
ITornng.
(b) recent past - I have eaten (have been eatin g) rice
yesterday.
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(C) remote past - I had eaten (had been eating) rice
last month.
(ii) events present are considered sinvltaneous to the
deictic centre - thus with no degree of remoteness
involved, viz.
I eat (am eating) rice now.
(iii) events future are considered posterior to the deictic
centre - with two degrees of remoteness, viz.
(a) imediate future - I will eat (will be eating) rice
tonight.
(b) remote/distant future - I would eat (would be
eating) rice tomorrow.
Such a system seems to be independent of any
influence from B.M. where although there is differentiation of
teiroral orientation in terms of anteriority, silTultaneity and
posteriority (in its aspectual verbs), there is no deictic
tense marking involved. Further, there is no tense marking in
its lexical verbs either, as seen in the following exaxrles:
M.E. I ate rice this morning.
B.M. Saya irkan nasi pagi tadi.
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M.E. I have eaten rice yesterday.
B.M. Saya sudah makan nasi semalain.
M.E. I had eaten rice last month.
B.M. Saya sudah makan nasi bulan lalu.
M.E. I eat rice now.
B.M. Saya makan nasi sekarang.
M.E. I will eat rice tonight.
B.M. Saya akan makan nasi malani mi.
M.E. I would eat rice tomorrow.
B.M. Saya akan makan nasi esok.
Hence in B.M. where the aspectual verbs like sudab,
sedapg and akan, show anteriority, siirultaneity and
posteriority respectively from the deictic centre (in both main
and subordinate clauses), the lexical verbs are not marked for
tense (e.g. inakan - eat - used for all cases), whilst te!tpora].
adverbs like senalarn (yesterday), sekarang (now) or esok
(tomorrow) show the teiporal orientation of the clause.
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As for the iiodals in M.E., the siiplified system can
be sumarised as follows:
CAN	 - permission, ability
(XIJLD - past tense of the above meanings
MAY	 - possibility
W]LL - irrnediate futurity (± volition)
WXJLD - distant/renote futurity a volition)
SHJLD - obligation, necessity
MUST - coripulsion, obligation, necessity
Such a system may be considered similar to the narrow-ranged
uv:x3al system in B.M. as well:
HENDAK, MAHU, ThX3IN - volition
GAN	 - weak/negative volition(reluctance)
HA1JS, WMIB, MESTI - catipulsion
PEW	 - obligation, necessity
BILEH, DAPAT	 - ability, permission
t4JNKIN	 - possibility, probability
or it can be viewed as a purely straight forward reduction of
the system for sinplification, so that there is no arrbivalence
of meaning.
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The third characteristic feature in the Verb Phrase
is the occurnce of sane of the Stative Verbs in the
Progressive, where in B.E. such verbs do not occur in the
progressive. These are the relational verbs and verbs of inert
perception and cognition, such as:
M.E. That bottle is containing sulphuric acid.
B.E. That bottle contains sulphuric acid.
M.E. I am smelling curry in this roan.
B.E. I smell curry in this roan.
M.E. She is owning two luxury apartments.
B.E. She ns two luxury apartments.
M.E. They are thinking they are in the right.
B.E. They think they are in the right.
M.E. I am seeing my daughter running towards me.
B.E. I see my daughter running towards me.
lpart f ron the fact that in B.E. itself there is a
possible source of overgeneralisation (into M.E.) viz, the
Verbs of Bodily Sensation that can occur in the Progressive (as
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in "My back is aching" or "My foot is hurting"), in B.M. too,
there is the influencing factor when relational verbs like
contain and can occur optionally with the equivalent V -
ing form (although this is not heard very frequently). eoupled
with these, the fact that within B.E., there are also some
stative verbs occurring in the Progressive (but with change in
meaning), alls the eergence of stative verbs in the
Progressive in M.E.
The fourth chapter on Clause Structure accounts for
interrogative clausal features, declarative clausal features
and copula ellipsis along with a quick suirirary of other
characteristic M.E. features which would require further
research.
PIrong the main features characteristic to
interrogative clauses is that of no inversion in the WH -
interrogative, as the auxiliary does not become operator in all
cases, except with the non-auxiliary 'be' in M.E. (in both
direct and indirect interrogatives), hence giving exairples like:
M.E. What we have here?
B.E. What have we here?
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M.E. Where tJy are qoing?
B.E. Where are	 y going?
M.E. Row tjy will cane hane?
B.E. HOW will tjy come home?
M.E. I wonder where j she?
B .E. I wonder where she jg?
The fact that the non-auxiliary "be" is the only verb that
takes operator status when occurring in the interrogative (both
direct and indirect) may be a hypercorrective device, when
coirared to the situation in B.M. where there is no copula as
such at all.
For exaile: Mereka tinggikah?
(Are) they tall?
(This absence is also transferred to basjlectal M.E. where the
copula is el].ipted, giving exançles like:
Where she?
What they talking?
Why he crying?)
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The wh - elnent in the M.E. interrogative can also
occur in sentence-final position, as seen in:
He is where?
They are going b?
She is doing what?
Again, this could be a transfer from B.M. where we can have:
Mereka pergi ke inana?
(They go where?)
Dia menangis kenapa?
(She cry	 why?)
Another interesting feature of M.E. interrogative
clauses is the yes or not and or not tags used to mark Yes-no
interrogatives. Thus the two variant tags are used as seen
below:
B.E. Can she sing?
M.E. She can sing or not?
She can sing, yes or not?
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B.E. Are you hungry?
M.E. You are hungry or not?
You are hungry, yes or not?
A possible source of influence for this tag system could be the
B.M. interrogative construction in:
B.M. Dia makan atau tidak?
M.E. He (eat)ate or not?
B.E. Did he eat?
B.M. Dia makan, va tak?
M.E. He ate, yes or not?
B.E. He ate, didn't he?
The M.E. basilectal tag in sindlar vein is the clitic ? which
seems to suggest strong Tamil influence, as seen in
M.E. He ate, ?
She cane late, ab?
They are leaving, ?
In Tarnil, the interrogative suffix	 is affixed to all word
classes depending on which word the thematic interrogative
focus lies on. Hence, we can have:
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Tamil:	 Aven	 choru	 cha:pita:na:?
(He	 rice	 ate (int.suff ix?)
Did he eat rice? (or did he just cook it).
Aven	 cho:	 cha:pita:n?
(He	 rice (mt suffix) ate?)
Did he eat i? (or something else?)
Avenaj	 choru	 cha:pita:n?
(He (int. suffix) rice 	 ate)
Did he eat rice? (or was it someone else?)
1\nother interrogative tag that is often used in M.E.
is the can or not? tag with the functions of:
(i) Seeking permission:
M.E. I want to come, can or not?
B.E. Can I come?
(ii) Confirming ability:
M.E. They nust sutinit the forms tclTorrcM, can or not?
B.E. Can they sutfnit the forms tonorrow?
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(iii) Assessing volition::
M.E. You carry this for me, can or not?
LE. Will you carry this for me?
The third meaning can be considered the M.E. form of the B.E.
wh - inerative, as in:
B.E. Will you do the washing today?
N.E. You do the washing today, can or not?
BE. Will you (please) stand guarantor for my
arplication?
M.E. You stand guarantor for my ap1ication, can or
not?
The similar wh - ilTçierative can also be represented by the
j? tag in M.E., as in:
B.E. Will you do the washing today?
N.E. (You) can do the washing today or not?
B.E. Will you stand guarantor for my aplication?
N.E. (You) can stand guarantor for my alication
not?
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The isn't it/is it? tag is the next interesting
feature in M.E. interrogatives where this is the only
interrogative tag used for. tag interrogatives (with isn't it?
serving the function of B.E. reversed polarity tags, and is it?
that of B.E. constant polarity tags, as in the exaniples below):
M.E. They are coining, isn't it?
B.E. They are coming, aren't they?
M.E. He can play the piano, is it?
B.E. He can play the piano, can be?
The alternative interrogatives in M.E. also have the
same feature of the absence of operator (auxiliary verb)
inversion:
M.E.	 were fat or thin?
B.E. Were .ihey fat or thin?
M.E.	 likes red or white wine?
B.E. Does j like red or white wine?
The next interesting feature is where the declarative
clause is concerned. The feature of word-order is again of
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interest here, where specifically for the initially negated
declarative and the adverbially fronted declarative there is no
operator inversion.
M.E. Never he	 so delighted.
B.E. Never	 so delighted.
M.E. Not once	 could enter the building.
B.E. Not once cojjjd she enter the building.
M.E. Only then y remenered the warning.
B.E. Only then	 y eieirber the warning.
M.E. Scarcely ever j has cane here.
B.E. Scarcely ever	 j cane here.
The last section in Chapter four describes a bit of
basilectal M.E. where there is the ellipsis of the pula - an
obvious influence from the two substrate languages discussed -
B.M. as well as Tarnil, hence:
B.M.	 pa itu?
M.E. (basilect) What that?
B.E.	 What is that?
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Tairiil:	 Avel	 oru	 na : deki
	
(She	 one	 actress)
	
M.E. (basilect) She	 actress
B.E.	 She	 is an	 actress
Other mesolectal M.E. features that are interesting
but still to be researched on are such elnents as:
(i) Pronoun-copying:
Mv brother, he is an engineer.
Those books, which although 	 y are expensive, are
really useful.
(ii) Pronoun-elliris:
She wrote the letter but forgot to post.
Have you ordered for the cake? Yes I have ordered.
(iii) Adverbial-positioning:
They rr.jst admit iirrriediately to the offence.
Sheila is not ctxning definitely.
(iv) Ellipsis of expletives it/there:
No point pursuing the matter further.
Too ntich of a problem bringing it, so I left it behind.
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(v) Substitution of "There + be" with existential/locative
oot:
no food in the fridge.
no electricity today.
(vi) Grarrinatical particles:
Such particles are typically Malaysian and replace
the various functions represented by intonational variation and
grairinatical structures in B.E., as in exairples such as:
What: I mentioned it to you, what, the other day.
(Don't you raneirber that I mentioned it to you?)
(Aren't you convinced that I mentioned it to you?)
in He isn't the school Captain, 	 , he is just a Prefect.
(Don't talk nonsense he's not the school Captain, just a
Prefect).
: She can't cope with that work, ne.
(I'm definite she's the type who can't cope with that
work).
Lah: Please ]j, finish your work first.
(For heaven's sake, finish your work first).
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Having sumarised the distinctive foriral features
marking the syntax of M.E., it would be useful if sane of the
alied linguistic or sociolinguistic issues be addressed
here. This would take into consideration the factors of the
acceptability of Malaysian English, the choice of the
instructional ircdel and perspectives for the future.
A re-examination of some of the few Malaysian
attrts at describing or discussing English as found in a
second language context shows that there is definitely a
general tendency towards recognizing an endonormative model as
well as accepting it, especially on the phonological level.
Whereas the exonormative model is considered as affected, the
indigenized pronunciation, with a reduced suprasegmental
pattern as well as siirçlif led segmental manifestations,
encourages an attitude of acceptance towards this variety
within intra-national domains.
On the syntactic level, the profusion of such
indigenization features as described in this thesis, enables an
elenent of intra-nationa]. identity to evolve, where there is no
loss of intelligibility. Thus if N.E. is to flourish as a
non-native variety, the emergence of such syntactic - elements
as: 'They are knowing that she's caning today' or 'I have only
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three furnitures in irry room", can be predicted as being
accepted not just intra-nationally but even inter-nationally
(as M.E.) - since intelligibility is not lost and carllunication
is not reduced or impaired.
Further, the use of typically Malaysian or localized
features in the lexicon as well as for stylistic and creative
p.wposes in the various literary genres in English, adds that
iruch colour and variety to the local English scene. The
descriptive linguist can, of course, only describe all these
patterns of usage, but that is as far as his or her brief goes.
As far as formal instruction and the mass-media are
concerned i.e. in formal contexts, it has been admitted that
the exonormative xxdel is not necessarily the goal. In fact,
it is not considered desirable at all. Hever, as far as
syntax or structure goes, the instructional materials for
pedagogical pirposes still have, as is true of any didactic
situation, the excnormative iidel as target. Whether all
circumstances lead to and achieve this target is another matter
altogether. Thus local text-book and materials writers of
English teaching/learning materials normally maintain the
structual base of the native variety (Standard British
English), although the socio-cultural ecology in which such
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materials are set are definitely local. Coupled with the fact
that the majority of English language teaching personnel are
non-native speakers, themselves, (viz. Malaysians) the atterpts
to approximate the exonormative structure is not too likely to
succeed (although it is prescribed in the instructional
materials and provided for in curriculum developnent). In the
urban areas, however, there is a level of English, spoken and
written in formal contexts - this being the acrolect mentioned
in the first chapter of this thesis, although this does not
preclude the mesolect occurring side by side here, depending on
the sociolinguistic factors determining its use. But the fact
still remains, as Kachru says of second language varieties in
general, "that the attitudinal conflict between the indigenous
and external norms is slowly being resolved in favour of
localized educated norms. This nxve is notivated nre by
pragmatic considerations than by a desire for linguistic
emancipation" (Kachru, 1986:25).
Likewise in the mass media, although the phonological
features of the native variety (especially many of the
suprasegmental ones) are not particularly advocated or used,
the structural features are maintained in programes of a
formal context. In other non or semiformal vestiges however,
viz, local drama in English, local dailies (non-editorial
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works) or local cartoons etc, the structural aspects of M.E.
are very often apparent and areciated, since as I. Wong (in
Noss, 1981:126) says: "Many Malaysians feel that this informal
and colloquial variety of English belongs uniquely to them.
They see it as intended pirely for local and indigenized uses
anong thenEelves. They have felt freer, therefore, to adjust
the language to their own needs and requirements. They have
felt less free to do this with standard formal and written
English".
Thus the viability of Malaysian English as an
efficient node of caurunication as well as the attitudinal
awareness plus acceptance of such a mesolect, warrant the need
for an international acknowledgement of such an English - since
"tolerance is what we are referring to - we do not propose that
the local standard forms should becane right and the general
standard forms should becane wrong". (Tay and Gupta, in Noss,
1981:184).
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